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[I] 

Archie Willard and the Spirit 

G RANDPA Willard was an old soldier through and 
through and he let no one forget it. In his later 
years the hair-raising tales he told of the Revolu

tionary Campaigns and the War of 1812 came to be something 
less than fascinating to everyone but his young grandson 
Archie. This was the basis for an extraordinary comradeship 
between the old man and the boy. 

Archie was born at Bedford, Ohio, in 1836, and as soon as 
he was old enough to appreciate his grandpa's stories they 
were each other's best friends. 

Grandpa and Archie used to go prowling the woods to
gether. On these expeditions Grandpa would make the trees 
come alive with redcoats. Cut off from their company, envel
oped on all sides by the enemy, the two desperate Yankees 
would hold a council of war. 

"We're in a tight place now," Grandpa would whisper, 
"and we gotta get these dispatches through to General Wash
ington's headquarters. What do you suggest, General?" 

"Let's do like you did at the Battle of Bennington, Gramp," 
the boy would reply. "Remember when you took that com
pany of Hessians single-handed?" 
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"You have it, General, we'll surround 'em." 
Thus the three-hundred-and-nineteenth battle of Bedford 

went down in history. The Hessians were captured and the 
dispatches went through. 

Inevitably, after the battle, Archie would draw a detailed 
sketch of the field showing the disposition of the enemy 
forces and portraying graphically the superior generalship 
that led to their downfall. Grandpa Willard would study the 
drawings and offer a word of criticism here and there. 

"The smoke of the battle is mighty thick, considerin' that 
not a shot was fired," he observed on one such occasion. 

"But I gotta have smoke, Gramp, otherwise I'd have to 
show General Burgoyne on his horse, and I can't draw 
horses," Archie protested. 

"Then it's time you were learnin'. Clear up some of that 
smoke and let the horse's head show through." 

"Gramp, don'cha remember? You drew a bead on Bur
goyne and shot his horse out from under him." 

"So I did, so I did. Well, draw his legs stickin' up outa the 
smoke there and we'll go home for supper." 

In one of their Indian wars Archie and Gramp found an 
old dead tree trunk with a single branch that looked like the 
arm of a savage about to throw a tomahawk. Archie as Mad 
Anthony Wayne attacked immediately, but the tree wasn't 
a very good Tecumseh. 

"Gramp, if we'd peel the bark and then paint the stump 
red, I could draw some eyes and a mouth on it. Maybe we 
could catch one of the geese and get some feathers for the 
head ... " 

An hour later a very realistic Tecumseh indeed confronted 
Mad Anthony Wayne and aide-de-camp Harrison. But then 
Archie got another idea. 

"You know, Gramp, mother takes this path every night 
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when she goes over to Finley's for the milk. It'll just be get
ting dark when she passes along here." 

"You wouldn't be figurin' to give your mother a scare, 
would you?" Grandpa chuckled. 

"My mother doesn't believe there's any Indians around 
here," Archie said, "anyhow, I don't think she does." 

"Well, in that case I reckon it can't do any harm," Grandpa 
judged. 

It happened that neither Archie nor his grandfather saw 
fit to mention the murderous Indian along the path that led 
to the neighbor's place. 

The shriek that came from the direction of the woods sent 
Archie's father, the Reverend Sam Willard, rushing down the 
path to the rescue. Mrs. Willard's breathless description of 
the encounter caused the Reverend Willard to round up the 
neighbors who went bravely into the woods armed with shot
guns and pitchforks. 

Watching them organize the posse, Archie and his grand
father began to have a few misgivings. "Almighty lot of fuss 
over one lone redskin," Grandpa grumbled, "when I was with 
Harrison at Ft. Meigs we were outnumbered ... " 

"Gramp," Archie interrupted, "I feel kinda sleepy all of a 
sudden. Think I'll go to bed." 

"You just do that, boy, I'll stay here and see how this cam
paign comes out," Grandpa said. 

When the posse returned, everyone was grinning except 
the Reverend Willard. "Dad," he said sternly, "where's 
Archie?" 

"Pretty good job he did of that Indian, wasn't it?" the old 
man said. "That boy has real talent." 

"Where is he?" Sam Willard repeated. 
"What did you want to see hiin for, son?" the old man 

asked. 
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"You know very well what I want to see him for," the 
Reverend said sternly. 

"If it's about that Indian, you can take it up with me." The 
two Willards faced each other grimly. "Matter of fact," the 
elder Willard went on, "the boy was worried that the redskin 
might frighten his mother." 

"He was?" the Reverend asked unbelievingly. 
"Mentioned it to me right off," Grandpa said, "I told him 

any sensible person knows very well there's no Indians 
around here." 

"You did, eh? You're sure of all this?" 
"Fine boy, Archie," Grandpa observed. "You ought to be 

encouraging talent like that 'stead of gettin' all excited." 
"Very well, he'll have his encouragement." The Reverend 

went on, "Tomorrow he's to paint the shed. He's to do noth
ing else from the moment he gets up until sundown. We'll 
see how he feels about painting after that." 

Archie worked diligently on the shed all the next day. By 
late afternoon the Willard shed was one vast mural of can
non~ and men-o'-war, Indians and colonels. Grandpa Wil
lard s easy chair was backing up Archie's ladder and the old 
~an was saying, "Y'shoulda seen us then, m'boy. What a 
SIght we must of made, runnin' from the redcoats, leaving 
our :vou~d~d behind. I blush to think it could a happened. 
But It dIdn t last for long, no sir! 'Cause up from the rear 
With. c,o~ors flappin' the~e three comes a-marchin'. They was 
playm Yankee Doodle and headin' for the front. Well, sir, 
the rest of us see 'em marchin' there like holy crusaders 
against the infidels and we turned and fell in behind. Soon 
we were marchin' and singin' and fightin' like devils. I tell 
yuh, Archie, lad, there was never nothing like the spirit of 
seventy-six." 
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Archie had begun to rough in the figures of the drummer 

and the fifer and the flag bearer. Several minutes passed and 
then Archie got stuck. "Gramp," he said, "I forget which one 
had the bandage." 

There was no answer. Archie looked down from the ladder. 
"Gramp!" he screamed. The old man had fought his last 
battle. 

The Reverend Willard was a Baptist minister and his 
changing parishes moved the family from Bedford to Kent 
to Salem to Aurora to Mantua to LaGrange and finally, when 
Archie was seventeen, to Wellington. 

At Wellington Archie met Hugh Mosher. Hugh's grand
father had also fought in the Revolutionary War and his 
father had seen service in the War of 1812. Hugh, like Archie, 
had a hereditary respect for soldiery and the two became 
fast friends. 

On April 15, 1861, when Lincoln called for 75,000 volun
teers to save the Union, Archie Willard and Hugh Mosher 
were off together to answer the call. 

Hugh became fifer for the 43rd Infantry and Archie served 
in the 86th Ohio Infantry. 

Mter the war, both men returned to Wellington. Hugh 
went back to work on the farm. Archie had ambitions to go 
to art school. His cartoons weren't good enough for a scholar
ship and he hadn't money enough for tuition. Looking for 
work that would enable him to follow his ambition Archie 
approached E. S. Tripp, a local wagon builder, with a pre
pared sales talk. 

"Mr. Tripp," he began, "in the army we had our wagons 
painted up with crossed cannons for artillery, crossed mus
kets for infantry, and on some of the carts we just painted 
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funny pictures. Dressed' em up a little, you know. Now what 
would you think of hiring me to fancy up your fine wagons 
... no pictures of course, just scroll work here and there ... 
stripes on the wheel spokes ... " 

Mr. Tripp had listened carefully. "Well, I'll tell yuh, 
Archie," he said. "We got no call for fancy decorations, but 
the wagons got to be painted. I'll hire you for wagon painter's 
wages. Can't pay for art, though." 

Archie took the job, and despite the fact ,that he was being 
paid for painting and not for art, Mr. Tripp's wagons began 
to roll out of the plant with gold stripes and black screw 
heads and now and then with battle scenes in the kickboards. 

Some of the wagons went into merchants' delivery service 
where they seemed to add prestige to their owners' estab
lishments. The artwork on the kickboards became more 
elaborate and Mr. Tripp agreed to pay Archie Willard a little 
extra for art. 

As Archie's art prospered Mr. Tripp's business, it also 
prospered Mrs. Tripp's social position. She became quite in
terested in art and finally prevailed upon her husband to get 
Archie to do a painting of their daughter. 

When it was finished other elements, in addition to Miss 
Tripp, had crept into the portrait. It was a story picture 
which depicted an upset dog cart with a little boy diligently 
hanging onto the reins and Mrs. Tripp's little daughter sitting 
in the mud, crying. 

It didn't suit Mrs. Tripp and Archie was put back on the 
wagons. It happened, though, that a Mr. J. F. Ryder, a pho
tographer and art dealer from Cleveland, came to town to 
buy a wagon. He saw Miss Tripp's picture and looked up 
the artist. 

"Your art's terrible, my boy," he said, "but there's some
thing about that scene that gets me. I'm going to have it 
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reproduced. Sell copies for five dollars. I'll cut you in for a 
royalty." 
, Mr. Ryder was as good as his word. He captioned the 
picture "Pluck" and sold enough copies to pay Archie's tui
tion to art school in New York. 

When Archie got back, Mr. Ryder helped him set up a 
studio in the National Bank building in Cleveland where he 
built up a respectable following as a portrait painter. 

Archie often went back to Wellington to visit with Hugh 
Mosher and a host of other friends he had made there. It 
never took him long to get into the spirit of whatever was 
going on and usually he would bestow a kind of immortality 
on the proceedings by drawing caricatures or humorous 
sketches of the principals. One Fourth of July he went back 
to watch the parade. 

Hugh Mosher and his gang had been away on a three-day 
encampment with the militia. They got back just in time to 
march in the parade. Hugh wore the pants of his uniform but 
he loaned the jacket to a man who wore it over a pair of 
overalls. The rest of the parade was a comparable mixture 
of ancient or homemade military ~ppurtenances. Archie stood 
on the curb as the nondescript parade began. There was a 
barefoot farm boy beating a toy drum and Hugh Mosher 
blowing the fife and clowning as he marched. 

Barking dogs and small boys ran in and out of the strag
gling ranks. Hugh Mosher stopped without warning to wave 
at Archie. The man behind him walked right into him. In a 
moment the whole platoon was tangled up with itself and 
Archie Willard, along with everyone else, was holding his 
sides laughing. 

When the parade was over, Archie thought it was too good 
to be forgotten. He drew a cartoon depicting a drummer in 
a pair of overalls waving his drumsticks over his head. Next 
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to the drummer was Hugh Mosher with his fife and upturned 
straw hat, and beside him was the barefoot farm boy with 
the toy drum. 

Archie's cartoon brought a laugh wherever he showed it 
and Mr. Ryder thought it was the funniest thing he had ever 
seen. "Archie, I want you to make me one of these on a big 
canvas. We'll reproduce it like we did the old 'Pluck' picture. 
We'll call this one 'Yankee Doodle' and I'll bet we'll get rich." 

Archie was pleased with the arrangement until Mr. Ryder, 
still studying the cartoon and still laughing said, "I don't 
know where you get your ideas ... and those expressions. 
Who's the old guy with the drumsticks, Archie?" 

Archie looked again. "Nobody in particular," he said, but 
his voice faltered a little as he spoke. He hadn't meant it, 
but the old man was a dead ringer for Grandpa Willard. 

"Let me have it. I've got some changes to make," he said 
quickly. 

"Now don't you go changing anything, Archie," Ryder 
said. "I want this just as it is." 

Archie took the cartoon back to his studio and began to 
work. Somehow, it was the most difficult picture he had ever 
painted. The fun had gone out of it. He worked diligently, 
however, and "Yankee Doodle" began to take form. 

Sometimes as he was putting in the finishing touches his 
ann would grow heavy, almost as though someone were hold
ing it back. Archie knew very well who it was, but he didn't 
believe in ghosts. 

One night, though, he was working into the early hours on 
the picture. Rain was beating against the skylight and his 
eyes were tired. 

He stood back from the painting to get a better perspec
tive and that's when he heard the voice. 

"Archie, lad," it said pleadingly, "is that the way I taught 
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you? Oh, I guess some of our uniforms were funny, all right, 
but at Valley Forge and at Bennington and at Lexington and 
Concord t'want no laughing matter. 

"Archie, you remember how I told you on the left we was 
losin' ground and on the right we was losin' men. In the 
center it near broke the General's heart to see how we was 
runnin' to the rear. Maybe you'd uv laughed, Archie, but I 
told how we didn't have the proper powder. 

"And then, Archie, outa the smoke and the confusion and 
the fear in our hearts there was the grand old flag. It was 
movin' not to the rear, but forward! There was a fife tootlin' 
and a drum rollin' and they was playin' 'Yankee Doodle.' But 
it wasn't so much the music. It was somethin' about the 
fierceness of the man that did the drummin' and the striding 
of the man that did the fifin' and the way the flag kept 
flappin'. We fell in behind 'em and we turned the battle, 
Archie, to the tune 0' 'Yankee Doodle.' " 

Archie Willard stepped over to the canvas. His strokes 
were bold and frantic and he worked as though each mo
ment were to be his last. Off went the old man's overalls and 
on went a white shilt. The puffy, grinning face gave way to 
a lean, clenched jaw and the drumstick came down out of 
the air and landed square on the drumhead. 

Hugh Mosher's upturned straw hat became a bloodstained 
bandage and soon he was wearing the tattered uniform of 
the Continentals. Before the night was over the farm boy 
acquired a three-cornered hat and well worn boots and over 
his head furled the Union Jack. 

At dawn Archie Willard lettered in the words "The Spirit 
of '76" and sank back exhausted. 

The "Spirit of '76" went into Mr. Ryder's window at one 
o'clock that day. By two o'clock the sidewalk was jammed 
with people pushing and shoving and standing on tiptoe to 
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get a glimpse of the picture. At three o'clock the police came 
to hold back the crowd and finally they ordered Ryder to 
take it out of the window. People who had never before 
been inside an art gallery crowded in to see the picture and 
business had to be suspended for five days. 

As the "Spirit of '76" swept the nation the critics kept aloof. 
But what did it matter if Archie Willard's technique left 
much to be desired, or that the flag shown in the picture 
hadn't been made until 1777? The pictme wasn't for the 
critics, or for the purists who knew when the flag was de
signed. It was painted for the millions of Americans who are 
not ashamed to this day that their hearts beat faster when 
the band plays The Star Spangled Banner before the ball 
game starts. It was painted for the people who raise the sons 
that go marching off each generation to defend the nebulous 
idea that emerged from the "Spirit of '76" and that has ' be
come the one universal and enduring conviction in this fair 
country. 

The X-Ray Incident 

I NA hardware store in Berea, Ohio, twelve-year-old 
Dayton Miller was reading the latest issue of the Scien
tific AmeTican. 

In Chillicothe, Ohio, at the same instant or nearly the 
same, a schoolboy whose name was George Washington 
Crile was probing the mystery of the anatomy of the frog. 

In Germany, Wilhelm Konrad Roentgen had just been 
named professor of Physics at Giessen Institute. 

In Chicago, Otto Maulden was learning to ride a two
wheeled bicycle. 

In the hardware store Dayton Miller was saying, "Father, 
this is the most unsatisfactory piece of reporting I've seen in 
the Scientific American." 

"Let me see," his father reflected. "The last time you were 
dissatisfied with one of their articles you built a motor to 
power your mother's butter churn. What's the trouble this 
timet' 

''I'll read it for you," the boy said. "'Professor Alexander 
Graham Bell displayed at the Philadelphia exposition an 
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apparatus called the telephone for transmitting the human 
voice over an iron wire by means of an electrical current 
which varies in intensity exactly as the air varies in den
sity during human speech. The device transmits any lan
guage.' " 

"Well ... why is that unsatisfactory?" the father asked. 
"It fails to describe the professor's media for converting 

the energy of speech into electrical impulses. I'm having a 
dickens of a time trying to find it." 

"You mean you've built such a device? Here?" 
"Yes, sir. Hold this box to your ear while I go to the other 

end of the wire. You'll be able to make out my words, but 
it's very unsatisfactory." 

By 1883 George Washington Crile had nearly completed 
the pre-medical courses at Ohio Northern University at Ada, 
Ohio. 

Wilhelm Konrad Roentgen had become interested in the 
behavior of gases in an electrical circuit. 

Otto Maulden had fallen off his two-wheeled bicycle and 
broken his arm. 

Dayton Miller, at Baldwin Academy in Berea, was poring 
over an article in the Scientific American by the distingui~hed 
astronomer, John A. Brashear. Finishing it, he looked up the 
professor of physics. "Professor," Miller said. "Could you tell 
me how I might address a letter to John A. Brashear?" 

"I wouldn't do that if I were you, Dayton," the professor 
said. "Dr. Brashear receives mail from all over the world. He 
cannot possibly take time to answer your questions. Could 
I help you?" 

"I have no question to ask him, sir," Dayton Miller replied. 
"Dr. Brashear has made an error in grinding the lens of the 
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telescope he describes here. I would like to explain how he 
can correct it." 

In 18g6 George Washington Crile was graduated in medi
cine from Wooster College in Ohio and had studied surgery 
in Paris, London and Vienna. He was now a surgeon at 
Cleveland Clinic. 

Dayton Miller was thirty years old and teaching physics 
at Case School of Applied Science in Cleveland. 

Otto Maulden's arm had long since healed and he was now 
living in Cleveland. 

In Wurzburg, Bavaria, Wilhelm Konrad Roentgen was con
ducting another of his experiments in the behavior of gases 
when an electrical current is passed through them. 

This time he had exhausted the air from a special glass 
bottle, called a Crookes tube, and replaced it with a rare
fied gas. He attached wires to both ends of the tube and 
threw a switch which introduced electrical current to the 
wires. 

As he expected, the gas gave off an eerie green light. The 
professor bent over the tube to study it more closely. He 
reached for his notebook to record his observation. Suddenly 
his heart jumped and he arrested the motion of his hand. For 
projected against a metallic plate lying nearby was a shadow, 
not of his hand, but only of the bones of his hand. Somehow 
the strange ray from the tube was penetrating the :flesh but 
not the bone. 

Wilhelm Konrad Roentgen trembled as he recorded the 
phenomenon in his notebook. 

In Cleveland, Ohio, Dayton Miller opened his copy of the 
morning Plain Dealer. He held it in one hand and lifted his 
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coffee cup with the other. But the cup never reached his lips 
that morning. He set it down hurriedly, grasped the news
paper with both hands and read: "The Wurzburg Physico
Medical Journal reports that Professor Wilhelm Roentgen 
has encountered a strange ray-like effect emanating from an 
electrified Crookes tube which throws a luminous green 
glow. The ray seems to penetrate opaque matter. It is in
visible. It gives off no heat. It will not reflect or refract. 
Until the Professor learns more about the ray he calls it, 
Ray X." 

Dayton Miller left his breakfast untouched and hurried 
to his laboratory. A few hours later he was examining the 
shadow of the bones of his own hand cast by the mysterious 
Ray X. 

Miller projected the shadow onto a photographic plate, 
developed the photograph and filed it away for future ref
erence. 

In the days and weeks that followed Miller and his assist
ants made hundreds of photographs of X rays and slowly 
developed a technique for such photography. They found 
their equipment gave best detail when the distance between 
the subject and the plate was twelve inches. They found that 
rainy weather, and consequently a humid atmosphere, was 
undesirable for X-ray photography. They experimented with 
films, cameras and developers, and when he had mastered 
these things, Miller laboriously assembled an X-ray photo
graph of the human body by photographing individual sec
tions and combining them into a life-sized picture. 

Miller's X-ray mosaic of the human body attracted much 
attention from the press and public, both of whom viewed it 
as a clever promotion and went right on speaking of the 
X ray as the "death ray" or "mystery beam." 
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To set them straight, Dayton Miller gave public lectures 

and demonstrations of the X ray. Still, the impression per
sisted that it was nothing more than a clever parlor trick 
involving scientific sleight of hand. Mter each appearance 
invitations poured into Miller's office to repeat the trick for 
the Yacht Club outing, the Elk's clambake, the Business 
Men's picnic and such affairs. 

Dayton Miller had had enough of that. He had one more 
lecture engagement to fill and after that he was resolved to 
give up his efforts to educate the public. 

In the waiting room of the Cleveland Clinic, Otto Maul
den rubbed his arm gingerly. It was hurting more than 
usual. It had been bothering him for years, but lately it 
had grown worse. The slightest pressure against the forearm 
brought on sharp piercing pains that were almost unbear
able. 

He explained the symptoms to the famed Dr. Crile, who 
probed the arm with sure, sensitive fingers. "This arm has 
been broken, I take it," the doctor said. 

"Yes," said Otto. "Several years ago." 
"When did it first start to bother you?" 
"I don't know, Doctor," Otto said. "A couple of years after 

the accident, I guess. But it's been getting worse lately. For 
the past couple of months especially." 

The doctor continued his probing and questioning and 
finally prescribed a treatment of hot compresses. Mter Otto 
left, Dr. Crile made a few notes on the case, leaned back, 
studied them and frowned. 

Dayton Miller concluded his lecture, acknowledged the 
lengthy applause and girded himself for the inevitable round 
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of foolish questions from the people who had been too timid 
to ask them from the Hoor. 

A fat man approached, extended a chubby hand and said, 
"Capital show, Professor. Could you put on that little stunt 
next Saturday night at my home? I'm entertaining some very 
important people." Dayton Miller pleaded a previous en
gagement. 

"Is it true, Professor, that this ray can actually make people 
look younger?" a woman asked. Dayton Miller explained 
that so far as he knew such was not the case. 

"Couldn't you get the same effect, Mr. Miller, by photo
graphing a skeleton?" someone in the crowd said. Dayton 
Miller smiled weakly. 

"Mr. Miller," an authoritative voice spoke up. <'I'm Dr. 
Crile. Could I speak to you a moment?" 

"Indeed, sir," Dayton Miller said. The two men withdrew 
to the side of the room. 

«All through your lecture, Professor," Dr. Crile said, «I 
was thinking of a particularly bafHing case I am treating. I 
have a patient who complains of a sore arm; I suspect that 
it was improperly set but ... " 

«Could you bring the man to my laboratory sometime to
morrow, Doctor?" Dayton Miller asked eagerly. 

Tm sure it can be arranged," Dr. Crile said. <'I'll confirm 
it in the morning." 

Thus, at long last, the principal players in the X-ray inci
dent came on stage to enact their various roles in a major 
drama of our time. Roentgen alone was absent, but his dis
covery was there and it was the leading player. 

Otto Maulden studied the apparatus gravely. «I don't like 
the looks of that thing," he said. 

<1f you're apprehensive about it, we won't do it, of course," 
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Dr. Crile said. "But Professor Miller has lain under it for as 
long as six hours at a time with no apparent ill effects." 

«Will I be under it six hours?" Otto asked, lifting his eye
brows. 

<1 think we can get a good picture in about twenty min
utes," Dayton Miller said. 

«Well, I shouldn't complain," Otto said. «It's a big thing 
you're doing for me." 

"It may be you're doing a bigger thing for us, Mr. Maul
den," Dr. Crile said. 

«Place your arm right here," Miller directed. "And don't 
move it until I tell you to." 

Dr. Crile and Dayton Miller held the still wet negative to 
the light. 

Tm afraid I've been of no help, Doctor," Miller said. «This 
looks just like an X-ray picture of my arm." 

"Hmmm . . . wait. Is that little protuberance tllere part 
of the bone picture? Or is it some irregularity in the pho
tography?" 

Miller studied it. He found a magnifying glass and studied 
it again. «Can't say for sure," he said. «But it doesn't seem to 
be a photographic distortion." 

"Perhaps if you took a lateral view ... " 

Dr. Crile studied the two X-ray views of Otto Maulden's 
arm. "There's no doubt of it, Miller," he said eagerly. "The 
ulna slipped in the cast when the arm was set. That jagged 
little offset there is what gives the man pain when it touches 
any object. We can fracture the arm now at this place and 
reset it properly. I believe there will be a great future for 
this X-ray photographic system of yours in the field of medi
cine, Mr. Miller." 
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"At least it has been a good thing for Mr. Maulden," Day
ton Miller said. 

Dr. Crile looked at the X-ray photographs, and beyond 
them. Quietly he said, "It has been a good thing for human
ity, Mr. Miller." 

Clarence Darro'7/J's Greatest Case 

T HERE'S some would say Clarence Darrow's great
est triumph was the Debs case, but that'll get you 
an argument at any bar association meeting any

place in the world because there's a whole school that holds 
out for the Scopes trial out in Tennessee, and another that 
admires the defense of Loeb and Leopold in Chicago. 

Out here in Kinsman, Ohio, we take a different view on 
this matter. There's no argument here about which was Clar
ence Darrow's greatest case. We figure there'd be none any
place else, either, if anybody besides us took the trouble to 
look up the Brockway harness case. 

We don't have to look it up. We saw it happen and it's the 
kind of thing you never forget. 

Mr. Darrow started in our town. We didn't call him Mr. 
Darrow then; we just called him Clarence and we felt kind 
of sorry for him. We had a blacksmith in our town who 
owned a bunch of law books and he took care of whatever 
law business we had. He loaned Clarence the use of his 
books and helped him get past the bar examinations. Clar
ence came back to us a full-fledged lawyer, but there wasn't 
enough business for both of them and we didn't feel right 
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about switching to a new man, even though we felt sorry 
for him. The upshot of it was, Clarence moved over to 
Andover, ten miles up the road. 

Now I don't know for sure that Jim Brockway was Mr. 
Darrow's first customer, but it doesn't matter. He got the case 
because Jim figured the harness he was trying to recover 
from old man Clark's guardian was worth about thirty dol
lars. He didn't mind spending five to get it back, but wasn't 
going to pay ten, which is what our local man wanted. So 
Jim drove up to Andover to see Mr. Darrow, only then we 
were still calling him Clarence. 

It happened that business hadn't been any better up there 
than it was in Kinsman and Clarence was in the act of pack
ing up his things, figuring to move on when Jim came in. 

'Tm Jim Brockway from over by Kinsman," Jim said, "we 
never met' cause I don't get to town very often. I got a piece 
of legal business for you, maybe." 

"Very well," Mr. Darrow said, "did someone over at Kins
man recommend me?" 

"Not exactly," Jim answered, "everybody seems to think 
well of you, though. I guess they didn't figure a case like I 
got was worth recommendin'. Yuh see, I only got five dollars 
to invest in it." 

"Perhaps that's all it's worth," Mr. Darrow said. We all 
liked him for that when we heard about it. 

"Here's how it is," Jim went on. "I took care of old man 
Clark when he was sick and for that he gave me a harness. 
Now a fella named Jewell says I gotta give it back." 

"Mr. Jewell has some claim on it?" 
"Only because he was appointed guardian of old man 

Clark." 
"Clark's incompetent?" 
"Well, I don't know about that," Jim said, "but he drinks 
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too much. That's how I come to take care of him. I got him 
straightened around and he bought me the harness." 

"Was that before or after this Jewell was appointed as his 
guardian?" 

"It was before," Jim said. "Yuh see, Mr. Darrow, there 
never woulda been a guardian in the picture if old man Clark 
hadn't inherited ten thousand dollars. Nobody was interested 
in him before that, but after he got the money everybody 
was. This Jewell went to the county and had himself ap
pointed guardian-not of old man Clark, I'm thinkin', but of 
that money." 

"It shouldn't be too difficult to recover your harness, Jim, 
if we can prove that it was given to you before you got notice 
of Jewell being appointed as guardian," Mr. Darrow said. 

"You'll take my case, then?" Jim asked eagerly. 
"Yes, I'll take it," Mr. Darrow said. 
"For only five dollars?" 
"Yes, Jim," Darrow said. "I figure you need the harness 

about as badly as I need five dollars." 
The trial was held in the house of our justice of the peace 

in Kinsman. We all turned out for it. Some of us were inter
ested in how Clarence was going to do because he had real 
competition. Jewell had brought in a fellow from Cleveland 
who was getting a regular lawyer's fee. Besides we knew 
about old man Clark and the money he inherited and we 
wanted to see justice done-that is, we wanted Jim to get the 
harness away from this man Jewell. 

It started out with the justice being real legal, since a real 
lawyer was there. He had a gavel and he pounded it on 
his kitchen table, the kitchen being the biggest room in 
the house. He said, "Jewell versus Brockway in action of 
replevin. Clarence Darrow for the defense. Who do you 
call?" 
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"I call Grove E. Clark," Mr. Darrow responded in a real 
legal sort of way. 

Old man Clark sat down in the witness chair, only it was 
really part of the dining room set. 

"Mr. Clark," Mr. Darrow said, "you are said to have in
herited ten thousand dollars. How much of that money did 
you have when you took sick?" 

"None of it," old man Clark said. 
"And while you were ill you had to depend upon your 

friends to take care of you, is that right?" 
"That's right, I did," Clark said. 
"And how many of them obliged?" 
"Jim Brockway was the only one." 
"And for his loyalty, and his services to you, you agreed to 

give him a harness, did you not?" 
"I sure did," old man Clark said, "what he did for me was 

worth it." 
"Thank you Mr. Clark, that will be all." 
Mr. Darrow then called Sam Bevin the harness maker to 

the chair. None of us figured Sam was gonna be of any help 
and it turned out that way. 

"Do you recall the date upon which you delivered the har
ness to the defendant here, Mr. Brockway?" 

Sam thought hard. "Couldn't rightly say. It was a long time 
ago, yuh know, and I'm not much for remembering dates." 

"It was last March?" 
"Yes, it was in March all right," Sam said, ''but hanged if 

I can pin down the exact date." 
"You have records that would help establish the date?" 
"Shucks no," Sam said, "what would I do with records? 

But why ask me? Jim oughta know when he got the danged 
harness." 
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That brought a laugh and the justice banged for order. 

Mr. Darrow called Jim Brockway. 
"Tell the court, Mr. Brockway, how you came to possess 

the harness claimed by the plaintiff." 
"Well, sir," Jim said, "Mr. Clark took sick about the last 

of February. He was staying at the Sawdy Hotel at the time. 
He was pretty bad off. We were friends and I thought I 
owed it to him to give him a hand, seein' as nobody else 
would. I got him cleaned up, brought him food, made him 
comfortable, and all like that, you know. As he got better he 
kept thankin' me over and over and finally said he'd buy me 
a harness for my trouble because he knew I needed one." 

"I see," Mr. Darrow said. "Now when did you receive the 
harness?" 

"I got it on March the tenth." 
"Was this before or after you learned that Mr. Jewell had 

been appointed guardian for Mr. Clark?" 
"It was before, natcherly. If it'd been after, I never would 

of got it." 

"You did hear about Mr. Jewell's appointment later?" 
"Yes sir," Jim said, "1 heard about it on March twenty

third. That was the day it was announced at the court house." 
"Your witness," Mr. Darrow said to the other attorney. 
"Mr. Brockway," the other fellow said, "you are sure that 

you were given the harness on March the tenth ... not be
fore, not after." 

"That's right," Jim said. 
That's the only question the Cleveland attorney asked 

during the whole trial. But when it came to summing up he 
said, "Your honor, the statute provides that from the time of 
giving notice of the pendency of proceedings to appoint a 
guardian, and 1 quote, 'No sale, gift, conveyance or incum-
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brance of property of such intemperate person shall be valid: 
I submit that Mr. Jewell applied for guardianship on March 
the second, and even though appointment was not made 
until March twenty-third, the provisions of the statute apply 
and the harness should properly revert to the estate of the 
plaintiff." 

Well, in the face of that what could anybody do? The 
justice had to agree with the statute. Mr. Darrow lost the 
case. 

We were all disappointed, of course, most of all Mr. Dar
row. He shook Jim Brockway's hand and said, ''I'm sorry, 
Jim, I did all I could." 

"I know you did, Mr. Darrow," Jim said, "and I shouldn't 
of rightly expected to win for only five dollars, against an 
expensive fella like they had." 

"Jim Brockway, sit down!" Mr. Darrow's voice cracked like 
a rifle through that house. "You sit right there and write 
down everything you can remember about that harness deal. 
I'm going to ask for a retrial and I'm going to win this case 
if I have to take it to the Supreme Court!" 

Mr. Darrow moved for a retrial all right and he lost that, 
too. But around · here when a fellow puts himself out that 
much for five dollars he makes a lot of friends and Mr. Dar
row's business began to pick up. He moved on to Ashtabula 
where he built up a big following and got along real well. 

We hadn't heard from him for some time. But then one 
day he sent his carriage for Jim Brockway and Sam Bevin. 
He had introduced the harness case in the Court of Common 
Pleas and he got a rehearing. 

Jim and Sam were gone for four or five days and when 
they got back Jim was all smiles. Mr. Darrow had won the 
case and the harness belonged to Jim. It turned out though 
that when Jim went to pick up the harness they wouldn't 
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give it to him. Jim went right back and told Mr. Darrow 
about it. 

"That means they've appealed the decision, Jim," Mr. Dar
row said, ''I'll get to work on it at once." 
" By this time Jim was tired of the whole thing and he said, 
Mr. Darrow, I can't afford to pay you any more for all your 

trouble and besides you're not a five-dollar lawyer any 
more ... " 

"I never was a five-dollar lawyer," Mr. Darrow snapped. 
"I want you back here next August when the case comes up 
before the Court of Appeals." . 

Well, Jim didn't know what to say. He didn't want to 
offend Mr. Darrow again, though, so he agreed to come. 

By this time Mr. Darrow was getting quite a reputation 
around Ohio and we all thought he'd make short work of the 
harness matter in the higher court where everybody knew 
his reputation. Didn't turn out that way, though. The Court 
of Appeals reversed the decision of the Court of Common 
Pleas and the harness went back to old man Clark's estate. 

This time, Jim Brockway tried to get out of the COurtroom 
without seeing Mr. Darrow. But he didn't make it. Mr. Dar
row caught up with him on the court house steps. 
. "~, want you back here in March," he told Jim. ''I'm appeal
mg. 

"But Mr. Darrow," Jim said, ''I've had to buy a new harness 
no:, a~d I can't afford to spend the time away from work." 

You II be well paid for your time," Mr. Darrow said. "We 
started this thing and we're going to finish it." 

In the year that followed, Mr. Darrow's reputation built up 
so much that everybody in Ohio, even us folks down in 
Kinsman, heard about the things he was doing. So we were 
honored when Mr. Darrow himself came back to our town 
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late in February. He spent a couple of days with us, talking 
mostly to Jim Brockway and Sam Bevin. We didn't know 
what for until March 16 when the harness case came before 
the Court of Appeals and Mr. Darrow called Sam to the 
witness stand. 

He said, "Mr. Bevin, you being the harness maker, tell the 
court what you know of this transaction." 

"Well sir," Sam said, considerably improved in memory 
since the last time he'd testified, "Jim Brockway came into 
my place with a note to me from Grove Clark." 

"The note would constitute an order, would it?" 
"Yes, sir, that's what it amounted to, an order for me to 

deliver one harness to Jim ... uh ... Mr. Brockway." 
"On what day was that?" 
"March tenth," Sam said. 
"You're sure of that?" 
"Yes, sir. I wasn't sure myself at first, but my wife remem

bered because we had a little argument about whether Grove 
Clark was good for the money. We didn't figure he was, but 
he came in later in the day and said he had the money and 
we should give Jim the harness. So we did." 

"Now at this time, Mr. Bevin, had you heard any talk 
about a guardian having been appointed?" 

"Hadn't heard a word of it. That didn't happen until later, 
otherwise I wouldn't have been worried about gettin' my 
money." 

Well, Mr. Darrow had learned a thing or two in the years 
that had gone between that first trial and this one, and again 
he won the decision. 

Not long after that Mr. Darrow began the movement to 
abolish capital punishment that made him a national reputa
tion. In 1894 the Debs case came up and Clarence Darrow 
was the attorney for the defense. Debs, you may remember, 
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was a labor leader whom half the world loved and the other 
half hated. His trial got to be one of the most famous cases 
ever tried because it was mixed up with the question of 
workingmen's rights. 

With the whole country looking on, Mr. Darrow plunged 
into the Debs case. But right in the middle of it another 
matter came up. The courts had reversed the harness case 
again. 

It didn't matter to Mr. Darrow that the whole country was 
watching him, or that newspapermen hung around his office 
by the hundreds and gobbled up every word he said. That 
didn't matter to Mr. Darrow as much as Jim Brockway's 
thirty-dollar harness. Mr. Darrow himself brought Brockway 
vs. Jewell to the Supreme Court of Ohio, and Mr. Darrow 
himself argued the case before the court. 

Mr. Darrow said: 
"I maintain that one single harness with gilt trimmings is 

the rightful property of the defendant, James Brockway, in 
payment for his services to Grove E. Clark as nurse ... on the 
grounds that the defendant received the harness directly 
from the harness maker, the harness being the possession of 
Grove E. Clark. Further the point has been made that the 
harness was in the hands of the defendant nearly two weeks 
before the official appointment of a guardian for Grove E. 
Clark. As to the unofficial time of appointment, I raise the 
question, how could the harness maker, or my client or any
one else know about an application for guardianship which 
was so obscurely and surreptitiously conceived that not even 
the man to be guarded knew about it at that time? The de
fense rests." 

Mr. Darrow waited for the written decision, and read it to 
Jim Brockway with considerable pride. 

"Here it is, Jim," he said. "It has been shown that the de-
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fend ant did not derive title to the harness from Grove E. 
Clark, but from the harness maker. Therefore, it is the deci
sion of this court that the circuit court erred in relieving 
James Brockway of the harness. The judgment will be re
versed and the harness remanded to James Brockway." 

«That means I can keep it for good, Mr. Darrow?" 
«That means you can keep it for good," Mr. Darrow said, 

and he kind of sighed. 
Well, around Kinsman we read how Mr. Darrow saved Mr. 

Debs, and fought with William Jennings Bryan 'at the Scopes 
trial, and how he defended Loeb and Leopold. Some people 
think those cases were his greatest, but out here we think it 
was more important that he fixed it so that Jim Brockway got 
to keep his harness. 

[4J 

Mr. McKinley and the Scarlet Carnation 

I T WAS an odd and disappointing campaign. Dr. Levi 
Lamborn, Democrat from Alliance, Ohio, was opposed 
by Major William McKinley, Republican from Stark 

County, for the Congressional seat of the 18th District of 
Ohio. The campaign of 1876 was being fought over the issue 
of resumption of specie payments for greenbacks. Feelings 
were hot on both sides throughout the district, as they were 
in the nation, but the Lamborn-McKinley debates on the 
question were inevitably disappointing, the men were so con
siderate of each other. They had, in fact, developed quite a 
friendship. 

One rumor had it that Dr. Lamborn always brought Mr. 
McKinley a carnation to wear in his lapel, so that he would 
be taking no unfair advantage-Dr. Lamborn, of course, al
ways wore such a carnation. The rumor was true. It started 
early in the campaign as the two candidates were chatting in 
an anteroom awaiting their appearance on the platform. 

«Doctor Lamborn," Major McKinley said, "what is that un
usual flower? I don't recall ever seeing anything like it." 

"Nor will you, my dear Major," the doctor said. "It was 
recently brought to this country by a Frenchman, Charles 
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Marc of Long Island, New York. It's called a carnation. As a 
great favor I was permitted to buy, at an exorbitant price, six 
seedlings from him. I have been developing the plants ever 
since." 

"Developing the plants?" the major asked curiously. "A 
Hower's a Hower, isn't it?" 

"Indeed not, Major," Doctor Lamborn said. "This one is 
the genus caryophyllus. You will notice it has several petals 
and hundreds of convolutions in the bloom. Originally, when 
the Greeks had it, there were just five tiny petals. The Eng
lish crossbred two varieties which added several more petals. 
They called it the GilliHower. The French lengthened the 
stem and enlarged the bloom. I am endeavoring to improve 
on the French." 

"You know, Dr. Lamborn," McKinley said reHectively, "it 
is amazing to me that a man of your attainments and back
ground should espouse the cause of greenbacks which have 
already diluted our currency and threaten to disturb the eco
nomic balance of this nation." 

"On the contrary, Major, greenbacks are a virile, versatile 
currency, well adapted to national growth." 

"That's a very difficult thesis to prove, Doctor; and in view 
of that I believe it is only fair to allow you the closing argu
ment this evening." 

"It's your turn to close the debate, I believe, Major." 
"I know, sir, but you have the worst of the proposition. The 

least I can do is relinquish to you the closing advantage." 
"That's very kind of you, Major. I will endeavor in some 

way to return· the favor." 

A week later at Salem, Ohio, the two candidates were 
seated on the platform waiting to be introduced. Dr. Lam
born leaned over to his opponent. 
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"Major," he said offering McKinley a red Hower, "perhaps 

you've noticed how the ladies, particularly, seem favorably 
impressed by my Horicultural experiments. This would seem 
to be an unfair advantage, since it has no bearing on the 
issues. To equalize this situation I've taken the liberty of 
bringing you one of my prize specimens. I call it the Lam
born red." 

"It's beautiful, Doctor," McKinley said. ''I'll wear it in my 
lapel. Perhaps it will bring me luck." 

"I certainly hope so, Major. Outside of myself I can think 
of no man I would rather see representing this district in 
Congress." 

"I believe I can honestly make the same statement, Doctor, 
although I have rather harsh things to say about you this 
evening-purely objective, of course." 

"Of course, Major, I understand perfectly." 

The major and the doctor debated all over northeastern 
Ohio. Dr. Lamborn always brought Major McKinley a red 
carnation for his lapel and McKinley always extended his 
opponent the courtesy of the closing argument. 

When the votes were in and the results official, McKinley 
called at Dr. Lamborn's home. 

"I came, Doctor, not to be congratulated," he said, "but to 
say that I enjoyed our campaign immensely. It was very 
close. Only three hundred votes, I understand." 

"But I do congratulate you, Major, uh, that is, Congress
man McKinley. As soon as you outgrow those reactionary 
notions regarding the tariff and the resumption of silver 
you'll make an excellent representative." , 

"Perhaps we can renew the argument next election, Doctor. 
Now tell me, how are the carnations?" 

''I've been looking forward to showing you my new species, 
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Major. Your interest in my flowers is one of the good things 
that came from our campaign." 

"It goes further than just passing interest, Doctor," Mc
Kinley said. "In fact I'm afraid I've become downright super
stitious about them. I think of them as a sort of good luck 
charm. I'm uncomfortable when I don't have one around." 

"Nonsense," the doctor said. "If you're referring to the fact 
that you won the election, the flowers had nothing to do with 
it. The best man won, sir." 

"You're more than generous, Doctor" but this feeling I have 
goes a little deeper than superstition, perhaps. There was 
something about the flower that gave me, well, confidence. I 
had the feeling that when people tired of looking at my ample 
face they could rest their eyes on the flower. It's foolish, I'll 
admit, but I should like very much to buy one of those plants 
from you." 

"By all means, Major," the doctor said. "However it shall 
be my pleasure. I'll start you out with one of my prized spe
cies, the long-stemmed white." 

"If you don't mind, Doctor, I should prefer the deep scar
let." 

"Indeed?" the doctor said. "Why is that?" 
"Just a preference. I believe that's all it is," William Mc

Kinley said solemnly. 

In 1876 William McKinley's career was just beginning. He 
became Governor of Ohio and then President of the United 
States, and through the years his feeling about the carnations 
grew. Throughout his terms as Governor and President his 
desk was never without a vase of scarlet carnations. He de
veloped the habit of giving one to every visitor. In the re
ception room of the White House, this idiosyncrasy made 
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things easier for the secretaries and reporters. They could tell 
instantly which of the President's visitors were waiting to see 
him, and which had already seen him, by looking for the 
carnation. 

Dr. Lamborn chose to wear Mr. McKinley's favorite species 
the day he came up from Alliance to renew his warm friend
ship with the President. He almost missed his turn because of 
it. When he did get in, the conversation turned naturally to 
carnations. 

"Your flowers have saved my life on occasion, Doctor," the 
President said. 

"Indeed? And how is that, Mr. President?" 
"Well, you know how some of these Senators and cabinet 

members are; they plague one to death with their projects. I 
listen as long as I can, then I simply reach over to the vase 
and snip off a carnation. That has become a universally recog
nized signal that the interview is over. Without your flower, 
Doctor, I'd feel utterly defenseless." 

At that moment the President's remark held no particular 
significance to Doctor Lamborn. That was to come later. 

September 6, Ig01, was officially designated as President's 
Day at the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo, New York. 
Introductions and a formal reception had been scheduled for 
four o'clock in the Temple of Music. 

That morning, the presidential party visited Niagara Falls. 
Just as the party was leaving, an official photographer re
quested a picture. It was quickly arranged. 

"Tell us what sort of pose you'd like, sir," the President said 
pleasantly to the hard-working cameraman. 

"Thank you, Mr. President," he said. "I believe, Mr. Sec
retary, if you will stand to the President's right, and you, Mr. 
Millburn, to his left. Very good, gentlemen. Uh, just one thing. 
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Mr. President, sir, your carnation appears to be rather badly 
wilted." 

"So it does," McKinley agreed. "But it's the only one I have 
at this moment; it will have to do." 

"You wouldn't care to remove it, would you, sir?" 
"Indeed not," McKinley said sharply. Then he relented. 

"It's my good-luck piece, you know. I try never to have my 
picture taken without it." 

The photographer mumbled an apology and snapped the 
shutter. 

Some two hours later the President's carriage pulled up in 
front of the Temple of Music on the Exposition grounds. The 
crowd closed in as the President stepped from his carriage to 
the carpet that had been laid at the building entrance. An 
elderly lady pushed through the crowd, raised a primitive, 
awkward-looking camera above her head, pointed it at the 
President. 

A Secret Service man shouted, "Watch that woman!" An
other agent leaped toward her. The camera shutter snapped. 
"Why are you all so excited?" the woman asked innocently. 
"I was only taking a picture." 

Between the two pictures, it was later to be discovered, 
Mr. McKinley had changed carnations. 

Somewhat unnerved by the episode, the President's party 
went on into the building. The speeches were concluded 
about four o'clock in the afternoon. A few minutes later, 
President McKinley stood on the dais next to the console of 
the great organ that was one of the attractions of the Temple 
of Music. 

Chairs had been arranged so that only one person at a time 
could approach the President. Secret Service men studied 
everyone in the line. A little girl accompanied, by her mother 
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was next; behind them was a sinister-looking man with a dark 
beard, followed by a pale young man who had a bandaged 
hand. 

There was a flurry in the Secret Service detail as the line 
advanced. Two agents came forward to stand at either side 
of the man with the beard. 

The little girl shook hands gravely. 
"I am pleased to meet you, Mr. President," she said me

chanically. 
"The pleasure is all mine, young lady," the President 

smiled. 
"Mr. President," the girl said suddenly, "my mother said I 

wasn't to say anything more, but. .. but. .. " 
"Say anything you want to, my dear," McKinley said 

kindly. 
"Could I have something to show my friends? They'll never 

believe I really and truly spoke to you." 
The President laughed heartily. "My dear, it's little folks 

like you that make the burdens of office seem worthwhile. 
You shall have something to show your friends. My official 
greeting. . . the red carnation." 

With great ceremony William McKinley removed the car
nation ... his good-luck piece .. .from his lapel. He presented 
it to the child and the line moved along. 

The man with the beard came up. Officers were within 
arm's length of him on either side. "Pleased to meet you, Mr. 
Pr~sident," he mumbled. 

"How do you do," the President returned. 
"Move along," an officer ordered. And the men on the plat

form breathed easier. 
The man with the bandaged hand stepped forward. The 

President reached for the unbandaged one. The fingertips 
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touched. Suddenly the bandage was in the President's face. 
Two shots in quick succession rang through the Temple of 
Music and William McKinley slumped to the floor. 

Dr. Levi Lamborn was long since out of politics but he 
knew his way around Columbus. The good doctor did not 
himself frame the wording of the resolution, but everyone 
who knew him recognized his touch. It was passed by the 
Legislature on February 3, 1904. 

"Whereas it is fitting and proper that a state should honor 
the memory of its illustrious sons, and 

"Whereas, William McKinley was a beloved and devoted 
citizen of Ohio, and 

"Whereas the scarlet ' carnation, because of his love for it, 
is closely associated with his memory, and the state of Ohio 
having no floral emblem, 

"Therefore be it resolved by the General Assembly of the 
State of Ohio, the Governor approving: 

"That the scarlet carnation be adopted as the state flower 
of Ohio as a token of love and reverence for the Memory of 
William McKinley." 

That's how it happens that Ohio's flower is a carnation
red as blood. 

[s] 

Forward Pass 

W HEN fall comes, the football phenomenon 
grips Ohio like a virus epidemic. Horns honk, 
bonfires burn, old grads assemble, coaches 

take dim views of the prospects, but Harry Ward goes on as 
he has for fifty years, mulching the flowerbeds, taking down 
screens and closing shutters which are part of his duties as 
head groundskeeper at Cedar Point amusement park and 
summer resort. 

About the time the Homecoming game has gone into the 
records" the band instruments put back in storage, the 
coaches fired and the "All" teams forgotten, Harry will have 
the "Point" battened down for the winter, unaware of the 
crisis that faced Ohio when Michigan beat State again. 

It would seem, then, that football and Harry Ward are un
related. One time, though, they came very close indeed, for 
Harry Ward was the lone spectator the day the forward pass 
came spiraling out of nowhere to shape the destiny of Satur
day afternoon. 

Cedar Point juts out into Lake Erie at the end of the penin
sula that forms the easterly side of Sandusky Bay. Its croWll-
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ing glory, and the reason George Boeckling chose it as the site 
for his park, is the broad and luxurious sand beach that has 
few equals anywhere on the Great Lakes. 

It was on this beach early one morning in the summer of 
1913 that Harry Ward swung open the wooden shutter and 
admitted the dawn to the beachhouse of the Breakers Hotel. 

Casually his eyes swept the expanse of sand which he ex
pected would be deserted at this hour of the morning. It was, 
except for two young men who were running briskly along 
the water's edge. The sight of them was pleasing to Harry 
Ward. He liked to see young people up and about early in 
the morning. He guessed they were probably a couple of the 
many college students who worked at the Hotel during the 
summers. 

Something about their antics caused Harry to pause in his 
work and watch. The two stood a few yards apart facing in 
the same direction. Then one of them yelled a meaningless 
sound and began running backward. The other went racing 
up the beach as fast as his short legs would carry him. Sud
denly he turned, grasping a ball with pointed ends which the 
other man had thrown to him. There would be much en
thusiasm and rejoicing over the fact that the short man had 
caught the ball. Then the two would line up again to repeat 
the odd ritual. 

It looked to Harry as if it would be much easier to catch a 
round ball, but he supposed they had made this one them
selves and could afford no other. Students, he knew from ex
perience, never had any money to spend. 

The brisk, energetic one was in front of the beachhouse 
now, running for all he was worth. He turned suddenly and 
leaped, his hands extended above his head. The strange ball 
fell right into them and the youngsters let out a shout. 

Forward Pass 

"I got it, Gus," he announced jubilantly. 
"Yeah, I see," the other called. "Nice catch." 
"No, I mean the system," the first one said. "I know why 

the forward pass never worked before. Everybody's been try
ing to catch a football as though it were a medicine ball. . . 
against the chest like a bear hug. That's all wrong, Gus. The 
secret's in catching it the way a baseball fielder catches a 
Hy . .. relaxed hands, loose fingers, you know?" 

"But you don't get a chance to get set, Rock," the other boy 
said. "I don't know where to aim." 

"That's part of it, don't you see? I don't get set. I take it on 
the run. You don't throw it to me ... you throw where you 
think I'll be when it comes down. Matter of timing. Take 
lots of work." 

"Work, indeed," Harry grumbled to himself and turned to 
open the rest of the shutters. 

The boys had come up on the boardwalk to rest. As Harry 
swung open the next shutter he found himself looking out at 
them. 

The short one with the perpetual squint saw him. "Mornin'," 
he said pleasantly. "I'm Knute Rockne. This is Gus Dorais. I 
guess we're fellow workers around here." 

Rockne had a pleasant, earnest manner that Harry Ward 
liked right away. "Harry Ward, groundskeeper," he said, ex
tending his hand over the beachhouse counter. "Tell me, 
what sort of a game is that you fellows are playing?" 

The boys looked at each other. Rockne said, "Football. 
We're on the Notre Dame University team." 

"Just working out to keep in shape," Dorais added. 
"Don't know much about football," Harry said. "Never did 

see a real game. Looks to me like that'd be an awkward sort 
of ball to throw." 
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"Wasn't made to be thrown," Dorais said. "Rock and I are 
trying to develop a way of doing it." 

"Yeah," Rockne said abruptly. "Well, see you around." 

Later that day Harry learned that young Rockne had been 
making inquiries about him. "Like as if he didn't quite trust 
you," his informant said. "Asked if it was true that you never 
saw a football game." 

"What'd you tell him?" Harry asked. 
"I said it wasn't likely you'd know a football if you saw 

one. He seemed right pleased to hear it." 

The next morning the two boys were throwing the ball 
again as Harry opened the shutters of the beachhouse. 
Rockne came over. "Sorry I was abrupt yesterday, Mr. 
Ward," he said. "You see, the thing Gus and I are doing is 
mighty important to us. It's kind of a secret. 1 wanted to make 
sure you wouldn't give it away." 

"Guess 1 don't know enough about it to cause you any 
worry," Harry said. 

"Maybe 1 can explain," Rockne said. "You see, Notre 
Dame's just a little college. People don't expect much of us in 
a football way. But we got a chance this year to put ourselves 
on the map. We're playing Army, one of the big teams of the 
country, and of course, nobody figures we have a chance 
against them." 

"That so?" Harry asked, trying to follow the plot. 
"Yup," Rockne went on, "and we haven't a chance if we 

play their game." 
"You are not going to play the same game they are?" Harry 

inquired, more puzzled than ever. 
"That's right," Rockne said crisply. "If you don't outweigh 

'em you gotta outthink' em. Gus and I are trying to develop 
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this forward pass technique. It's been tried before, but no
body ever gained much yardage with it, so nobody uses it. 
But we figure we'll surprise' em. They'll be overconfident any
how, you know." 

Harry didn't know, but he guessed young Rockne did. "So 
if your friend can throw the ball and you can catch it, your 
college figures to win the game, is that it?" 

"Well, we may not win, but we'll give' em a time," Rockne 
said. 

Every morning throughout July, August and early Sep
tember, Knute Rockne and Gus Dorais wet:e out to meet the 
dawn, developing the technique of the forward pass, rain or . 
shine, on the sands of Cedar Point. Harry Ward noticed how 
the ball ceased to wobble in its flight, and how it spiraled un
erringly further and further down the beach as the weeks 
went by. Harry found there was a kind of suspenseful excite
ment in the moments between the time the ball left Dorais' 
hands and the time it fell into Rockne's. Harry found himself 
calculating the arc of the ball when it was in the air and mak
ing silent predictions about Rockne's ability to catch up with 
it. Usually, Harry guessed it would go shooting over his head. 
Usually, he was wrong. 

Labor Day came just as Harry was settling down to enjoy 
the summer. Rockne and Dorais returned to school and 
Harry buckled down to his annual task of securing the Point 
for the winter. He was still at it on the afternoon of Novem
ber 1, when he remembered suddenly that this was the day 
Notre Dame and Army were to play football. "David vs. 
Goliath," the Sandusky Register had said. Well, Harry Ward 
wouldn't know anything about that, but he guessed his 
friends Knute and Gus would be "giving 'em a time" as they 
had predicted. For once in his life Harry found himself wish
ing he were watching a football game. 
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There wasn't a very large crowd at West Point that day. 
The game figured to be a pushover for the Army boys. There 
had even been some criticism for scheduling the game in the 
first place. No one in the East had ever heard of the little 
Indiana school whose total enrollment was 400 students. To 
put a football team from a place like that on the same field 
with the Army's bone-crushers was almost unsportsmanlike. 

It looked even worse as the teams lined up. Little Notre 
Dame was outweighed fifteen pounds to a man. Strangely 
though, the Army was unable to advance during the first 
series of downs. The Anny fullback kicked. Dorais caught the 
ball and was instantly overwhelmed. In the next huddle he 
hissed a signal. "If we're ever gonna do it, now's the time. 
Good luck, Rock." 

The teams lined up. The center snapped the ball to Dorais 
and the Army line poured in. In the next instant the crowd 
was on its feet. Something had happened. The ball was sail
ing down the field. It would probably go down as the weird
est fumble on record. But a small lightning-fast figure had 
somehow darted up out of nowhere and the ball fell into his 
outstretched fingers. A startled Army halfback dove for the 
scampering legs and stopped them. Still, it was a first down. 

In the press box the sportswriters stirred in their seats. 
Several made a notation of the odd play. 

The team huddled again and Gus Dorais said, "Let 'em 
have it. Longer this time, Rock." 

And again the ball sailed through the air, again Rockne 
caught it and again it was a first down. 

The press box was buzzing now. "Dorais threw it, Rockne 
caught it," someone shouted. "How do you spell those 
names?" a voice asked. 

In three minutes Notre Dame had gained three first downs 
and on the next play a touchdown. The Army team was 
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noticeably shaken. At the quarter, word came from the bench 
to throttle that Rockne. 

Now though, it seemed to Army that the danger was over. 
Rockne came limping out of a pile-up, kneeled painfully, and 
rubbed his knee. On the next two plays he hobbled ineffec
tively, allowing his man to pour in and throw the Notre 
Dame backfield for a loss. The excitement in the press box 
suddenly subsided. With Rockne injured there would be no 
contest after all. 

The Notre Dame center snapped the ball to Dorais. The 
Army backfield, no longer concentrating on Rockne, missed 
his sudden and miraculous recovery. The next they saw of 
him, he was forty yards down the field, leaping for Dorais' 
pass and running like a rabbit for the goal line. 

The headlines that night were as high as your hand. Notre 
Dame had beaten Army, 35 to 13. Head and heart had tri
umphed over bone and muscle and football in America would 
never again be the same. 

On June 12, 1914, the new lifeguard reported for duty at 
the beach at Cedar Point. Harry Ward recognized him. 

"Hello, Rockne," he said. "See you brought your football. 
Gonna do some more practicing?" 

"No, Harry," the lifeguard answered, wrinkling his brow. 
"This season I'm just gonna sit here and think with it." 

Harry Ward made no further comment. It wasn't quite 
clear to him how you went about thinking with a football, 
but he guessed it was somehow related to the fact that he got 
his best planning done with a spade in his hand, poking in a 
flowerbed. 
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Ed Allen's Biggest Deal 

I N ELYRIA they didn't always speak of Ed Allen affec
tionately. He was the town's only millionaire, and in 
his own country a prophet without honor. Among them

selves the townspeople were quick to point out that a fellow 
as rich as Ed could afford to be more interested in civic 
things and to show up more often at Kiwanis meetings. If an 
outsider would make these same accusations, however, Elyri
ans would leap to Ed's defense, explaining that a man who 
was president of nine big corporations probably had his 
hands full without going to Rotary meetings, and to clinch 
the argument they'd point out that big Ed was entitled to his 
money because he'd earned every nickel of it himself. 

Ed was always a conversation piece whether you were for 
him or against him. He was always cornering some market 
or another; grabbing up mineral rights in some country you 
never heard of; or making big deals that would move a new 
plant into town. In the financial world Elyria was a town to 
be reckoned with, and even Ed's detractors got a kick out 
of that. 

Then, just when Ed was on his way to becoming the rich
est man in Ohio, came Memorial Day in 1907. 
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Ed's boy, Homer, had organized a picnic among the young 

people of the town and they all got on the Interurban and 
rode out to the country club. Homer was only eighteen but 
he already showed some of his father's ability to organize 
things and the picnic was one of. the nicest affairs any of the 
Elyria youngsters had ever been invited to. 

Toward evening Homer herded everybody back onto the 
special Interurban he'd chartered and they started for home. 
Right behind Homer's car was a freight and no one knows 
to this day why it followed so close. It happened that the 
motorman stopped the picnic special at an intersection and 
the freight kept right on rolling. It struck with a horrible 
crash. 

Ed was at home when he got the news to come right down 
to the old sanitarium building. There were sixty-eight vic
tims and that was way beyond the capacity of the Elyria 
hospital. The old sanitarium building was pressed into service 
for the emergency, but it was far from adequate. There were 
no beds, no equipment of any kind, not enough doctors or 
nurses. All this Ed saw at a glance the moment he arrived. 

Ed buried his son, along with the children of many other 
Elyria families. Ed's money didn't seem to soften his loss at 
all and in the common sorrow, Elyria found a place in its 
heart for Ed Allen. Family after family came around to let 
him know that there were no hard feelings about Homer's 
party which was the cause of the tragedy. 

That same week Elyria buzzed with the news that Ed had 
walked into his corporations, one after the other, called the 
directors together and resigned. Then he'd sold his holdings 
and converted eVeIY investment he had into cash. 

Elyria was .shocked-and sorry. The townspeople who knew 
Ed well enough, begged him to go on with his business as 
usual so he'd have something to take his mind off the tragedy. 
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Ed was polite about it and grateful for their concern, but 
he had a plan in mind, he explained, that would keep him 
busier than ever. 

The first evidence in town that Ed meant what he said 
came when he walked into the Elyria hospital, plunked down 
a million dollars in cash and gave the director instructions 
on how he wanted him to build a hospital big enough to 
handle anything that might happen. 

Ed didn't know anything about hospitals and he was care
ful not to meddle with people who did. Once the plans were 
drawn and approved, though, Ed was on the job every day 
goading the contractors and driving them crazy to get that 
building up. He had them scared out of their wits that some
thing else might happen before they got the job done, and if 
it did, Ed kept reminding them, they could blame themselves 
if a single life got lost just because there was no proper hos
pital to meet the emergency. In Elyria they say they never 
saw a building go up so fast. 

One of the first patients in the new hospital was little 
Jimmy Bogart. Ed was there the day they brought him in. 
Jimmy had been born with crippled legs, and he had come 
to the new hospital for an operation which everyone hoped 
would enable him to walk. Jimmy was a pale little fellow 
with big eyes and a smile that would twist the heart out of 
your body. 

Ed said to him, "How long your legs been crippled up like 
that, Jimmy?" 

"I was born that way, Mr. Allen. I'm eleven now," Jimmy 
told him. 

"Just think, Jimmy," Ed said, "when you leave here you'll 
be walking on those legs. That's good to think about, isn't 
it?" 
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"I don't think about it, Mr. Allen," Jimmy said. "I don't 

think about it 'cause I don't think it's so." 
"Now look here, boy," Ed said. "You gotta believe it's so. 

That's the only way 'it'll 'come true." 
"But a long time ago they said it was permanent," Jimmy 

said. 
"Who said it was permanent?" big Ed challenged. 
"Everybody," Jimmy said, trembling a little. "Nobody ever 

said anything else." 
"Jimmy," Ed said, "you think you could trust a fellow like 
?" me. 

Jimmy looked up and smiled. "Anybody could trust you, 
Mr. Allen," he said. 

"All right then," Ed growled. "I promise you that you'll 
walk on these legs. You got my word for it." 

And for the first time in life Jimmy Bogart believed he 
would walk like the other kids. 

Ed Allen had got himself into a pretty big deal. He didn't 
know just then how big. But when he got Doctor Longstreet 
aside and gave him a sales talk on how Jimmy's legs had to 
be fixed up because he, Ed Allen, had given his word, the 
doctor tore into him. 

"Ed," he said, "don't you come around here ordering me 
to perform miracles. And don't go making promises like that 
to kids like Jimmy. I've worked on hundreds of cases just like 
his in this county and I ... " 

"What did you say, Doc?" Ed said. 
"Told you not to order me to perform miracles ... " 
"I don't mean that," Ed thundered. "What did you say 

about there being hundreds of kids just like him in the 
county?" 

"Just that," the doctor said. 
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"You're just saying that to make a point, aren't you, Doc?" 
Ed asked. "There can't be hundreds of them." 

"I said hundreds and I meant hundreds," the doctor 
snapped back. "Jimmy's just one of the lucky ones. He's going 
to get attention. The others never will." 

Ed Allen said nothing but he set his jaw in that peculiar 
way of his that had once brought terror to his business rivals. 

Now the way Ed Allen operated, when you wanted to 
know something, you didn't depend on books or hearsay to 
find the answer. You found out for yourself. Ed sent for a 
firm of experts he knew, and in the next few weeks there was 
a full-sized census going on in Lorain County. When the re
port came in, Ed Allen stared at it. 

"Two hundred and fifty-three crippled kids just in this 
county! That's preposterous!" he said. 

"It's quite conservative, Mr. Allen," the expert said . . "The 
report enumerates only children up to fifteen years old, no 
adults. There are many more because some families refuse 
to talk about a crippled child. Not only that but ... " 

He didn't finish because Ed Allen had stalked out of the 
room. Ed made a few calls that day, with the report under 
his arm. One of the people he called on was Mrs. Gates, and 
before long there was another hospital in Elyria . . . the Gates 
Hospital for Crippled Children. 

Ed was there when the doors opened. He wanted to tell 
all the little kids like Jimmy Bogart that he personally would 
see to it that they got better. But nobody came that day. No 
one came the next day either, or the day after that. Ed Allen 
called on Doctor Longstreet and asked him why. 

"Figure it out for yourself, Ed," the doctor told him. "Some 
people are afraid of hospitals. Some parents are ashamed of 
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crippled children or afraid to raise their hopes. How would 
you feel if you had a child who was crippled?" 

''1' d sure want to know if a setup like this could do my 
boy any good," Ed said. "We got the best facilities in the 
world here, and it's free to everybody." 

"But the people don't know that, Ed," the doctor said. 
"You mean it'll take some selling?" Ed asked eagerly. 
The doctor nodded. 
"Well now, there's something I can handle," Ed said. 
A couple weeks later the Gates hospital was full to over

flowing. 
That took care of Lorain County, but there were eighty

seven more counties in Ohio and they wOlTied Ed Allen. He 
began going to the Kiwanis Club meetings, and the members 
were mighty pleased to have him. They made him an officer. 
In a matter of months he had been elected to a position in 
the state organization and he was selling all the Kiwanis 
clubs his idea of starting an Ohio Society for Crippled Chil
dren. Now with Ed Allen's drive behind it the idea got so 
big it even made an impression on the state legislature. In 
1919 money was appropriated to build a tremendous hos
pital where all the state's crippled children could come for 
treatment. That was exactly what Ed Allen didn't want. He 
stormed into Columbus to meet with the senate appropria
tions committee. He explained that nobody would come to 
such a hospital. He knew-he'd built one. 

"But, Mr. Allen," one senator said, "the bill provides free 
transportation to the hospital from anywhere in the state." 

"I know it does," Ed said. "But the kids won't hear about 
it and you won't hear about them." 

"Do you recommend we drop the whole thing?" a senator 
asked. 
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"No! No! No!" Ed roared. "Just change your bill. Don't 
build one big hospital. Furnish doctors and nurses and equip
ment to existing hospitals in separate districts. See that no 
child is more than a few miles from help. Then they'll come." 

Well, they did it Ed Allen's way and the children came. 
They poured down out of the hills on crutches made from 
forked tree limbs; on wheelchairs converted from coaster 
wagons; on roller skates fastened to boards. Fifteen thousand 
of them came to eight district clinics the state had set up. 

But Ohio was only one state and there were forty-seven 
others where Ed Allen's kids were needing help. So Ed was 
gone from Ohio for awhile. He traveled at his own expense 
forty thousand miles a year and into every state in the Union. 
Wherever money was an acute problem Ed Allen stayed long 
enough to solve it. And there came to be a National Society 
for Crippled Children. 

But the United States was only one country and the world 
was still full of Ed Allen's kids. 

So he traveled to England and the continent, to Mexico, 
Hawaii and the Far East and when he returned, Ed Allen 
had left behind him a trail of children's hospitals. And mean
while, there had come into existence an organization called 
the International Society for Crippled Children, President, 
Edgar Fiske Allen. 

And, oh yes, about Jimmy Bogart. Ed was as good as his 
word there, too. Jimmy one day rapped a Sizzling grounder 
through the box and came into third standing up. Ed Allen 
was there rooting for all he was worth. Jimmy stole home 
and ran past the plate right into Ed's big arms. And it didn't 
matter that Ed's money was gone by that time. 

It's not true that when Ed died in 1937 he left no estate. 
That was the way the newspapers reported it, but they were 
wrong. Ed's estate was that grounder of Jimmy Bogart's, and 
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the girl at the senior prom who never missed a single dance. 
Ed's estate was 150,000 abandoned wheelchairs and broken 
crutches and rusty braces that went unused around the world 
because Ed Allen had once lived in it. 



The Moss Grows North 

I T WOULD have been enough to have seen only the 
hands that gripped the rail of the Steamboat Chester. 
The knuckles were sharply divided, the tension on the 

cords made clear-cut ridges in the black skin. And when the 
hands moved they left two blotches of moisture on the rail. 

Captain Enoch Price shouted from the bridge, "William, 
get that trunk ashore." 

That's when the hands moved from the rail. The slave 
named William tried to acknowledge the order with the 
usual, "Yassuh," but his lips trembled and no sound would 
come from his throat. Captain Price failed to notice. 

With difficulty, William shouldered the trunk. The hands 
that had gripped the rail so tensely now refused to cease their 
shaking. The captain noticed that, but he thought it was 
from the cold, for it was New Year's Day and a chilling wind 
was blowing from the river. 

William stepped unsteadily along the gangplank and cast 
a wild glance at the Cincinnati wharf. There were stevedores 
there, many of them black like himself, and for that he was 
Adapted from the Narrative of William Wells Brown, a Fugitive Slave, 
Written by Himself (Boston, 1847). 
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grateful. His panicked mind told him to walk slowly toward 
the cluster of dock workers who were carrying bales of cotton 
from the bow of the Chester to the warehouse across from 
the wharf. Twenty steps more and he would be among them 
and out of sight of the steamboat's bridge. William felt that 
the captain's gaze must surely be upon him for a terrifying 
weight was holding him back, as though all his limbs were 
bound with anchor chains. 

He heard it then. A shrieking voice screamed "Runaway 
slave!" and William's knees buckled. He waited. No one 
came. Again the shriek, right be~ide him. He dared to look. 
It was the Chester's hull rubbing against the wooden piling. 

William eased the trunk to the ground. For the life of him, 
he could carry it no further. Leaning on it, he gulped for 
breath and fought for relief from the wild surging of his 
heart that was causing him pain at the temples and in his 
hands. Thus helpless and sick from fear, the slave named 
William prayed: "Is de cap'n lookin', Lord? Is he lookin'? 
Make him look de othah way, Lord. I can do it if the cap'n 
look de othah way." 

Slowly William turned his head to look back at the bridge. 
The captain was gone. 

William walked the twenty steps to where the stevedores 
were working. One crew was carrying bales of cotton from 
the ship to the wharf. Another carried them from the wharf 
to the warehouse. William lost himself among the latter 
group, crossed the street and disappeared down an alleyway 
that ran alongside the warehouse. 

The alley was deserted and William started to run. There 
were no chains on his limbs now; the unseen forces that had 
held him back moments before were now impelling him 
away from the ship. It was a tremendous relief not to have to 
pretend or to act or to scheme-just to run. 
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Ahead, the alleyway opened onto a main street and there 
were people there. William stopped short, and instantly the 
pangs of fear began gnawing again. People were his enemies. 
Captain Price would be glad to pay money to anyone who 
brought William back to him, and certainly everyone would 
recognize a fugitive. William looked for a place to hide, but 
he was still too close to the ship. They would certainly find 
him no matter where he hid. There was no alternative but 
to walk among the people until he could get out of sight 
again. 

With every muscle tense William turned the corner. There 
were many people walking along the sidewalk and all of 
them, it seemed to William, were looking at him. The sense 
of panic returned and he felt that he must run. With all the 
strength in his thin body he fought the instinct. People were 
all around him now and he noticed that they all wore heavy 
coats. William had only a light jacket. He walked with his 
shoulders hunched and his arms close to his body and he was 
shivering, but not from the cold. 

Another street opened before him and there were no 
people on it. William turned the corner and began walking 
faster and faster. Finally he could stand it no longer and he 
broke into a run. 

Thus, alternately walking and running, fearing and hoping, 
William reached the edge of the city. Beyond him were open 
hills, woods and trees, and these were his friends. In the first 
woods he came to, William rested and there he had a chance 
to think. 

Three hundred miles north was the freedom land. There 
was a lake up there and beyond the lake was another country 
into which the long arm of Captain Price could not reach 
These things William had heard since he was a child, and 
he believed in them as he believed in God. 
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There would be no problem about which way was north. 

In the dark the North Star would guide you to it. And the 
North Star you could always find because the cup of the 
Big Dipper pointed to it. The Lord had made the world that 
way so slaves-the strong ones and the brave ones-could 
find their way to the freedom land. 

And another thing the Lord had done in case one of His 
clouds covered the star-He made moss to grow on the north 
side of trees, never on any other side, so in the dark you 
could feel the tree trunk and know which way to go. This, 
too, William had heard since he was a child. Inside his jacket 
William had hidden some bread and meat which he had 
stolen from the galley of the steamboat. He ate sparingly 
and when the sun set he began walking with the tree moss 
to his back. Then it grew dark and the Star came out. 

Along the road that night, following the Star, William pon
dered the word "freedom." If he'd had a thousand dollars 
he could have bought his freedom from Captain Price. But 
Captain Price hadn't bought his from anybody, he'd got it 
for free. Ohio, they said, was a free state, but it wasn't really 
because Captain Price could come and get him no matter 
what anybody said. If somebody tried to interfere, he'd have 
to pay a fine of a thousand dollars or go to jail, which was the 
same thing as not having freedom. William guessed he'd 
understand it better if he knew what a thousand dollars 
was. 

William walked all that night and when morning came he 
found another woods to hide in. He built himself a bed of 
dry leaves and fell asleep. He stayed there until dusk and 
then started along the road again. For four days this was 
his pattern. But on the fourth day his shoes wore through 
and on the fifth day his food gave out. 

There were com shocks standing in a field along the road 
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and after dark William helped himself to five ears of com. 
He went deep into the woods, lighted a fire with the tinder
box he carried and roasted the com. Mterwards, he put out 
the fire and expressed his gratitude to the Lord for thus 
providing him with sustenance. The next day he found some 
turnips. They were partly frozen, but he thawed them over 
a fire. 

That night it began to rain and about midnight it turned 
colder so that the rain froze as it fell. His clothes became 
covered with ice. His feet were numb and they started to 
bleed. Every step wracked his body with pain and he knew 
his journey was all but over unless he could find help. 

Morning came and William crawled to the side of the road, 
concealing himself in a clump of ice-covered bushes. A great 
weariness was upon him now. The ache in his body had gone 
and he no longer felt the cold. A carriage came by and Wil
liam struggled to get to his feet, but as it came in sight 
William ceased struggling. It was a fine carriage and William 
was afraid to hail it. 

A man on horseback approached. William opened his lips 
to call to the rider, but no sound would come. The man 
rode by. 

With the last effort he could command, William dragged 
himself out onto the road and again placed himself in the 
care of the Lord. 

Out of nowhere a voice was saying, "Art thou ill?" William 
made out the face of an old man under a wide-brimmed hat. 
He attempted to answer but could not. 

"At least thou'st not dead. Art thou a slave?" 
William nodded. 
"Can thee hear me?" 
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William nodded again. 
"Then listen well. My house is just down the road. I will 

return with a covered wagon. Whilest I am gone thou must 
keep hidden. Dost thou understand?" 

"Yes," William' managed. 
The man helped William back into his hiding place and 

rode off down the road. 
When William awakened he was in a bed and a cup was 

being held to his lips. 
"Canst thou drink this?" a woman's voice was saying. 
William drank, and the warm fluid seemed to flow through 

his whole body. He raised his head. 
"Nay," the woman said, restraining him with a gentle hand. 

"Rest, friend, thou art safe here. When thou hast rested thou 
shall tell thy story." 

And William fell into a deep sleep. 

In the Quaker home of Wells Brown, William began to 
recover from his ordeal. On the first day he was able to tell 
his story. On the morning of the second day, despite the pain 
in his chest and the burning of his frostbitten feet, he arose 
before Wells Brown and his wife and, finding an axe and a 
pile of wood near the bam, began to work. 

Wells Brown found him there. "Whatever art thou dOing, 
William?" he asked. "Get thee into the house and stay there 
until I join thee." He spoke sharply and William hastened to 
obey. 

"William," Wells Brown said later, as they were eating 
breakfast, "thou hast much to learn about the ways of free 
men. Thou art no longer a slave. Thou art the equal of any 

" man. 
"It ain't fittin', Mistah Wells, for a nameless ignorant man 
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to be the equal of a holy person like yo' self," William said. 
From habit he spoke with his eyes resting on his plate and 
did not look up. 

Wells Brown glanced at his wife and shook his head sadly. 
"In the eyes of the Lord, William," Wells Brown said, "there 
is no difference among men. That is why we of the Society 
of Friends never turn a man away from our doors when he 
comes seeking help. As for having no name, take mine. Call 
thyself William Wells Brown." 

"Yassuh," William said. 
"Thee must stay with us until fit to travel." 
"What if the slave catchers come, Mistah Wells?" William 

asked. "If they find me it would go hard for you." 
"They shall not find thee, William," Wells Brown said 

firmly. 

On the evening of the twelfth day William, now William 
Wells Brown, was strong enough to resume his journey. His 
Quaker benefactors had outfitted him with new shoes, new 
clothing, a small amount of money, a supply of food and the 
name of a man who would help him further north. 

In giving him the latter, Wells Brown had explained about 
the Underground. "Some day soon," he said, "there will be 
regular stations along this underground railway and it will 
run all the way from the river to the other side of the Erie 
Lake. Then there will be no suffering such as thou hast en
dured, William." 

"Mistah Wells," William said, "I is owin' yuh for the food 
and the clothes and the nursin' and the money. I is owin' yuh 
fer my life, Mistah Wells." 

"Thou owest me nothing, William," Wells Brown said. "If 
thou feelest a debt, repay it by helping others like thyself 
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who will be following in thy steps. Godspeed to thee, Wil
liam." 

In four days, with the help of the Underground which was 
just then organizing, William Wells arrived at Cleveland. 
There, he had been -told, he was comparatively safe from 
capture. The "slave catchers" seldom stalked their prey that 
far north. 

With comparative self-assurance, then, William Wells 
Brown walked along Erie Street in the direction of the lake. 
His resources of money, food, and names of people who could 
be trusted to help him, had long since run out, but with the 
end of his journey so nearly in sight, William could think 
only of his good fortune. He sought to phrase a prayer of 
thanksgiving-a prayer he expected to be repeating the rest 
of his life. In the midst of it he caught his first glimpse of 
Lake Erie. At that moment the fear he had known at the 
wharf in Cincinnati struck him like a lightning bolt. Lake 
Erie was one vast grim and silent sea of ice! 

His instinct was to run but there was no place to run to. 
He was trapped. The great front door to freedom had 
slammed shut in his face. 

"Somebody should have told me there would be no ships 
moving in the winter," he thought. "When they first told me 
about the star and the moss somebody should have told me." 

With no destination now, William turned and walked the 
other way on Erie Street. When he came to a comer he 
turned again and wandered aimlessly through the busy 
streets. No one seemed to notice him now. He wished some
one would look at him and shout "Runaway slave!" Then 
the worry and the hunger and the fear would end. William 
looked about him hopelessly. The street was narrow and 
dingy and dark. It wasn't a street at all, he concluded. It was 
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an alleyway such as he had found so friendly in Cincinnati. 
From somewhere nearby came the smell of food cooking. The 
scent was overpowering and William stepped up to the door 
from which it seemed to come. He knocked. There was no 
response, and William turned away. 

The door opened violently. A woman's voice said shrilly, 
"Just what I thought, another of you tramps. If it happens 
once more I'm going to call the police!" 

William turned and faced the woman. "Would you do 
that, ma'am?" he said. "Tell 'em a runaway slave is standing 
outside your door. I'll be waiting." 

The woman studied him curiously. "A-slave?" she said. 
William nodded slowly. 

"You come inside," she said briskly, holding the door open. 
William stepped inside. "Follow me," the woman ordered. 
She led the way down a corridor and into a large room 

that was obviously a kitchen. She motioned William to a 
small table in a comer and in a moment placed a heaping 
plate of food in front of him. "Now eat hearty," she said. 
"You look like you never knew what food was." 

William ate, keeping his eyes on the plate. 
The woman said, "Are they after you?" 
"Ah don't know, ma'am," William said. 
"Do you have any place to go?" 
"I got no place, ma'am," William said. 
"You wait here," she said. ''I'll be right back. And don't 

you worry. They're not going to get you." 
There was a man with her when she returned. He placed 

a friendly hand on William's shoulder, and then sat down 
across from him. ''I'm the manager here," he said kindly. "Is 
it true you're an escaped slave?" 

"Yassuh," William said. 
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"You're in friendly hands. We'd like to help you. Suppose 
you tell me about yourself." 

And William told E. M. Segur, for that was the man's 
name, about the No.rth Star and the moss and Captain Price 
and Wells Brown and the ice on the lake. 

"Know anything about waiting on table?" Segur said when 
William had finished his story. 

"In Cap'n Price's home and on his ship I served the meals," 
William said. 

"Then there's no problem. You'll work here at the Mansion 
House; twelve dollars a month, room and board. That's what 
the other men get. No one will need to know about your 
background. If there are any questions refer them to me." 

There were tears of gratitude in William's eyes. "It's like 
being saved from dying," he said. 

William Brown did get to Canada but not to stay. In 
spring, with the help of Mr. Segur and a sympathetic ship 
captain he began working on a Lake freighter that called at 
northern Ohio and southern Canadian ports. When the Un
derground Railway began to function efficiently from the 
river towns to the lake, William Brown became an important 
"conductor" at its northern terminal. From May first to De
cember first in 1842 he took sixty-nine fugitives from Cleve
land to Canada, and the number increased year after year 
until the Emancipation. 

They've struck no medals for William Brown, there is no 
towering spire over his grave. But no hero returning from 
freedom's wars ever held the cause more holy or fought a 
better fight that it might not perish from the earth. 
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Three R's 

W HEN a man sets out to build something, 
whether it be a chicken coop or an empire, 
there are three things he must know. One of 

them is reading, another is writing and the third is arithme
tic. Of course, what a man needs to know doesn't always 
stop there, but certainly that's where it starts. 

Across this broad land there have been a lot of chicken 
coops built and a few empires; so you'd Bgure that a state 
which could boast of three sons who taught the rest of the 
nation its reading and writing and arithmetic would con
trive somehow to take credit for it. 

Some day, no doubt, we'll get around to it. We'll build a 
great monument, perhaps as a backdrop for a public forum 
on the statehouse steps, that will suitably commemorate 
three of the greatest teachers who ever equipped the next 
generation to meet the problems passed on to it by the last. 

Such a monument will have an "R" motif and its central 
panel will be devoted to the memory of a rare sort of man 
who wrote a rare set of books and this panel will be cap
tioned: 
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READIN' MCGUFFEY 

If your house is the kind where souvenirs of the few really 
great experiences of life seem to Bnd their way to the attic, 
the chances are that you can Bnd up there, right now, among 
old letters, old unifon~s and sports' trophies, a bundle of six 
or seven little yellow-green volumes. 

You'll probably Bnd them covered with Bngerprints. Some 
pages will be tom, the covers softened and the comers 
crumpled. 

Probably in generations of housecleaning these little books 
have almost been thrown away several times before the 
gentle voice of memory interceded. These volumes will be 
the McGuffey Readers, First through Sixth, not counting the 
Primer. 

There is now a generation which, perhaps to its loss, does 
not know that the McGuffey Readers have probably had 
more cultural influence on Americans than any other book 
outside of the Holy Bible. 

There are those who don't know that with a circulation of 
130,000,000 copies, McGuffey's readers are the all-time 
American best seller-except for the Bible. And there are 
those who haven't heard the expression, "It's good enough 
for McGuffey, and that's good enough for me!" 

Even among those whose fonnal education came entirely 
from McGuffey's six little volumes, and their number is 
legion, there are many who think of McGuffey only as a 
book, never as a man, but this is the sort of man he was. 

When a man could buy a farm for $160 with Bve years to 
pay, William Holmes McGuffey, then two years old, settled 
with his Scottish mother and father in what is now the city 
of Warren, Ohio. 
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He lived the hard-working life of the eldest son in a 
pioneer family, and reached the age of eighteen little 
schooled except by his mother. Will McGuffey was large
boned and well-muscled, with work lines in his face; 
and had he not been the son of Anna McKittrick McGuf
fey, there probably would never have been a McGuffey 
Reader. 

Anna McGuffey was a woman of great faith in God-and 
in her son. At dusk, one summer evening in 1818, the Rev
erend Thomas Hughes quite by accident rode close to the 
half-hidden McGuffey cabin. He was enrolling scholars for 
next year's session at Old Stone Academy. His search was 
for tuition-paying scholars, but unknown to him he was about 
to make an exception. As he passed he heard a woman's 
voice, as though in prayer. 

The Reverend Hughes pulled his horse to a stop and 
listened. 

" ... and my good husband, Alexander," the voice was 
saying, "has no money to afford an education for William, 
now eighteen. But if the Saviour knows another way for 
schooling the boy, may He, in His great kindness, show it to 
us. The lad is worthy and he is strong and ready for the 
duties of life. Amen." 

The Reverend Hughes dismounted and walked toward the 
voice. "Good evening, Madam," he said as he approached. 

The woman was startled. "I didn't know anyone was 
about," she said. 

"I didn't mean to frighten you," the Reverend said quickly. 
"I wondered if you could give information about some people 
in this territory." 

"I know most folks between the river and the East Creek," 
the woman said. 

"Well, I'm Thomas Hughes, and 1 search for a lad, about 
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eighteen, to chore his way through my school, Old Stone 
Academy. He must be apt at studies and at the labor which 
I shall require of him around the school. Do you chance to 
know of such a one?" 

No doubt, Anna McGuffey's faith became even stronger 
in that moment. William McGuffey went to Old Stone 
Academy, later known as Greersburg, in Darlington, Penn
sylvania. 

At first young McGuffey's ignorance was a staggering 
handicap. But his thirsty memory absorbed knowledge like 
parched soil in an August rain. He was graduated in 1820 
with a fine record. To help his parents, he set out to earn 
money by applying for a teaching job at Warren. When the 
board examined McGuffey to determine his fitness to teach, 
the boy answered all questions perfectly until two board 
members who were graduates of Yale University questioned 
him. Their questions were on subjects which had never 
entered the school room at Old Stone Academy. McGuffey's 
application was refused. That got his Scotch blood aroused 
and he resolved to go to school until he could answer any
one's questions. 

By working and teaching for his tuition and board, he put 
himself through Washington College in Pennsylvania, where 
he finished with distinguished honors in 1826. Three months 
prior to his graduation, his favorite professor, the strong
minded Doctor Wylie, sent for him. 

"McGuffey," he said, "I have a letter here, just arrived 
from my very good friend, Dr. Robert H. Bishop, president 
of Miami University in Ohio. I'm to see that you're in Oxford 
in time for the fall session. You are to be professor of Latin, 
Greek and Hebrew." 

"Me, teach at Miami?" McGuffey repeated incredulously. 
"Please tell him I'll come." 
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"Naturally you will," the professor said. "I have already 

informed him." 
Thus it happened that just before the fall session began 

at Miami University in 1826, a tall, thoughtful, lean young 
man of twenty-six in a high silk hat, a black bombazine suit 
with knee breeches and a black broadcloth frock coat rode 
slowly across the lifeless campus. 

His saddlebags were stuffed with his personal property 
which consisted almost exclusively of one copy of Livy, one 
of Horace, one of the Holy Bible and a few miscellaneous 
texts written in Latin, Greek and Hebrew. 

The raw cut of his shoulders, the ruggedness of his face, 
the knots in his hands spoke eloquently of his pioneer back
ground. He was eminently qualified to teach the sons of 
pioneers, but he soon found that Ohio's need was not Livy 
or Horace or even the Holy Bible. 

The language of the frontier was a haphazard concoction 
of words coined from careless combinations of French, Ger
man, Scotch, British-English, Eastern twang and Southern 
drawl. What few schoolbooks there were had been designed 
by the Boston schoolmasters for the gifted and the rich. The 
frontier needed a new literature and McGuffey set out to 
supply it. 

His First and Second readers set the pattern. Where the 
austere New England Primer and its sister texts made little 
tots shudder through such recitations as: 

Give ear my children to my words, 
Build not your house too high. 
But always have before your eye, 
That you were born to die. 

McGuffey's reader taught a gentler lesson, with perhaps a 
more practical moral: 
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The lark is up to meet the sun, 
The bee is on the wing; 
The ant its labor has begun, 
The woods with music ring. 

Shall birds and bees and ants be wise, 
While I my moments waste? 
Oh, let me with the morning rise, 
And to my duty haste. 

McGuffey got down to business gently but firmly with his 
readers. . 

Say allows, not 'lows . . . appointed, 
not appinted . . . boiler, not biler . . . 
calculation, not caclation. 

In his Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Readers, McGuffey intro
duced Western children to the world's great literature, not 
with the fanfare and flourish that demanded reverence and 
respect; but gently, by telling little stories and casually men
tioning the names of the people from whom he borrowed 
them. The names happened to be those of men like William 
Shakespeare, Benjamin Disraeli, Charles Dickens, John Mil
ton, Patrick Henry and William Wordsworth. So deft was 
the selection, that the passages never failed to capture the 
imaginations of the readers. Later, when the alumni of the 
McGuffey readers came upon complete works by these men, 
it was like meeting old friends. 

The McGuffey books were storehouses of fables, mottoes, 
proverbs and quotations. They taught a stern code of honor, 
the Golden Rule, and the rewards of virtue, industry and 
honesty. 
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The people made McGuffey a kind of Yankee Confucius. 

They took the titles from his stories and raised their children 
with them. Thus maxims such as these became part of the 
national heritage: 

"If at first you don't succeed, try, try again." 
"Waste not, want not." 
"Look before you leap." 
"Where there's a will there's a way." 
McGuffey moved from Miami University to the presi

dency of Cincinnati College in 1836, and to the presidency 
of Ohio University at Athens in 1839. But he never left off 
revising and improving his Readers. 

McGuffey's distinguished career as author and educator 
ended early in the evening of March 4, 1873. 

The central panel of the monument we will build some 
day will call attention to the fact that probably no man in 
history has had such a vital influence in shaping the destiny 
of this nation as William Holmes McGuffey, who stuffed 
education into a saddlebag and carried it out to meet the 
needs of the people. 

'RITIN' SPENCER 

The left panel of the monument will depict a noble, stem, 
elderly man holding a pen and having just written in a great 
flourishing hand the words: 

Plain to the eye and gracefully combined, 
To train the muscles and inform the mind. 

In 1809 Platt Roger Spencer was nine years old and a 
member of a family which no longer included a father. Of 
all the things that could have interested a boy that age in 
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Windham, New York, the object he most desired was a sheet 
of white paper. A strange passion to be sure, but it was a 
passion. Just as most boys long to break the glassy millpond's 
surface with a hook and sinker, Platt Spencer longed to mark 
clean sheets of paper with the letters he formed so well. But 
he had no paper. He did have a penny, though, which he 
was saving as a sort of working capital. He knew there was a 
pulp mill in Catskill, New York, and he knew that Herman 
Hunt, the freight wagoner, made the twenty-mile trip once 
a week. 

One day he placed himself squarely in the middle of the 
road and waited for Mr. Hunt's wagon. Mr. Hunt was hard 
put to avoid running him down, but he stopped. 

"What in tarnation makes boys so consarned ornery any
how?" he bellowed. "What are you doing standin' in the 
middle of the road like that?" 

"I'm sorry, Mr. Hunt," Platt Spencer said. "But this is 
important. 1 heard you were on your way over to Catskill
and 1 want to know if you'll bring me back a sheet of paper 
from the mill over there." 

"A sheet of paper? One?" 
"Yes, sir. 1 have the money right here-a penny." He held 

it up proudly. "Will you please do it, Mr. Hunt?" 
"What's a boy like you want with a piece of paper?" Mr. 

Hunt asked. 
"I want to practice writing on it," the boy explained. "I 

never had any paper-only birchbark, and you can't write 
very well on that, you know." 

"That's pretty good writin'-1 guess," Mr. Hunt said, study
ing the bark. "Easy to read, 1 s'pose." 

"1 could do a lot better on paper," Platt said seriously. "The 
bark won't stay flat, and the grain's too coarse." 

"Yeah. I kin see what ya mean," Mr. Hunt said. "Well, I'll 
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see to it that you get a piece of paper, boy. Be back Wednes
day." And Platt Spencer stood in the road, his heart thump
ing while Mr. Hunt's wagon disappeared in the dust. 

Until Wednesday the boy dreamed of what he'd write on 
the paper when it arrived. Wednesday came, but Herman 
Hunt did not. Platt Spencer stayed up until ten o'clock, and 
then he went to bed, expecting he'd probably asked too 
much of the world. 

Sometime in the early morning, though, there was a knock 
on the door. It was Mr. Hunt with the paper. 

"Ya like ta got me laughed right out of the mill up there, 
boy," he said. "But here 'tis inside my shirt." 

"Aw, Mr. Hunt, did you have to fold it?" 
"Well, tarnation, boy! I had to drive the team, you know." 
"It's all right, Mr. Hunt," the boy said. "I don't know how 

to thank you." 
"That's all right, son," Mr. Hunt said. "Just see that you 

use it well." 
Platt Spencer rolled the sheet of paper against the fold to 

Hatten it out, and he sat down to write with quill and ink. 
What was he going to write? Why just letters-just beautiful 
A's and M's and W's and S's. But suddenly he stopped. Once 
he'd marked the paper it would be used up. He'd better 
practice on the sand and on the birchbark a little more 
first. 

In 1810 Mrs. Spencer moved with her children to Ohio. 
She settled in Ashtabula County and Platt Spencer went to 
Harvey Nelson's school in Conneaut. He spent the afternoons 
on the beaches of Lake Erie, writing in the sand. His pen 
was a stick, his eraser, the lapping waves. 

To his everlasting credit, Harvey Nelson, the schoolmaster, 
realized that the boy's penmanship was better than his own, 
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and he had Platt Spencer, age twelve, instruct the class in 
penmanship. 

Later there was an opening in Mr. Tanmara's general store 
for a boy who could make neat columns of figures and fancy 
signs for the merchandise with pen and ink. Platt Spencer 
worked there for awhile. 

When he reached eighteen he worked as supercargo aboard 
a ship out of Ashtabula. He was in his cabin one day, work
ing on his accounts, when the captain sent for him. 

"Mr. Spencer," he said sternly, "just what is your concep
tion of your duty aboard this vessel?" 

"Why, the owner said I was to keep strict account of freight 
and revenue," Spencer explained. 

"I suspected as much. Owners have fancy ideas," the cap
tain grumbled. "Mr. Spencer, get faw'd and paint the gun
nels. Start at the bow and work back to the housing." 

Platt Spencer found paint and brush and went to work. 
He soon made an interesting discovery, however. A few 
hours later the captain came forward to inspect his work. 

"And just what kind of painting do you call that, Mr. 
Spencer?" the captain bellowed, staring at the fresh paint. 

''I'm painting frescoes, sir," Spencer explained. "You use 
the same free arm movement in penmanship. It's excellent 
for developing control and it sort of fancies up the ship, I 
thought ... I'm sorry, sir, I can paint over it." 

"No. You just go right on with your practicing 'til you've 
frescoed up the whole ship," the captain chuckled. "We'll 
have the fanciest vessel on the lower lakes." 

In the 1820S the invention of a really practical writing 
machine was still seventy years away. To a young man just 
starting in the business world the ability to write a clear, 
legible hand was, according to one authority, equivalent to 
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possessing a capital of $10,000. Even with such a premium 
attached to superior penmanship, there was no recognized 
system of teaching the subject, and no model to go by, ex
cept the often elTatic hand of the individual schoolmaster. 

To Platt Roger Spencer, penmanship was a calling and an 
art. It was inevitable that it would also become his profes
sion. That started about 1827 when he was employed as a 
copyist at the courthouse in Cleveland. One of the clerks 
who had noticed his work came by to look over his shoulder. 

"Spencer," he said, "I always thought 1 wrote a pretty good 
hand until you came along. Do you suppose you could teach 
me to write half as well as you do?" 

"Why, of course, Blake," Spencer said. "Anyone can mas
ter the art if he'll practice enough." 

'T d sure like to take a few lessons. I'd pay for them of 
course," the clerk said. 

"Very well," Spencer said. "I can get you started right now. 
First of all hold the pen lightly. Keep your wrist stiff and 
write with your whole arm, only the pen and the tip of the 
little finger touches the paper." 

He demonstrated the technique. 
"Don't stmt by trying to write. Get the rhythm of it first. 

I'll hold your hand and show you-around and around and 
around. Relax! That's better. Now try making ovals. Be sure 
each one touches the top line and doesn't go below the bot
tom line." 

"I see what you mean," the clerk said eagerly. "I got it 
" now. 

"Oh, no you haven't," Spencer explained. "You work on 
those ovals for three or four days; then we'll start on straight 
lines." 

Thus began the Spencerian system. The clerks at the 
Cleveland Court House helped to spread the word and by 
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1832 word of the Spencerian System had reached Painesville, 
Warren, Youngstown, Akron, Canton and had spilled over 
the line into Pennsylvania and New York. 

Platt Spencer had a family by that time and he built a log 
seminary on his farm iri Geneva. Jericho, as it was called, 
was the first Spencerian School and it offered courses in 
business writing, ladies' social and ornamental writing, 
fancy and artistic writing and Old English lettering. The 
school was successful right from the beginning. There were 
more pupils than could be accommodated and Platt Spencer 
devised a self-study course, with individual lessons, that 
could be mailed to the student's home. With some adapta
tions the Spencerian books were ideal for teaching penman
ship in the classroom. 

That's how it happened that twice a week or so millions 
of American school children cleared their desks, opened their 
inkwells, slipped a shiny new point into a pen holder and 
scratched away for hours on ovals and ups-and-downs and 
abc's, trying indifferently, in most cases, to master the secrets 
of the Penmanship Copybook, Spencerian System," the fron
tispiece of which stated the famous purpose: 

Plain to the eye and gracefully combined, 
To train the muscles and inform the mind. 

'RITHMETIC RAY 

One man of the group comprising the monument to the 
"3 R's" will be sighting along baseline, holding perhaps a 
pyramid of apples in one hand and a slide rule in the other. 
And that will be Joe Ray of Cincinnati, Ohio. 

All his life, Joe Ray had had a way with numbers. When 
he was sixteen he was teaching mathematics at a school in 
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Cincinnati. Mathematics as a subject of learning was no more 
popular then than it is now, but Joe Ray had a way of making 
it less burdensome than other teachers. 

The textbook stated the problem, "Five is to fifteen as four 
is to what?" When that brought blank stares to the faces of 
his farmer-students, he rephrased it: "Jim, if you sell five 
apples for fifteen cents, how much will you get for four 
apples?" 

"Twelve cents, nacherly," Jim answered effortlessly. "But 
that'd be a mighty good price." 

Joe Ray didn't know it then, but he had made a basic and 
fundamental contribution to the nation's welfare. He had 
brought the lofty science of mathematics down to the earthly 
level of the humble apple. 

Joe Ray enrolled in Ohio University at Athens but no 
matter how he juggled the figures there just wasn't enough 
money to stay, so he went back to teaching in Cincinnati. 
By the time he'd saved enough to return to school, his father 
and brother persuaded him to desert mathematics and be
come a doctor. He entered Ohio Medical College, and this 
time he graduated. 

Ray began practicing medicine in Cincinnati. He was 
successful at it, especially for a twenty-four-year-old doctor. 
But the spark that changes a job into a calling wasn't there; 
and when they opened up Woodward High School in 1831, 
Joe Ray was knocking on the door. When classes started, Joe 
Ray was teacher of mathematics. In this job he met an old 
familiar dilemma. The problem called for adding 3/28 and 
5/16, dividing by 26/17. No one in the class had bothered 
to work it. 

Joe Ray singled out one of his better students. "Frank," he 
said, "why couldn't you work that problem?" 

"Well, sir," the young man said, "I tried fer a half hour. 
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Then I showed it to my paw. He tried fer awhile. Then he 
gave up in disgust." 

"What do you mean-disgust?" Ray asked. 
"Wa-a-ll, Mr. Ray, my paw said 'What difference does it 

make, anyway?'" 
What difference does it make anyway? Joe Ray thought 

it was a pretty good question. 
That evening the young professor thumbed through the 

advanced chapters of his British textbook, and he decided 
that the rest of the problems didn't make any difference 
either. 

He made up problems of his own and substituted them 
for those in the book. Cincinnati had put through a new tax 
rate. Joe Ray made up a few homework problems that re
quired each student to compute his family's taxes under the 
new rate. 

There was talk about Alfred Kelley's new bond issue for 
the Miami Cqnal. Joe Ray made up some problems in which 
the student had to find the interest on a $100 Canal Bond 
for five years, for ten years, for fifteen years. The Ohio legis
lature had just authorized the erection of toll gates every 
twenty miles along the National Road. Joe Ray's homework 
problems for that night had to do with tolls and tonnage and 
revenue and other things that mattered. 

Joe Ray's arithmetic began to make a difference in Cin
cinnati and there were requests for him to teach elsewhere. 
But Woodward High School meanwhile had become a col
lege, and Joe Ray had become a professor, so he didn't want 
to leave. But there were still requests to explain his method, 
and finally he sat down and wrote a little volume entitled 
Calculations for the Head. 

Joe Ray showed the volume to his brilliant brother, Mose. 
Mose's comment was that the book was all right for high 
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school students, but no good for adults. Joe Ray sat down 
again and wrote another entitled Ray's Arithmetic. Mose 
said that was all right for adults but no good for small chil
dren. So Joe Ray sat down again and wrote another book, 
Arithmetic for Little Learners. 

Joe Ray's books created an interest in the schoolbook brand 
of mathematics that had never existed before. People who 
had always let someone else do their figuring suddenly found 
that they could do it themselves. To make it even easier, Joe 
Ray wrote special arithmetic books for merchants and farm
ers and surveyors and sailors. 

In 1837 he published his family-sized book that became 
something of a best seller. There was no lovely lady on the 
cover, but it had a fine, upstanding title, namely: A Com
prehensive and Complete Treatise on Practical Arithmetic 
from Elementary Rules up to Duodecimals and Geometrical 
Progressions. 

This book was used in the home much like the family 
medical guide of herbs and tonics for chills and fevers and 
like McGuffey's readers. And like them, it was worth its 
weight in gold. 

When Jeremiah Hartshorne finally got around to laying 
out the new house he said to his wife, "Emmy, get down 
Ray's 'Rithmetic and see how many brick I gotta git off ole 
man Hunt." 

And Emmy would open the book and quote Joe 'Ray: 
"Masons' work is measured by the perch. A perch is 1672 feet 
long by 18 inches broad by 1 foot deep which is 24% cubic 
feet, which usually equals 500 average-sized bricks." 

"Ole man Hunt's would be little less'n average," Jeremiah 
would say. "I better get 600." 

When Jonathan Thornberry sold his potato crop, Ray was 
always consulted. "Judson, that fancy feller wants to pay me 
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in the King's money. What's the pound worth now?" he 
would ask. 

And his friend would answer, "Ray's 'Rithmetic says 4 
dollars, 84 cents, 5 mills. 'Course it might not be the same 
now." 

"Well, five of 'em'd be over twenty dollars-and that's all 
I was figurin' to charge anyhow." 

In matters involving interest Joe Ray was the final court. 
"I don't owe you that much," the payee would argue, "it 

was a straight simple interest loan. You've charged me com
pound interest. I want you to look at this rule in Ray's 'Rith
metic-it's as good as law!" 

Joseph Ray, the little professor at Woodward College, 
wrote fifteen volumes that became the law as far as arith
metic in the United States was concerned. 

And without them a lot of chicken coops and empires in 
these parts never would have been built. And if they ever 
raise a monument on the statehouse steps dedicated to 
readin', 'ritin' and 'rithmetic, Joe Ray will be there sighting 
along the baseline, holding a couple of apples in one hand 
and a slide rule in the other; Platt Roger Spencer will be 
flourishing a pen; and William Holmes McGuffey will be 
riding a bay horse with education bulging from the saddle
bags. 

It will be an imposing monument and appropriate, for 
these were three of the greatest teachers who ever prepared 
the next generation to face the problems left over from the 
last. 



A Fire Engine Called Joe 

M AYBE Murphy's Mill would have burned down 
that night anyhow, since it was a woodworking 
shop and there were shavings and sawdust and 

dry lumber around everywhere. What made Joe Ross so mad 
was that nobody even tried to save it. Not even Murphy. 

The alarm came in aboh~ 3leven o'clock. The Walker Street 
Company was the closest and by rights it was their fire. But 
that very night the Walkers were holding a social and when 
the Walkers hold a social there's liable to be a lot of sociabil
ity going on about eleven o'clock, which would account for 
why the Walkers were slow getting started. 

The Western Hose Company number three and the 
Washington Company number one also got the alarm 
and two fiercer companies never tore up the streets of Cin
cinnati. 

They all three arrived at once and of course there was an 
argument over the plug in front of Murphy's. The Washing
tons claimed they were there first, but the Westerns had 
more manpower. Murphy himself was with the Walkers, had 
been all evening, I guess; anyhow he got to babbling about, 
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since it was his fire, his company should have the honor of 
putting it out. Somebody threw a rock and everybody got 
mad. By the time they got enough police on the job to stop 
the riot the mill had burned to the ground. 

Now Joe Ross was president of city council and when he 
got through saying what he had to say about the affair he 
h~d ~e city in an uproar. "Besides all the other things," Joe 
saId, the volunteer fire companies are nothing but political 
pressure groups, more interested in running the city than in 
putting out fires." 

Nobody could argue about that, but there were some who 
pointed out that Joe had got where he was because he en
joyed the support of some of the biggest companies in town 
and if he was going to talk like that, he'd find out how tru~ 
his words were come next election. 

J~e went ~ight on arguing that it was time the city or
ganIZed a paid fire department and got rid of the volunteer 
system. A lot of people did a Hip-Hop when he said that. It 
was one thing to complain about the volunteers, but to pay 
men to do nothing but put out fires would show up on the tax 
duplicate. Besides, no city in the United States had a paid 
fire department. 

So Joe got it from all sides and he was just about the most 
unpopular man in town. Now Joe Ross could talk, but he 
could fight, too, and in the next council meeting he took on 
the whole city. 

"The volunteer system," Joe stormed, "is a wicked, vicious, 
dangerous monster that has corrupted our leaders and threat
ens our very lives. As long as it is permitted to exist no man 
in this city can rest at night free from the fear of disaster. 
One of these nights these Neroes will be brawling in the 
streets while the city bums and when that happens the tax 
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misers who oppose an orderly, efficient, paid system of fire 
protection will know what it is to be pennywise and pound
stupid!" 

Joe's incendiary speeches week after week began to get 
people on edge. Half of Cincinnati was afraid to go to sleep 
at night and Joe inherited the blame for that, too. 

Now it happened that over in Miles Greenwood's shop was 
a young mechanic named Moses Latta who had an idea for 
building a steam fire engine. Moses not only had an idea, he 
had drawings of such an engine down to the last nut and 
bolt. The only thing he didn't have was money to build it. 
He heard Joe's talk, and the talk about him, and he figured 
that Joe just might be interested in a steam fire engine. He 
got Miles Greenwood to bring Joe around to the shop. Joe 
took a look at some of the drawings Moses had hung on the 
wall and shook his head. 

"Been a lot of ideas along that line, young fella," he said, 
"but they never proved practical. Nobody yet ever made a 
steam fire engine that worked." 

Moses was a quiet sort of fellow, not given to wasting 
words. "This'n will work," he said. 

"How do you know?" Joe asked. 
"Can't help it. Eight-inch cylinder, two-foot stroke, four

inch Farnum pump. Sheet-iron boiler full of coiled gas pipe. 
Has to work." 

"Oh," Joe said. 
"He's right, Joe," Miles Greenwood chimed in. "It'll work 

all right, take my word for it." 
"Go ahead and build it then," Joe said. "Your fortune's 

made." 
"No money," Moses Latta explained tersely. 
"Well, what do you want me to do about it?" Joe asked 

irritably. 
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"Get the city council to pay for buildin' it," Greenwood 

suggested. "With an engine like this, that idea of yours about 
a paid fire department would make sense. Wouldn't need 
nearly as many men. A few of these engines spotted around 
the city would do the job." . 

Joe rolled his cigar to the other corner of his mouth, "How 
much?" 

"Five thousand dollars," Latta said. 
"See what I can do," Joe said, sticking out his jaw as though 

he were already facing the council. 

"This steam engine will spew out more water in five min
utes than all the hand engines in the city can pump in an 
hour," Joe told the councilmen at the next meeting. "With the 
steamer at a fire, a few men can do the work of half a dozen 
companies. That means we can rid ourselves of these come
dians who daily threaten our lives and our property as well 
as our peace." Joe went on getting up steam: "The steamer 
will end the riots that always break out at fires and it'll 
break up the political gangs; and, although it's somewhat be
side the point, it'll put out the fire. Now which one of you is 
brave enough to vote against this proposition and thereby 
assume the responsibility for the inevitable holocaust that is 
bound to befall us?" 

It turned out that nobody was, so Joe got the five thousand. 
It didn't take long for Joe's enemies to start sawing away 

at the limb he had gone out on. They went around town 
making it clear to everybody that no steam fire engine had 
ever worked before and that this was nothing but a raid on 
the public treasury. 

One night a bunch of the volunteer companies got to
gether in front of Greenwood's shop and talked a lot about 
breaking in and wrecking the engine. But nobody would take 
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the lead so they ended up just throwing stones through the 
window and that didn't hurt anything much. 

Joe got a lot of threatening letters in the mail, but he was 
used to that. The thing that worried him was the way even 
his friends kept saying, "It better work, Joe, it better work." 

The city council set the date for a public demonstration of 
Latta's engine on March 2, 1852. 

The morning of the big tryout Joe went over to see how 
things were going. He was hoping they'd have a chance to 
try it out in the shop before they hitched on the horses to 
drag it downtown. When he proposed it to Moses Latta the 
answer was, "No water." 

So Joe had to be satisfied with just climbing over the thing 
and polishing a knob here and there. That's what he was 
doing when he saw the nameplate. In bronze letters a foot 
high it said, JOE ROSS. 

"What's my name doing on there?" Joe hollered. 
"Named 'er after you," Latta said. 
"I don't want a blasted fire engine named after me," Joe 

protested. "At least not until I know it works." 
"It's done now," Latta said. 
And so a fire engine named Joe went rolling down the street 

for the big tryout. Joe, the man, had borrowed four Percheron 
horses from the brewery to take Joe, the engine, downtown in 
style. There was a crowd, but there wasn't much cheering 
going on. Seemed as if everybody was just waiting to run 
Joe Ross outa town on a rail. 

There was no fire to put out. This was sort of a dry run to 
see how quick the engine could go into action and how much 
water it could throw around. 

They filled the boiler with cold water and the Mayor him
self gave the signal to start. Moses Latta had a roaring fire 
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going in less than half a minute. In four minutes he had steam 
up. Miles Greenwood threw the suction hose into a cistern 
and three hundred and fifty feet of three-inch hose writhed 
like a serpent as the water came rushing through it. The 
stream from the nozzle shot into the air 130 feet, 200 feet 
and finally reached 225 feet. The time, the Mayor announced 
solemnly, was seven minutes, three seconds. 

Everybody in the crowd was impressed by the perform
ance, especially when Moses hooked up two hoses at once, 
and then four and then six. 

The council was convinced that it had a good' thing in the 
fire engine but no one knew quite what to do with it. The 
powerful volunteer associations let it be known that they had 
no intention of being replaced by the snorting steam monster 
which was already being referred to as "Joe." 

The Mayor put the problem up to Joe Ross. "There's 
powerful sentiment against the engine, Joe," he said. "I think 
it's something we ought to have, but I'm afraid that it'll 
make for worse riots than ever." 

"Look, your honor," Ross said. "The people still run this 
town no matter what anybody says. We'll be there with the 
engine at the next fire. When the people see what we can do 
they'll demand our kind of protection." 
" "Bu~ what about the volunteers?" the Mayor asked. 
They 11 be there, too. I wouldn't be surprised to see them 

wreck your engine." 

"You let me worry about that," Joe Ross said. "There's a 
few husky guys on my side of this question. I'll see that 
they're around." 

It would have been better if there had been a fire right 
away. As it was, both sides had time to get organized. The 
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volunteer companies which had once been bitter enemies 
were all of a sudden loving chums, and that made the whole 
city uneasy. As the word got around, the ranks of Joe Ross' 
strong-arm crew began to dwindle and it looked as though 
Joe the fire engine might not survive its first fire. 

There were a couple of minor fires that ordinarily would 
have brought an alarm, only the people in the immediate 
neighborhood were afraid to tum it in, and somehow the 
fires got handled. 

The tension was getting to be more than anyone could 
stand when about nine o'clock on the night of March 27 or 
thereabouts, the Olsen warehouse at Fourth and Sycamore 
suddenly burst into flames. It was a first-class fire and it 
brought a first-class alarm. From all over the city, volunteer 
companies began dashing for the scene; behind them the 
crowds came running for this wasn't just a fire, it was the 
first battle of a civil war. 

Joe Ross got to Greenwood's shop just as Moses Latta 
finished hitching the horses. He hopped aboard and they 
went roaring through the streets. Smoke belched from the 
big stack and flames began streaming out of it as Moses 
threw coal oil into the fire box. Sparks flew from the 
boiler stack and from the big steel-rimmed wheels as they 
clattered over the cobblestones. Joe Fire Engine was 
a grand and frightening thing to behold and word of its 
coming traveled faster than the engine. When it rounded 
the comer of Sycamore the crowd at the fire fell back in 
panic. 

Moses Latta thre~ the feed hose to somebody in the 
crowd who stuck it down a cistern; in a moment a towering 
jet of water was pouring from the nozzle. 

Four or five volunteer companies were already on the 
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scene and more were arriving every minute. Joe Ross had 
hopped off the engine the moment it stopped and beaan 
recruiting his fire engine guards. He wasn't quick enou~h. 
Someone seized an axe and chopped the fire engine hose. 
Moses turned and hit the axe man over the head with the 
useless nozzle. Quicker than you could tell it, the street was 
full of flying fists and rocks and streams of water. The fire 
engine crew was vastly outnumbered and maybe that had 
something to do with it. 

Anyhow, in the midst of the fight Joe Ross hopped up on 
the engine, grabbed a shovel and swung open the fire door 
of the boiler. The next thing you know he was standing there 
on the engine platform holding a shovelful of red-hot coals. 
The light ~rom the grate threw a horrible red glow over Joe 
and he looked like the devil himself standing there defying 
that crowd of hoodlums. 

"Come one step closer, you bullies, and I'll give you a taste 
of hell!" He roared like a man possessed. He was bent low 
over the shovel and the smoke from it curled around his tom 
shirt and the red glow glistened from his sweating skin. 
"Nothin's gonna stand in the way of progress and decency 
as long as I'm alive to fight for it! Come ahead, why don't 
you?" 

They fell back before Joe Ross' fury and a cheer like you 
never heard went up from the crowd. People were suddenly 
throwing bricks and clods and anything they could get their 
hands on at the volunteer men who began running blindly 
away from the fire trying to escape the fury of that mob. 
As quickly as it had started, it was over. 

Moses Latta hooked up the undamaged hoses and the fire 
engine put out the fire. 

That was the beginning of the system of paid fire depart-
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ments and the end of the political gangs that were the 
scourge of every big city in the country. It was a pretty big 
accomplishment, when you stop to consider it, for one little 
old fire engine named Joe. 

[ IO ] 

The Nickel Plated Road 

I F A TORNADO had swept through the town of Nor
walk that Saturday morning in March, 1881, it couldn't 
have caused more havoc. Business was at a standstill; 

merchants joined the excited groups of people who stood 
along the curbs or gathered around the benches in the court 
house square. Important citizens milled through the lobby 
of the Webster Hotel conscious of the fact that their less in
fluential townsmen were watching them from the street. 

In the taverns the more garrulous loiterers whose opinions 
ordinarily went unsought, suddenly found themselves sur
rounded by eager listeners. 

"For months we been hearing nothing but rumors," one 
of them reported. "This time, though, it's the truth. The New 
York, Chicago and St. Louis is going right plunk through the 
middle of town. The surveyors are over in the Webster Hotel 
right now." 

"Wait'll they hear about it over in Bellevue," another 
spoke up. "They was so sure it was coming there, hundred
dollar lots been selling for a thousand and up. They sure got 
the railroad fever over there." 

~ "They say this new road's gonna put old Vanderbilt outa 
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business," an old man remarked. "Gonna have all steel tracks, 
palace cars, fastest locomotives in the world. To hear 'em 
talk, you'd think the whole thing was gonna be nickel plated." 

Thus on a Saturday morning in March, 1881, railroad fever 
swept into Norwalk like a tornado. 

To the rest of the world it mattered little whether the great 
New York, Chicago and St. Louis Railroad chose to lay its 
tracks through Norwalk or neighboring Bellevue. Either way 
it got to Chioago. The railroad company surveyed both routes 
and found the grade and the distance to be the same. The 
question came down to which town was willing to make the 
best offer. 

For four weeks excitement seethed in both towns. Real 
estate values soared five hundred, six hundred and finally a 
thousand percent. What started out to be a friendly rivalry 
soon chilled to cool suspicion and then to open antagonism. 
Long standing friendships crumbled overnight, families split 
into Bellevue or Norwalk clans. 

By mid-April it was apparent that the decision would have 
to be made soon. Norwalk called a special council meeting, 
declared the proposed route through the city a public thor
oughfare and deeded it to the railroad. Topographical maps 
of the county were prepared to prove that the Norwalk route 
was infinitely more desirable. On April 16, a committee of 
leading citizens was dispatched to Cleveland to confer with 
the railroad officials. Word of this development reached 
Bellevue as fast as a horse could travel. 

"Mr. Harkness! Dr. Woodward!" the messenger shouted. 
"Norwalk sent a delegation to Cleveland this morning. They 
got maps and deeds for land!" 

"Richard, sound the alarm!" Dr. Woodward bellowed. 
In a matter of minutes, the whole town of Bellevue, it 
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seemed, had gathered on the village square. D. M. Harkness, 
Bellevue's first citizen, addressed the crowd. 

"Fellow citizens," he said, "word has just reached us that 
those Norwalk scoundrels have dispatched a committee to 
Cleveland to present certain lies and probably worthless 
deeds of land to the railroad officials. I say to you, fellow 
citizens, shall we let this move go unchallenged? Shall we 
not rise, like Phoenix, to strike a counter blow?" 

The crowd apparently was in a mood to rise up like 
Phoenix. 

"Very well then," Harkness went on. "Let us not speak 
only with words. Money talks, ladies and gentlemen, so let 
us speak with money. I will see that any pledges you see fit 
to make are delivered personally, not to the figureheads in 
Cleveland, but to the financial giants of New York who will 
make the real decision." 

That night, Harkness was en route to New York with 
pledges of $10,000 in cash to bring the rails to Bellevue. The 
news traveled quickly to Norwalk. A mass meeting was de
cided upon to meet the new emergency. To publicize it, F. R. 
Loomis, editor of the Norwalk Chronicle was commissioned 
to write and print a handbill announcing the time of the 
meeting and the nature of the emergency. 

In his printing shop, Loomis composed his story as he set 
the type. He ran a quick proof. The story was all right, but 
the headline, he thought, needed to sound more urgent. 
There just wasn't much drama in the words, New York, 
Chicago and St. Louis Railroad Company. Besides, it 
wouldn't fit in one line. What else could he call it? N. Y., c., 
and St. L.? No. Too many folks wouldn't know what it meant. 

Editor Loomis's ink-stained fingers stroked his chin; what 
was it they'd been saying about the road? Oh yes, now he 
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remembered: someone had said you'd think it was nickel 
plated. Folks would understand that, the editor knew. Ever 
since the nickel plating process had been discovered the 
phrase had been used as a synonym for quality. Even at the 
tavern, the bartender referred to the rare individual who 
paid cash, as the nickel plated customer. 

So it happened that the handbill that hit the streets of 
Norwalk that April afternoon in 1881 carried the big, bold 
headline "The Nickel Plated Railroad." 

Norwalk did its best to match Bellevue's cash, but the sad 
truth was that while it was a bigger town, it was a poorer one. 
Bellevue increased its cash offer later on and brought power
ful political influence to bear. D. M. Harkness of Bellevue 
turned out to be a very good friend of Ohio's Governor 
"Calico Charley" Foster who was influential in railroading 
circles. The New York, Chicago and St. Louis went to Belle
vue. In the bitterness of the defeat, Editor Loomis had a 
change of heart about nickel plating. If it was plated it 
wasn't genuine, he decided, and on June 2 he observed edi
torially: 

"They say the Bellevue people have got a white elephant 
on their hands in the Nickel Plated Railroad. We guess 
Bellevue is welcome to her Nickel Plated property; may she 
enjoy it fully." 

Editor Loomis's name for the railroad spread east and west 
out of Norwalk until it covered the whole 746 miles of track. 
From New York to Chicago and south to St. Louis, it became 
the Nickel Plate Road, and as such it is destined to roll across 
the hills and the plains of the great Midwest. 

[n] 

The Man Who Owned One 

T HE WAY it was around town, if you had one of 
those new electrical doodads, you took it down to 
Packard's hardware store to get it fixed. Warren 

Packard didn't know a stator from a switch, but his boy Ward 
knew more about motors and such than the people who made 
them. 

The only trouble was, Ward Packard had a way of looking 
at a broken-down electric machine and expressing an opinion 
about the people who made it that wasn't fit to hear. This 
didn't go over very well with the customers because they 
were usually proud of their machine and Ward left them no 
place to stand at all. Nine times out of ten Ward would fix 
the trouble in such a way the thing would work twice as well 
as before, but after that nobody but Ward could ever do 
anything with it, he'd changed it around so. 

Warren put Ward to selling the electrical stuff in the store, 
but that didn't work out at all. Ward found so much fault 
with the way the machines were built, the customers were 
scared off. He used to take brand-new ones apart and fix 
them to suit himself-then he could sell them. 

So it wasn't a surprise to us when Ward whizzed through 
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Lehigh University and became one of the youngest fellows 
ever to be graduated in engineering. 

He got a job right away with an electrical company, and as 
we'd expected, he started right out making improvements on 
everything in sight. The big thing in the electrical business 
at that time was light bulbs and Ward showed them a dozen 
ways to make them cheaper and better. The company he 
worked for got a lot of patents on Ward's ideas and after a 
couple of years sold out to a big syndicate. That made Ward 
mad and he came to Warren to start his own company. 

Immediately he invented some new kind of fuse box that 
became a big item, and then he went to improving trans
formers and arclights and such. None of us understood any
thing about Ward's work, except he was doing well-every
body can always understand that. 

There's no telling what might have become of Ward Pack
ard if he hadn't got the horseless carriage bug. He would 
have been another George Westinghouse most likely. But 
here's what happened. 

Doc Gillmer, a big man around our town went down to 
Cleveland one day and drove home in a brand new electric 
car. It was a long trip and his batteries gave out just as he 
was about to make his big entrance into town. As I said, 
whenever anybody in Warren had electrical trouble, the first 
man he thought of was Ward Packard. That's how it was 
with Doc. He hired a team and hauled his car over to Ward's 
plant. Ward told him it would take a couple days to get the 
batteries charged up, but that was just a stall. Ward wanted 
to get his hands on that car. 

When Doc came for it a couple days later Ward had 
charged up the batteries all right, but he'd also changed the 
wiring some way, put in different kind of springs and im-
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proved the steering system. Doc didn't know the difference 
until he drove away. But then he noticed how the thing rode 
better and steered easier. He turned right around and came 
back to Ward's place. 

"Ward," he hollered, "what in thunderation did you do to 
my car?" 

"Charged the batteries," Ward said, innocent as the day he 
was born. 

"You did something besides that," Doc complained. 
"How can you tell?" Ward said. 
"Because it steers easier and it rides different," Doc 

snapped. 
"And you're complainin'?" 
"Listen here, Ward Packard," Doc said. "This is-was-the 

finest automobile money could buy. If I wanted you to take 
it apart I'd have told you so." 

"Be glad to put it back the way it was, Doc," Ward said. 
"It's done now," the Doc spluttered. "Leave it alone. But 

if you're so all-fired smart why don't you build your own car 
instead of findin' faults in somebody else's?" 

"Tell you the truth, Doc, I've thought about it," Ward said. 
"But I figure autos are outa my line." 

"They're electric," Doc said, changing his tune. "Isn't that 
your line?" 

"Most of 'em are electric all right, but I don't think that's 
the right way to power an auto. Too bulky, too expensive, 
too much trouble to keep batteries charged." 

"Well, if you think anything's going to come of those sput
terin', stinkin', arm-breakin' gas engines, you aren't as smart 
as I thought you were, Ward," the Doc said, feeling mighty 
injured that Ward had such a low opinion of his car. 

Two or three times Ward Packard started to buy an auto, 
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but when he'd crawl underneath it and study the engine and 
one thing and another, he'd get so disgusted he'd end up 
arguing with the salesman and never buying. 

In the summer of 1899, though, something happened that 
changed Ward's mind a little. Of all the autos he had looked 
at, the one he liked best was Alec Winton's, over in Cleve
land. Like always, though, he'd found too many things wrong 
with it and he never bought one. But that summer the papers 
were full of stories about Alec driving one of his autos from 
Cleveland to New York City in the amazing time of forty
seven hours and thirty minutes. Averaged fifteen miles an 
hour for the distance, and that was almost unbelievable. 

The day after he read about it Ward went up to Cleveland 
and bought a Winton. Halfway home it broke down and 
Ward had to hire a team to pull it back. That was humiliating 
enough, but to make it worse, before Ward could get the car 
out of sight who should come along but Doc Gillmer in his 
Electric, with the batteries all charged up. . 

"I see you got yourself a car," Doc said, looking over his 
glasses. "Two horsepower, ain't it?" 

"All right, Doc," Ward said, grinning even though it hurt 
him. "It's your turn today, it'll be mine tomorrow." 

"Do the horses come with the car, or do they charge you 
extra?" Doc went on. "That's the nice thing about those gas 
engines, they keep goin' and goin' as long as you feed the 
horses." Doc went on like that for quite awhile and finally 
pulled around Ward's Winton and left him sputtering in the 
dust. . 

For the next few weeks Ward Packard did nothing but re
build his auto. When he'd finally made all the improvements 
he could afford, he drove back to Cleveland to show Alec 
Winton how he should have built his auto in the first place. 

Now, Alec was a pretty good mechanic himself and a lot 
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of his life had gone into designing and building his car. He 
was used to customers' complaints, but he'd never heard so 
many from one man. By the time Ward Packard had .gone 
through the braking system, the spring suspension, the gear 
ratios, the power transmission, and was about to take up the 
electrical system, Alec was red behind the ears. 

He interrupted long enough to say, "Mr. Packard, it is evi
dent that nothing about the car satisfies you. I will be pleased 
to buy it back. See the cashier on your way out." 

"Mr. Winton," Ward said sternly, "there is no need for you 
to lose your temper. I am merely suggesting certain improve
ments that will overcome some very obvious weaknesses in 
your present design." 

"And how many cars have you built, sir, that qualifies you 
to tell me how to build them?" 

"I am not in the automobile business, Mr. Winton," Ward 
said. "But if I were I'd build a car that would put you out 
of it." 

"That would be a great feather in your cap. Why don't you 
try it?" Alec Winton said. 

Ward Packard brought a big, hard fist down on Alec Win
ton's desk with a bang. Rising to his feet he said, 'Tm gonna 
do just that!" And from then on Ward Packard was in the 
auto business. 

Ward had his troubles, and before his first car went on the 
road he had a lot better understanding of why Alec Winton 
got so mad about that criticism of his car. But Ward did build 
a car and it was as good as everybody expected it to be. 
Ward wasn't much of a salesman, though, because he was 
still inclined to talk about the features of the car he wanted 
to improve, rather than the improvements he had already 
made. 

That's how it happened that Ward Packard almost lost his 
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big chance. Word about Ward's car had reached Detroit and 
up there everybody including the bankers believed the auto
mobile would amount to something some day. So when they 
heard that a fellow by the name of Packard was building a 
really good automobile in Warren, Ohio, a delegation came 
to talk about it. 

When the men arrived Ward was out in his shop tinkering 
with some new idea and it was going pretty well. Warren 
Packard, Ward's brother and partner, came back to tell him 
that a group of men from Detroit were outside and wanted 
to see him. 

"They want to talk to you about cars," Warren said. 
"Tell 'em to see one of our dealers," Ward said. 
"They don't want to see a dealer, they want to see you." 
Ward was annoyed. "If they want to know about Packard 

cars tell 'em to ask the man who owns one," he said. 
Warren gave up. He went back and told the men from 

Detroit to ask the man who owns one. 
Well, those fellows bought the company, moved it to De

troit and they've been telling everybody ever since to "ask 
the man who owns one." 

Fill'ErUp 

T HERE was something new in the wind at Pa
taskala and Harvey ":"ickliffe wondere~ how long 
it would take the reSidents to react to It. 

Now in Pataskala the biggest thing in the wind for twenty 
years had been Harvey himself-that is, Harvey and his big 
bay team and the coal oil wagon. On a windy day they say 
you could sniff the air in Newark and tell when Harvey was 
leaving Columbus. Sometimes that was important to know 
for you couldn't run your cook stoves or your reading lamps 
without Harvey's oil. 

So, as he pulled out into the road, Harvey was full of 
anticipation. There was a shiny new red tank strapped to the 
old blue one this day. It was freshly painted and boldly 
labeled: GASOLINE-DANGER, INFLAMMABLE. As he drove 
toward town Harvey noticed that the new tank received 
silent, suspicious looks all along the route. But he offered no 
explanation and there were no direct questions. 

Harvey hadn't planned on going into the gasoline-selling 
business, at least not so soon. But one day a few weeks back 
a Model T had jounced past his wagon. He'd had a struggle 
to control not only his horses but also the tingle in his spine. 
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Ever since, a silent irritation had been nagging him, as 
though his life, and maybe the lives of a lot of people, were 
due for some big changes. 

When young Hank Sargents bought one of the Model T's, 
Harvey Wickliffe painted up his red can. Now it was 
strapped to the wagon and Harvey was in the gas business. 
Word of the new development got ahead of Harvey and he 
noticed that his customers were growing increasingly hostile 
as he made his regular stops. At Herb Halstetter's place mat
ters reached a crisis. Herb was standing in the lane with a 
shotgun. 

"You ain't bringin' that wagon on my property, Wickliffe!" 
Herb shouted menacingly. 

"First time in twenty years I been met that way, Herb," 
Harvey said, deeply injured. 

"You'll be met this way every time yer haulin' gasoline. 
None a that liquid dynamite auto fuel comes through my 
gate, understand?" 

That was that. Harvey Wickliffe argued to deaf ears. 
Farmers around Pataskala, it seemed, didn't like having their 
teams scared by sputtering gas buggies, or their children 
either. They gave Harvey Wickliffe a few well-chosen words 
about aiding and abetting the new social menace. There were 
some very inhospitable messages to deliver to Hank Sargents, 
too. 

Harvey Wickliffe understood their hostility. His team had 
bolted at the sight and sound of automobiles, too. But Har
vey took a different view from that of the majority of his 
customers. 

"You can't stop progress by bein' jealous of it," he ex
plained to Witt Turner. "We're gonna have to learn to live 
with Hank Sargents' gas buggy, that's all there is to it." 

Witt listened like a man who knows he has a good answer 
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to what's being said. "Don't reckon we'll have to do any s~ch 
thing, Harve," he said slowly. "Yuh see, Hank ~ad a little 
trouble with his buggy last night. Figured he mlghta bee~ 
outa gas-but he couldn't see down into the tank-yuh know. 
Witt paused to relight his pipe. . . 

"Then what?" Harvey asked, trying to res tram hIS eager-

ness. 
"Well," Witt said casually, "Hank's gonna be all right but 

the buggy's done fer." 
"Too bad about Hank," Harvey said, casting a glance at the 

new red tank. "But there'll be more people buying autos and 
when there are ... I reckon they'll look me up." 

"Look here Harve" Witt said seriously. "Folks around here 
are gettin' th~ir dander up. You be~n deliverin' , e~ coal-oil 
fer quite a spell. But they don't like ,to see you gom over to 
the other side. Now if I was you, I d unstrap that red can 
there and pretend no thin' happened. Once you quit inhal~: 
them gas fumes, you'll more'n likely come to y~ur senses. 

"Gas fumes, eh?" Harvey said reflectively. You know, 
Witt that must be it. Clean, fresh, strong smell-like it had 
som~thin' to do. Lemme unscrew the cap here and give you 

a whiff-" 
"No, you don't," Witt shouted, "moving away quickly. 

"Think I wanta get as crazy as you? 
Harvey Wickliffe swung up on the seat of ~is wagon, 

flicked his whip for a quick getaway, and drove gnmly down 
the Newark road. There would be no more coal oil delivered 

that day. 
An hour later he was bumping along the road to Columbus 

in a spring wagon. At the city limits he began. to encounter 
horseless carriages. Now, though, he was delIghted to see 
them-and he noticed with solid satisfaction that his horses 
no longer bolted when they encountered the noisy monsters. 
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They only shied away a bit, and that was the evidence Har
vey needed to bolster his resolve. He pulled up at George 
Hunsaker's grocery store. There was a fancy gasoline pump 
in front of the building, and an impatient motorist was 
parked in front of it honking for service. 

Harvey heard George Hunsaker's voice booming from in
side the store. "Will you shuddup that racket?" he shouted. 
''I'll be there when I can get there and that honkin' won't 
hurry me none." 

Harvey expected the man to drive off, but he didn't. Pres
ently George came out. "Listen," he said to the driver. "If 
you want gas you can come in and ask for it like a gentleman. 
You're doin' me no favor to buy it here." 

"Well, if you don't want to sell it, what you got the pump 
here for?" the motorist asked, reasonably, Harvey thought. 

"That's what I keep askin' myself," George said. "How 
much you want?" 

Harvey waited until George disposed of the customer. 
Then he said, "George, that fella had a pretty good question." 

"Oh, hello, Harvey," George said. "How long you been 
here?" 

"Long enough to hear you talk to a customer like he was 
one of the family," Harvey said. "That isn't like you, George." 

"I know it," George said sheepishly. "But these smart-aleck 
auto drivers get under my skin. I'm right in the middle of 
fillin' a molasses jug or something for a good customer and 
they drive up and start honkin' for me to come out and pump 
, em some gas. They always gotta have attention right this 
minute." 

"You know what I think George?" Harvey asked seriously. 
"I think the grocery business and the gas business don't mix. 
Maybe there ought to be a regular gasoline store with a man 
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waitin' to fill up their tanks the minute they drive up to the 
pumps." , 

"Be all right for the automobile guys-but a fella d starve 
to death in such a business." 

''I'm not so sure," Harvey said thoughtfully. "You mad 
enough to sell me your gas pump?" 

''I'm mad enough if you're crazy enough to buy it." 
"All right," Harvey said. ''I'll be after it as soon as I find 

a place to put it." . 
Now Harvey Wickliffe had a gas pump-and an Idea. He 

would operate a gasoline store, exclusively for the impatient 
motorists. 

At the corner of Oak and Young streets in Columbus, Har-
vey Wickliffe found a metal shanty that suited his purpose. 
At first he mounted the gas pump out near the curb. Then 
he had a better idea. The tin shanty already had a wide front 
door. Harvey borrowed a torch and cut a hole through the 
back wall-big enough to drive through. And there it was
a real honest-to-goodness drive-in gas station-the first any
where, according to the records of the Standard Oil Comp~ny 
of Ohio, which is the great-grandfather of all oil compames. 

Over the door in straight, formal, professionally painted 
letters were the words AUTOMOBILE FILLING STA
TION. Among the first customers was Hank Sargents, fully 
recovered in both body and auto. 

"Wick! Harvey Wickliffe!" he shouted, thrusting a leg over 
the non-opening driver's seat door. 

"Glad to see you don't discourage easily, Hank. Got a new 
one!" Harvey said, admiring the car. 

"Couldn't get along without it," Hank beamed. "Quite a 
setup you got here. What do I do to get gas?" 

"Pull 'er right through the door. Hank," Harvey said. 
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«You're lookin' at Harvey Wickliffe's pennanent, all-steel, 
drive-through automobile fillin' station. First one anywhere." 

"Gonna be a big help to us motorists," Hank said ex
pansively. "Sure wish you were operating up in Pataskala." 

"How much you want, Hank?" Harvey asked suddenly. 
Another auto had just pulled up. 

"Hanged if I know," Hank said. "Never bought gas this 
way before. Better just ... fill 'er up!" 

Harvey Wickliffe tilted his nose and inhaled the pungent 
vapors springing from the mouth of the pump. They smelled 
even more powerful and businesslike in their own perma
nent, all-steel, drive-through, automobile filling station. He 
was imagining a day when there'd be filling stations like his 
in every big city-maybe even along country roads. 

With an effort, Harvey Wickliffe ceased his dreaming
must have been the fumes making him giddy again, he 
guessed. 

The Democrat 

T HE MAN who plants a tree is necessarily one who 
has faith in the future. Perhaps that's why the 
humble apple occupies an almost sacred place in 

the fact and folklore of the Midwest. 
In 1788 when the founding fathers landed at Marietta, 

among the meager stores that made the journey were apple 
tree seedlings. Twenty years later the patient Jonathan 
Chapman with a Bible under his shirt and a bag slung over 
his back began the wanderings that gained him a kind of 
saintly immortality in his own and all succeeding generations 
as Johnny Appleseed. 

Had Johnny believed in the ancient arts of budding and 
grafting, the methods by which desirable strains are per
petuated, he might have developed the great Ohio apple. But 
Johnny was content to plant the seeds and leave the variety 
up to the Creator. The mathematical chances of producing 
a desirable apple that way are 10,000 to one, and while he 
planted tens of thousands of trees, no one ever found a strain 
worth perpetuating. 

• That distinction fell to a farm boy of Rome, Ohio, who 
wanted a tree of his own. Chances were ten thousand to one 
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that his seedling would turn out to be just another scrubby 
tree, but destiny intervened and the farm boy's tree has 
gained a kind of immortality while the memory of the boy 
who planted it has long since been lost in obscurity. 

In the spring of the year 1790, Israel 'Putnam of Marietta 
stood along a high bank of the Ohio and gazed up river. The 
Hatboat that was still just a speck in the distance could be 
the answer to his prayer. He was expecting his son, Aaron. 
Every day for two weeks Israel Putnam had stood on the 
bank to greet every craft that came down river. 

For two weeks there had been nothing but disappointment 
and further misgivings about his decision to send for the boy. 
He had even begun to question his motive. Had he done it 
for the boy's sake or for his own? Israel Putnam probed his 
conscience. He wanted to see his son all right, and the Ohio 
Country was a promising place for him-still, he couldn't 
quite ignore the fact that he had ordered Aaron to bring with 
him a dozen varieties of well-known apple tree scions. The 
seedlings to which he expected to graft the new scions were 
already thriving in orderly rows in the Putnam clearing. 

If Aaron arrived safely, and if he had protected the cut
tings by dipping the ends in beeswax as he'd been instructed 
the Putnams would be able to establish a nursery in Ohi~ 
that would be even more prosperous than the one they were 
leaving behind in Connecticut. 

The flatboat was upon him now and there, big as life, 
grinning from ear to ear and looking taller and stronger than 
ever, was young Aaron Putnam. 

It was a robust, wordless greeting. With hundreds of ques
tions in his mind, Israel Putnam chose to ask first, "Son, did 
you bring the apple cuttings?" 
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"In the boat, father. Twelve of the best varieties, and in 

excellent condition. Are the seedlings started?" 
After that, Israel Putnam inquired after his wife and the 

rest of the family. 
By 1816, the Putnam nursery was famous throughout the 

West. It was no longer necessary for the homesteader to 
bring his own apple trees from the East-the Putnams could 
supply any of the recognized varieties. Their trees went out 
on flatboats and saddlebags and Conestoga wagons across 
Ohio, into Indiana, Illinois, Iowa, and all the territories of 
the great Northwest. 

It was in 1816 that Joel Gillett, pushing out from Marietta 
bound for his recently acquired lands in Rome Township, 
Lawrence County, Ohio, stopped at the Putnam nursery. 

"Aaron, lad, I'll be settin' out an orchard come spring. I'll 
be startin' with about fifty trees. I want Russets, Greenings, 
Pippin' and Pearmain's. See to it now that I get good trees. 
Can't afford no Democrats, yuh know." 

"We been havin' pretty good luck, Mr. Gillett. Once in 
awhile we get a wild one, but we'll make good," Aaron 
promised. 

"I know you will, lad," Gillett said. "If any of your trees 
don't turn out, I'll send my grandson back to tell you about 
it. Iff'n I ever get a grandson." 

Joel Gillett made his purchase, proceeded to his lands, and 
heeled in his trees for the winter. By spring the clearing was 
ready and the all important planting began. 

Joel's boy, Alanson, helped for awhile, and then in the 
manner of boys everywhere, he got a better idea. "Father," 
he said, ''I'm going down by the creek and make my own 
clearing. Can I have a tree that will be all my own?" 

I was a typical and a reasonable request, Joel Gillett re-
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fleeted, but every scion he had was important to his plan and 
he couldn't afford the luxury of turning even one of them 
over to the uncertain care of the boy. 

Just then he noticed one scion that was different from the 
rest. He picked it up, studied it carefully. If the boy hadn't 
been there he'd have expressed some violent opinions of the 
Putnam clan and all its descendants. As it was, he said 
simply, "Here's a Democrat, Alanson, you can have this one.': 

Alanson studied the seedling his father held out to him. 
"What makes it a Democrat?" he asked. The boy was too 
young to understand about politics, so Joel didn't explain 
other than to say, "Anything that grows wild, son, is, in this 
family, a Democrat." 

"What would it be in Mr. Putnam's family? A Federalist?" 
Joel looked at the boy as though seeing him for the first 

time. "Run along and plant your tree," he said. 
Alanson Gillett planted his tree along the creek that 

marked the boundary of his father's holdings. For awhile he 
tended it faithfully, dipping water from the stream to pour 
around its roots, chopping out the undergrowth which con
stantly threatened to close in on the feeble plant. But as the 
months and then the years passed, the boy took his place 
beside his father in the fields and there was no time to fool 
away on the Democrat. 

With the first harvest of the Gillett orchards, there was 
some rejoicing, some disappointment. Some of the varieties 
had done better than others, but all in all, Joel was satisfied. 

It was Alanson who remembered the Democrat. The first 
light frost had withered the leaves and the undergrowth had 
indeed closed in around the maverick tree he had planted 
years before. But the sight that greeted Alanson Gillett as he 
walked along the creek that October afternoon caused him 
to let out a whoop that brought his father on the run. 

The Democrat 

Alanson pointed to the tree. "Father, look!" he shouted. 
"Did you ever see such beautiful apples?" 

They ran to the tree. Its branches were bent to the ground 
with huge, bright red apples clustered as thick as grapes. 
A dusty gray haze covered each apple. Alanson picked one, 
rubbed it against his coat. Where he rubbed, the gleaming 
red color seemed to sparkle. He polished the whole apple 
and held it up admiringly. ''I'm going to call it the Rome 
Beauty," he said. 

In 1835 a neighbor of the Gilletts, Thomas Gardner, started 
a nursery in Rome, Ohio, whose sole product was scions from 
the Gillett Democrat. By 1848 the Rome Beauty apple was 
a leading variety of the Ohio valley, and in later years its 
fame spread across the nation and overseas. 

It's a hearty, late-ripening apple that keeps well and has 
no equal for baking. Today you'll find it on the breakfast 
menus of the world's leading hotels, on the Pullman diners, 
in the repertoire of gourmets the world over. Usually the 
menu will identify the apple thus served as a "Rome Beauty." 
Such is its fame. 

But of Alanson Gillett-well, his identity with it is limited 
to a bronze plaque at Rome, Ohio, near the place where his 
Democrat defied the odds and blossomed full blown across 
the great Midwest. 



We Called Him Billy 

AOUND Hopedale, Ohio, some folks still remember 
C:lark Gable as the good-looking, broad-shouldered 

. kId who played football for Hopedale High and 
wIelded a mean sliphorn in the village band. Some talk about 
him as the big, bruising football star who always played his 
heart out against his old hometown team, Cadiz, and won 
games single-handed for little Hopedale High. Some remem
ber him sympathetically as the youngster who lost his mother 
when he was seven months old, and knew her only through 
t~e portr~its she left behind. Most of all, though, they recall 
hlffi as BIlly Gable, the kid who had a secret crush on almost 
every pretty girl in town but was too shy to do anything 
about it. 

A lot of miles and some eventful years have passed be
tween the Clark Gable you know and Billy Gable the big 
bashful, awkward boy from Hopedale. In that ~ime he'~ 
played a library of important roles, and a lot of minor ones, 
too, from lance-bearer in a tent show to the unforgettable 
Fletcher Christian in Mutiny on the Bounty. But around 
Hopedale and Cadiz, Ravenna and Akron, they'll tell you 
about the role he never got to play and that's the best story 
~ill . 

We Called Him Billy I I I 

Cadiz, Ohio, is fiercely proud of its distinctions and Clark 
Gable is only one of them. Still Cadiz would like you to 
know that he was born there and not Hopedale. It wasn't 
until after his father remarried and settled in Hopedale, 
though, that young Billy Gable knew what a home and a 
mother were like. Maria Gable, a kindly, intelligent woman, 
was probably the best stepmother a boy ever had. Whatever 
Maria said was all right with Billy Gable, and it worked the 
other way, too. The family moved from Hopedale to a farm 
near Ravenna when Gable, Sr., an oilwell driller, decided the 
family needed the peace and security of country life. Living 
in Ravenna had its compensations. It was only sixteen miles 
from Akron and a forty-minute flivver ride back to Hopedale, 
the way Billy droye. Besides, as Billy pointed out to Andy 
Means, an old friend from Hopedale, "Akron's a mighty big 
town, Andy, bigger than anything we've ever seen. Lots of 
jobs open at the tire plants and plenty of excitement. How 
about it, Andy, will you join. me?" 

Billy Gable and Andy Means got jobs in Akron easily 
enough, first, time-keeping at a tire plant, and later in a 
wheel-rim shop where they both made a hundred dollars a 
month. As for the excitement, well, Maria put a crimp in that. 
She wanted Billy to be a doctor and since it was her wish he 
enrolled for night courses in pre-medicine at Akron Univer
sity. The glamor of city life soon lost its attraction for Billy, 
who worked six days a week at the rim factory and attended 
school five nights of the week. Before long Billy Gable was 
pleading to go back to Ravenna and the farm. But Andy had 
other ideas. 

"Look, Billy," he said, "there's nothing wrong with Akron. 
You just been workin' too hard. What you need is relaxation." 

"I s'pose," Billy said. "If I just had myoid sliphorn here 
I'd-" 
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"What I mean is," Andy went on, "you've got to be able to 
sit back and relax, maybe take in a show. Ever see a real 
honest-to-goodness stage show, Bill?" 

"Saw a minstrel show in Cadiz once." 
"Amateurs," Andy said disdainfully. "I mean a real pro

fessional show. Tell you what. At the Music Hall they're 
playing 'Bird of Paradise.' How about going with me?" 

At the Music Hall that night Billy Gable saw Bird of Para
dise in all the lavish glory that the Ed Clark-Lilly Stock 
Players could muster up on a low budget. He sat tensely in 
the gallery through every minute of Richard Walton Tully's 
masterpiece. Between quick mouthfuls of popcorn he found 
himself falling in love with the heroine. His heart beat faster 
when he saw her leap into the papier-mache volcano while 
an enthusiastic bass drummer hidden inside rumbled up a 
stirring crescendo. In the final scene, offstage, slightly off
key ukeleles were softly plunking out the strains of Aloha. 
The curtains met and opened again for the calls. Finally the 
house lights came up and the show was over. Still teary-eyed, 
the audience sighed, left the seats and walked out into the 
bright reality of Main Street. But not Billy Gable. He re
mained transfixed in his seat for twenty minutes, stunned by 
it all, still clutching the half-finished box of popcorn. 

A few nights later, he was back again, hypnotized this 
time by Trail of the Lonesome Pine. That was the end of 
medical school for Billy. He didn't tell Maria right away. He 
figured he'd make a name on his big opening night in the 
theatre, then he'd invite her to see his performance. Mter 
that she'd probably suggest giving up medical school herself. 
Billy Gable began haunting the Why-Not-Eat beanery, a 
third-class restaurant frequented by actors who were cur
rently appearing in Music Hall productions. He became ac
quainted with one of them, and that lead to a trip backstage 
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and an introduction to the manager. Billy asked outright for 
a job. 

"Ever do any acting before?" the manager asked brusquely. 
"Over at Ravenna High I played Charley in 'Charley's 

Aunt.' " 
"Uh-huh," the manager said, "I don't like to discourage 

you, son, but I'm afraid you'll never do. You're ~ nice-looking 
boy and all that but you're awkward. You don t know what 
to do with your hands." 

"I wouldn't have to have leading parts right away," Billy 
Gable explained, placing his hands behind his back. 

"Tell you what. I'll give you a job. Lots of responsibility. 
You'll be call boy. That means you have to see that every 
actor gets on stage on cue. Mter that, we'll see." 

"Gosh!" Billy was overwhelmed. 
"Won't be any salary, but you'll be gettin' experience." 
"Gosh, thanks, thanks a lot, Mister," was all Billy could 

say. " 
Billy Gable wasn't a call boy long before he got his chance. 

The director explained it to him. . 
"This is your chance, Gable. Nice part. You're a policeman, 

you walk on stage, tap the villain on the shoulder, and lead 
him away." 

"That's for me," Billy said. ''I'll start studying my lines 
tonight." 

"Lines? What lines? This is a walk on." 
"Then I'll practice walking," Billy said. 
AJew weeks later the company staged a play with several 

speaking parts. In it Billy was the butler, a talking butler. 
He stayed up nights in his room rehearsing his lines. 

"Page 22. 'Yes, sir!' Page 2+ 'No, madam!' Page 25. 'Very 
good, sir.' " Billy guessed he could master it all right. 

It wasn't the lead, obviously, but it was a speaking part. 
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On opening night, Billy Gable was all set to buttle his ele
gant, awkward best. Seven minutes before curtain time he 
was still picking lint and loose threads off his knee breeches 
and changing his makeup for the tenth time. Studying his 
costume in the mirror he almost wished he'd asked Maria to 
come for this debut. Then there was a call for him. 

"Telegram for ya, Billy," the stage manager said. 
He ripped open the envelope. The message said: "Hurry 

home. Maria is dying." 

Billy Gable ripped off his costume and got back to Ravenna 
in time to hold Maria's hand just before she passed away. 
~roken-hearted, he returned to Akron, back to his job at the 
run plant. Even the theatre had lost its charm for him. When 
?~d ?able drov~ into Akron one night and asked Billy to 
Jom hIm on an oIl-drilling venture in Oklahoma, Billy didn't 
have to be coaxed. At that moment it didn't matter what 
became of him. 

Billy Gable and his dad threw their things into the back 
seat of an .old Model T. The last anyone saw of them they 
were crossmg the Gateway Bridge at Cincinnati heading for 
the West and heaven only knew what. 

Errand in Illinois 

SPRING had come to Illinois, and that probably had 
something to do with it. For had it been in the dead 
of winter the charivari might not have been organ

ized in the first place, and even if it had, the Bebbs probably 
would have invited everyone inside for a round of cider. It 
was spring, though, and the young men of Rockford County 
were itching for excitement. 

There was some warning. At Mike Bebb's wedding, Lem 
Clemens and Nels Halleck asked innocently when the bride 
and groom expected to be back from their trip. Being new 
to Illinois, Mike told them. Mter that there was much laugh
ing and animated conversation among the young bucks who 
hung around with Lem and Nels. To the old-timers it meant 
just one thing. They were organizing a charivari. 

No one thought to warn Mike's father. Well, maybe a few 
people thought of it, but the old man was so stand-offish, so 
tall and grim and austere, that no one was disposed to ap
proach him. 

The charivari came off all right, on the night of May 19. 
It was a bad one, even for Rockford County. Started out, as 
they always did, in good innocent fun. But then it got pretty 
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~ough, and by the time the crowd gathered at Bebb's place, 
It was downright rowdy. 

Old man Bebb had been sick in bed all day and that didn't 
help matters either. They say he warned them to leave the 
place. Stood on the porch with the shotgun in his hand for 
three minutes. Mter the warning he stood holding his watch 
and calling off each minute. When the third one was up, he 
fired. Lem Clemens was up front and he got the full impact 
of the blast. He slumped to the ground, dead. 

No one knew why William Bebb left Ohio for Illinois in 
the first place, except that he was a restless man. Most of 
the folks in Rockford County didn't even know that just nine 
years before the shooting, old man Bebb had finished a term 
as governor of Ohio. When they found it out it explained a 
lot of things. 

It explained, for instance, why it was that the tall distin
gu~shed-Io?kin~ William Bebb had so little to sa; to his 
neIghb~rs III pnv.ate, but spoke with such force and eloquence 
at publIc gathenngs, especially when affairs of government 
or law were under discussion. Maybe it explained, too, how 
~he ?ld man felt when the boisterous party got under way 
III hIS front lawn. You just don't charivari a governor, even 
from another state. Still, he had no business to stand there 
and kill a man who meant no harm. Lem wasn't the most 
popular fellow in the county, to be sure, but at least he'd 
been born and grew up there, which was more than the 
crusty old man could claim. 

. The sheri~ locked him up for safekeeping, feeling ran so 
hIgh. The tnal was delayed a couple of times and Rockford 
be~~n to get pretty impatient. Finally the grand jury indicted 
WIlham Bebb and the trial was set for February 4. 

About the end of January the stranger showed up. He was 
a big, likable, smiling fellow, who wore a broad-brimmed 
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hat and rode a fine-looking roan mare. He had a way about 
him, and talked with a big voice that had a kind of flourish 
in it. He hadn't been in town for two days when he knew 
everybody in it and seemed to like everybody he met. Folks 
invited him out to supper and asked the neighbors in. He 
was such a good talker, full of news and good stories, that 
he became mighty popular. Nobody seemed to know much 
about him, though. Nobody could even recall that he'd men
tioned his name. 

Mort Brewster brought up the subject of the Clemens 
killing in sort of a roundabout way. He said to the stranger, 
"Where'd you say you was from?" 

The fellow said, "Been around somewhat in my time. I'm 
from a lot of places. Mostly though, Ohio's my home." 

That's how Mort brought up the killing. "You remember a 
fellow out there," he said, "name of William Bebb?" 

"Governor Bebb, you mean?" 
"He was governor, then, eh?" Mort said. "You know we 

got him up for killin' one of our boys." 
"Now don't tell me," the stranger said. "William Bebb was 

a great man. One of the best lawyers Ohio ever produced. 
Fine governor, too. Served from 1846 to 1848, during the 
Mexican war, you know. He was mighty opposed to it, gave 
the President a bad time. Sent 8,000 boys to help, though ... " 

Mort listened a little while longer and then he said, "You 
seem to be mighty well informed on government doings, mis
ter; you in that business in some way?" 

The stranger didn't say outright that he was, but then he 
didn't say he wasn't either. First thing you know he'd changed 
the subject and even Mort didn't notice it. 

On the morning of the fourth Bebb was brought into the 
courtroom. He was pale and haggard-looking. The long stay 
in jail hadn't helped his health any. As the proceedings got 
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under way the judge asked Bebb who was going to be his 
attorney. Bebb stood up, thin and tired-looking. "I have no 
attorney, your honor," he said, ''I'll conduct my own defense." 

Then from the back of the room a big booming voice spoke 
up. "Your honor, I am the attorney for the defense." 

The judge asked who he was. 
"Back in Ohio," the stranger said, "they call me 'Tom, the 

Wagon Boy.''' 
That brought a roar from the crowd. Everybody had heard 

of Tom the Wagon Boy. His real name was Tom Corwin. He, 
too, had been governor of Ohio and had become famous as 
a United States Senator. He'd been spoken of many times as 
a candidate for the Presidency. Under President Fillmore 
he'd been Secretary of Treasury. Most of all though, he was 
known as the greatest orator of his time. He was always one 
to defend the underdog, in the United States Senate or 
wherever he felt justice was needed. 

Tom Corwin was admitted as the defense attorney for 
William Bebb. He started right off with a speech. 

"Your honor," he said, "I want to explain to you and to 
these good people how I come to be here. If I am anything 
in the councils of this nation I owe it to the defendant here, 
William Bebb. Many years ago when I was a ragged barefoot 
boy in Ohio, I had no education, no prospects and little 
encouragement. Then one day the defendant here saw me, 
and laying his hand kindly on my head he said, 'Tom, my 

. boy, I believe you have something in you. I'd like to help 
you. Will you let me?' Well, your honor, he did help me. And 
when I heard that myoid friend was in trouble I saddled up 
my mare and got over here as fast as she could travel. I don't 
intend to leave until William Bebb walks forth from this 
courtroom a free man." 

Well, the roar that went up nearly brought down the 
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house. Nobody seemed to notice that Tom Corwin was older 
than the defendant so that the story about Bebb patting him 
on the head was probably, well, oratory .... But anyhow, 
they went ahead picking a jury. Funny thing about that, too. 
Every one of them turned out to be folks Tom had been 
visiting since he'd come to town. It wasn't much of a trial. 
Tom Corwin had everybody, even the prosecution, eating 
out of his hand. William Bebb went free. And Tom Corwin 
saddled up his mare and rode back across Indiana, his mission 

accomplished. 



The Tenth Frenchman 

T HE TOWN of Minerva is right on U.S. Route 30 , 

about forty miles east of the Pennsylvania line. 
You'll want to know that. . 

You will need an exact translation of the letter. It reads 
as follows: 

"We of the French Army were defending Fort Du
quesne'" against the British. When it was known that 
the English were attacking in force, a detail of ten men 
and sixteen packhorses was selected to carry the French 
Army's gold and silver away from the Fort. I was chosen 
for this detail. 

"Three days and a forenoon later northwest by west 
from the Fort on the Tuscarawas trailt Our advance 
scout returned to our little column announcing a British 
colu~n advancing on us. The officer in charge of our 
detail ordered us to stop in our tracks and dig a hole in 
the ground. He posted a few to guard while the rest of 
us dug. The gold was unloaded from the horses and 

o Later Fort Pitt; now Pittsburgh. 
t Roughly Route 30. 
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placed in the bottom of the hole. Then the silver was 
lowered into the hole. On top of this we shoveled the 
dirt back and covered it with branches. 

"The first British firing began at this time. The dig
ging shovels were put under a log on a hillside. No 
sooner was this done than the Red Coats were upon 
us. Eight were killed. Only Henri Muselle and myself 
were spared. The English had not noticed where we 
hid. 

"We made the follOwing marks of the area before we 
fled. The gold was buried in the center of a sort of 
square formed by four springs. About one half mile to 
the West of the hole in which the treasure was buried, 
Muselle jammed a rock into the fork of a tree so that it 
will stay. 600 steps to the North of the hole are the 
shovels. As we left by the East I carved the figure of a 
deer into a tree which I judge to be one mile East of 
the hole. 

"Events follOwing this made it hazardous to return." 

You will want to know that the letter was found in the 
year 1829; that the writer did not live to return for the 
treasure; that sixteen packhorses could carry a substantial 
fortune in gold and silver; that the place indicated in the 
letter has been identified beyond doubt as the town of 
Minerva; and that these circumstances are in no way fiction
alized, nor are the events which follow. 

You will want to know about the Stranger. 
He was a man of medium height, dark-featured, about 

thirty-five years old, and he called himself LeSeur, although 
that may not have been his name. He rode into the town 
that had become Minerva, Ohio, early one morning and after 
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~ooking around the entire day, asked if he might find lodg
mg at the farmhouse of one Sam Neffs. The lodging was ar
ranged. 

. The Stranger was up at dawn the following morning and 
dId not return until sundown. It was the same the second 
day. Sam Neffs got suspicious and on the third day he fol
lowed him. The Sh'anger saddled his horse and rode slowly 
along the road until he was about half a mile from the Neffs' 
house. He stopped his horse then and, looking carefully up 
and down the road, wheeled the animal suddenly and went 
galloping through the woods until he was about a mile from 
~he road. There he pulled up, dismounted, and began walk
mg along the side of a hill. He was probing the hillside with 
a stick at about the place where the fourth spring would 
have formed a square had there been one. 

Sam got a little too curious. The Stranger discovered him. 
"Oh, good morning," he said pleasantly, as though it were 

perfectly natural to be hunting for lost springs at that hour. 
"Good morning," Sam returned, somewhat embarrassed. 

"Can I help you find anything?" 
"As a matter of fact, you can," LeSeur said. 'Tm trying 

to locate a spring in the vicinity." 
"There's three of them right near here," Sam said. 
"Yes, I know about those. I'm looking for a fourth. I be

lieve it ought to be right about where I'm standing." 
"Three springs would be enough for any ordinary pur

pose," Sam said. 
"Mine is not an ordinary purpose," LeSeur said. 
Sam Neffs went on probing for further information but 

got nowhere. After looking around a while longer the Stranger 
mounted his horse and rode into the village. . 

At the tavern he struck up a friendly conversation with 
the barkeeper. They were barely acquainted when he asked, 
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"Did you ever happen to see a tree in this area with a good
sized rock stuck in the lower fork? It would be a rather large 
tree I expect." 

The barkeeper thought for a moment, then he said, "Why 
as a matter of fact I saw such a tree last huntin' season." 

"Indeed?" LeSeur said. "Where was it, do you recall?" 
The barkeeper thought again, harder this time. "Well, now 

I'd be hard put to describe to you how to get there . . . but I 
could take you right to it." 

"Perhaps this would assist your powers of description," the 
Stranger said, placing a substantial bill on the bar. 

"Reckon it will be of great help," the barkeeper said. "If 
you'll come back this evening I'm sure I'll have it worked 
out by then." 

"In that case I will reward your efforts at that time," the 
Stranger said, retrieving the bill. With that he turned and 
walked out the door. 

The barkeeper waited until LeSeur had disappeared down 
the street. He removed his apron, borrowed a horse and rode 
out to Sam Neffs'. 

"Sam, what do you know about that Sh'anger you're 
boarding?" he asked. 

"What do you know about him?" Sam returned. 
"Oh, then he's been asking funny questions of you, too, I 

guess." 
"That means he's been asking 'em of you," Sam said. 
"Are we gonna get together on it or not?" 
"If you want an understanding, I'm willing." 
"Shake on it." 
"He asked me to locate a spring for him," Sam said. 
"And he asked me if I knew of a tree with a rock in the 

lower fork." 
"How do you figure it?" Sam asked. 
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"I figure he's looking for buried gold or something" the 

barkeeper said. ' 
"That's.about the way I had it sized," Sam said. "You recall 

ever heanng about a bunch of soldiers burying some kind of 
tr~~sure around here back in the Indian days?" 
" Now you mention it, Sam," the barkeeper said excitedly, 
I seem to remember old man Howe, before he died, used 

to talk about something like that. Never brought it up unless 
the boys had bought him too many. I remember he used to 
~umble about paying them all back someday. They'd tease 
hIm about it and he'd go on about nine Frenchmen being 
m~dered and one that got away." 

I w,ondered if you'd remember that," Sam said. "It's the 
fir~,t thmg I thought of when I followed the Stranger." 

R~ckon everybody else'll remember too," the barkeeper 
surmIsed. 

"Yeah, they'll remember all right," Sam said. "Town's 
bound to get wind of what LeSeur's up to just as we did. 
About all we got is a head start." 

"We haven't even got that ... unless ... " 
"Unless what?" 
"Unles~ he's ~ot a map or something to go by, and from 

the questions he s been asking I'll bet he has." 
'Tlliook in his room. You stay down here. If you see him 

coming, holler." 
In a few minutes Sam was down again. "Don't find 

t~ing," he said. "But then he wouldn't leave a map behin~ 
him, I don't suppose." 

.""":~ ain't got much to go on, then, Sam," the barkeeper 
sa~?, unless you know about the spring he was looking for." 

I ~~w where the spring is. How about the tree with the 
rock m It? You know anything about that?" 
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"No, I don't. I just told him I did, thinking maybe he'd 

take me in. Ought to be simple enough thing to find. Let's 

look." 
Sam Neffs and the barkeeper looked high and low for the 

rock in the tree but failed to find it. However, they too were 
under observation by their fellow townsmen, and at the 
tavern the subject finally came up for open discussion. Every
one tried to recall what old man Howe had really said. Be
tween them, they pieced the story together. Old man Howe 
had evidently possessed almost the same information the 
Stranger did. That started a wave of digging in the hills 

around Minerva. 
One night, after a day of frantic digging on the part of 

ahnost everyone, the crowd was comparing experiences and 
expectations, when the Stranger walked in, greeted everyone 
in a pleasant way and asked if anyone had found the buried 
gold. Sam Neffs, who knew him best, acted as a spokesman 

for the others. 
"Haven't found a thing," he said. 
"Did you locate the four springs?" LeSeur asked. 
"Yeah, we found the place all right," Sam answered. 
"No, I mean all four places in this vicinity where there are 

four springs that answer the description in the letter. I can 
see by your face that you haven't. Very well, I'll tell you 
where they are," the Stranger said. 

"Did you find the rock in the tree, too?" Sam ventured. 
"No, I did not," the Stranger answered. "But I did find 

some old muskets." 
Everyone in the room leaned forward. 
"They were not French muskets, or British either," the 

Stranger added. And everyone drew a deep breath. 
"Near the muskets I found several skeletons. I assume they 
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were human skeletons," the Stranger resumed. The tension 
was on again. "But I couldn't tell from the bones whether 
the skeletons were those of Frenchmen or Englishmen . . . 
or just dead Minervans." 

"Well, since you been so generous with your information, 
Mr. LeSeur," Sam said, "I reckon it's no more'n fair to tell 
you that over by the mill we found the deer carved in the 
tree ... least, it looked like it might have been a deer carved 
in a tree." 

"Yes, I know about that," the Stranger said, "I did that 
myself to throw you off the trail. Rather good, didn't you 
think?" 

Everybody joined in the laugh. "You sure fooled us, Mr. 
LeSeur," Sam said, "but now that we're all in it together is 
there any way we can help each other?" , 

"You know the full story, I suppose," LeSeur said. 
"I reckon we do," Sam answered. ~'It seems there were 

nine Frenchmen, eight got killed and one got away to write 
the letter." 

"That's what I thought you thought," LeSeur said. "There 
were ten Frenchmen. Two got away: my uncle-he was the 
man who wrote the letter-and Henri Muselle." 

"Henri Muselle?" Sam said questioningly. "Who was he?" 
"I don't know. But if you ever find out, let me know will 

you?" The Stranger smiled, bowed politely to the crowd and 
stepped out the door. He was never seen again in Minerva. 
So much for the Stranger. 

Interest in the buried treasure went on for some time, but 
eventually the townspeople went back to their regular pur
suits. 

Then, on April 3, 1875, the Minerva Commercial printed 
a story about the events herein reported. By that time a new 
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generation had come to maturity and it marveled, as new 
generations always do, at the naIvete of its predecessors
searching for buried gold. 

It happened though, that a Mr. Rigbe discovered a cache 
of ancient shovels protruding from under a mound which 
might have been formed by a decaying log. That revived the 
search. 

A Mr. Pim was digging in the treasure area when an elec
tric storm came up. Lightning struck a tree under which Mr. 
Pim had taken refuge and flattened Mr. Pim who lost the 
sight of one eye because of the mishap. The incident discour
aged the searchers and again the treasure hunt was aban
doned. 

Some years later a Mr. U. Whitacre was cutting down 
a dead tree. As it fell, the trunk split open, revealing a 
large rock at the first fork, eleven feet from the base of the 
trunk. 

Still later one Clayton Robbins discovered a number of 
strange muskets buried under the site of an old log hut. Then 
Elson Robbins found a figure of what was undoubtedly 
meant to be that of a deer, carved in a tree trunk. 

As each of these events took place the search was revived, 
and it has resumed at intervals right up to the present 
time. 

It will help you to know that the present owner of the 
property which best fits the description in the letter will 
welcome you and will assist in any way he can. He will point 
out where others have dug, and where they have not. If 
you discover the gold, he will share it with you on an equal 
split. 

The Internal Revenue department has ruled that the gold, 
when discovered can be reported as a capital gain, provid-
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ing the present laws are in effect at the time of the discov
ery. 

One word of caution: Henri Muselle, the tenth French. 
man, has never been accounted for. 

The Juggler and the Stationmaster 

T HE STATIONMASTER dropped his steel-rimmed 
spectacles on the unfinished report, sighed and 
wearily rubbed his nose where the bridge sat 

heavily. 
George Hinds didn't like to wear glasses, and he held the 

Erie Railroad personally responsible for their necessity. For 
the Erie had moved its car shops and division headquarters 
from Kent, Ohio, to Meadville, Pennsylvania, the year be
fore, in 1893. George Hinds was left behind to discharge the 
combined duties of freight, express and passenger ticket 
agent, telegrapher and keeper of the never-ending procession 
of figures, times and tonnages that are the lifeblood of a 
railroad. 

At present George Hinds was dividing his irritation be
tween a pile of tedious, fine-print lading reports and the 6: 15 
express, which the telegraph clicker said was already forty 
minutes late out of Mansfield. 

Now, there were no passengers to go out on the 6: 15, and 
the reports were no different than usual. What was really 
nettling George Hinds was the memory of the theatrical . 
troupe that had arrived that morning, like a band of gypsies, 
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moving into Kent for a one-night stand. Their fast-talking 
manager had worked on Stationmaster Hinds for almost an 
hour trying to secure tickets for New York, to be paid for, 
naturally, when the show was over. 

George Hinds knew that routine all too well. He had seen 
many a troupe disappear magically from a town after the 
final curtain, leaving behind, among other things, a sheaf of 
unpaid bills. George Hinds reflected with grim satisfaction 
how he'd finally thrown the offensive manager out the door. 

.Except for that, the evening was as cheerless as the gloomy 
wmter sky, and Stationmaster Hinds absently watched the 
soggy snow pile up outside the window. 

Suddenly the door opened and Stationmaster Hinds looked 
up at the commotion materializing out of the swirl of snow 
that poured in. There was a dilapidated trunk on a toy sled 
and a hatless, coatless youngster brushing snow from a 
striped ~nd patched silk shirt. Amid a noisy stamping of feet, 
the statIonmaster looked down on a pair of wet, scuffed, 
patent-leather shoes. 

.The shoes belonged to a shivering, miserable boy who 
mIght have been in his early teens and who, despite his age 
an~ abj~ct condition, managed to convey an irritating, ba
rornal alT, accentuated considerably by a big, fat cigar held 
at a jaunty angle in a set jaw. 

"My good man," the young man said patronizingly, "when 
does the next coach for New York City depart?" 

:7en-ten is my guess," George Hinds replied flatly. 
Excellent. You may provide me with a one-way ticket." 

The bor fl~cke~ the ashes from his cigar by extending it in 
G~?rge s dI~ect~on and tapping it with his forefinger. 

Ummm, saId George, unimpressed, "you have cash?" 
The boy drew himself up as high as his stumpy body 

would permit. 

The Juggler and the Stationmaster 

"I beg your pardon, sir. Do I appear worried about a paltry 
eight-dollar sum? There you are, on the barrelhead!" 

"New York fare's ten dollars twenty-two," George Hinds 
informed him bluntly. 

"Ahh ... ten dollars twenty-two. Hmm ... to be sure, to 
be sure." The boy fumbled in his pockets and came up with 
a startling discovery. "I seem to be a hair short, but no mat
ter. Take the eight and give me the ticket ... I'll return in a 
trice with the balance." 

"Not a chance, son," the stationmaster said, not unkindly, 
"you're one of that play-acting bunch, aren't you?" 

"My good man, you are looking at Whitey Dukinfield, the 
Boy Wonder Juggler . . . of unquestionable character and 
... uh, credit, I might add." It was a brave try but George 
Hinds was not impressed. 

"And you have to get back to your agent's office for an
other show immediately," he added. "Time is of the essence, 
and you'll have the money back to me before the end of the 
week? No, lad. Your show should be goin' on at the Opera 
House right now, but I'll bet it isn't. Your manager was back 
in here askin' about trains ... for himself." 

"He was, uh?" Whitey gulped. 
"My guess is that he's skipped out," George said. "From 

his hurry I'd also guess that the manager of the McHenry 
house has probably put your whole company out on the 
street by now. You're broke, and you're scared. But you're 
going to try to bluff me out of a ticket nevertheless. Is that 
about it?" 

The youngster's brows were still welded in a ferocious 
scowl, but the cigar had drooped and was now pointing at 
the floor. 

_ The boy made one last try. "Now see here, my good man. 
Who are you to be talking to . . . to-" 
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"Am I right?" George interrupted. 
Whitey Dukinfield was suddenly just a boy. 
"Well, partly," he said. "You might add that I'm cold and 

hungry,. but it:s just a matter of a slight misunderstanding 
... a slight mIsunderstanding ... " 

"How old are you, lad?" George asked. 
"Fifteen, sir," the actor said. 
Stationmaster Hinds sighed and slowly closed the ticket 

window in the youngster's face. Then he came around to the 
fr~~t and put a, friendly hand on the boy's shivering shoulder. 

People don t put much trust in you folks, do they?" he 
asked. 

"We're used to it," the boy said with a show of courage 
''I'll make out." ' 

George shook his head. "I can understand this sort of thing 
from seasoned performers, but from a boy ... " 

"Sir! Are you aware that I am ... " 
."Y~,u are Wh~tey Dukinfield, the Boy Wonder," George 

s~Id. ~es, son, 1m aware o~ it. You're a wonder all right and 
1m gomg to prove it. Here s your ticket, and here's ten dol
lars. When you get a little ahead, send it back." 

The boy sank down on a bench, then, and cried. Station
master Hinds picked up a lantern and stepped out the door
to :Hag down the long overdue 6: 15. 

George Hinds watched the mail for a week or two and 
dismissed the incident. Then ... a few years later the mail 
did bring something unusual-two tickets to Fred Irwin's 
theatrical road show, opening that night in Akron. The 
show's reputation was good, but George Hinds hadn't or
dered any tickets. He was still puzzled when the Akron 
theater manager called. There was no mistake-Stationmaster 
Hinds was expected that night, before the show, please. 

The Juggler and the Stationmaster 

George Hinds closed his ticket window early and left for 
Akron. 

At the theater he was ushered backstage, and a suspicion 
crossed his mind. When he heard the nasal boom, he was 
sure ... 

"Stationmaster Hinds, I believe . . . about time, about 
time! Come in, sir. My fellow artists want to see a rare speci
men ... rare specimen indeed ... a man who's kind to actors. 
Your payment, sir, is long overdue. This ten dollars comes 
with my undying gratitude ... and the other ten is for in
terest." 

"As I live and breathe," George said, "Dukinfield, you are 
indeed a wonder." 

"Nay, sir. Whitey Dukinfield has long since ceased to trod 
the boards. In .his place, your humble servant, W. C. Fields 
... juggler, sir, and comedian, at your service." 

To the day of his death W. C. Fields delighted in telling 
the story of the honest tear he once shed in the station at 
Kent. It got to be a kind of tradition among theatrical people 
to stop and pay their respects to the stationmaster whose life 
was otherwise filled with bills of lading and schedules and 
words in fine print seen through steel-rimmed spectacles that 
sat heavily on the bridge of his nose. 
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The Last of the Zanes 

EVERY American past the age of ten knows the story 
well and can give three or four variations of the 
plot. The Indians have besieged the fort. Powder 

has run out and the cause seems lost. Then the gates swing 
open, a brave, dark-haired girl runs a gantlet of fire and 
brimstone, scoops up an apronful of powder and carries it 
back to save the day. 

Hollywood was built on that story and so was the most 
fabulous career in American letters. 
. But what of the story behind the story? Was the author a 

lifelong student of American history? Did the publishers 
snatch the original manuscript from his hand and rush it into 
print? Did fame and fortune and honorary degrees follow in 
its wake? 

N~. The author was not a student of history, he was a 
dentist ... and a poor one. His life had been a succession of 
failures that reached a climax in the year 1904 when Zane 
Grey stared out the window of the day coach bound from 
New York to Zanesville, Ohio. The train was completing the 
last few miles of the journey-the miles from Wheeling to 
Zanesville. 

The Last of the Zanes 135 
The lump in Zane Grey's throat always grew bigger at 

Wheeling. For this was the first city his great-great-grand
father had founded. This was the beginning of the Trace 
that had written the name of Zane indelibly in the history 
of the West. These Zanes were rugged, stalwart, empire
building people-the kind of ancestors that cause a man to 
square his shoulders when he speaks of them. 

Zane Grey, though, slumped further down into his seat. 
Ebenezer Zane wouldn't have been pleased with him. The 
great-grandson of an empire-builder ought to at least be able 
to support himself even at dentistry, if that were his pro
fession. But Zane Grey hated dentistry. When there were 
no patients, which was usually, he was delighted, for that 
meant he could get away into the woods on a fishing or 
hunting trip. He liked to write of his experiences because 
Field and Stream magazine had once accepted one of his 
manuscripts. He guessed great-great-grandfather Zane would 
have approved of that ... but he would have taken a dim 
view of the growing pile of rejection slips that had followed 
that first triumph. 

Zane Grey ducked in and out of the station at Zanesville 
without encountering any familiar faces. For that, he was 
grateful. It was getting increasingly difficult to keep up a 
front with the people he had grown up with. 

As usual, his mother had a list of household chores that 
had accumulated since his last trip. This time it was to 
straighten up the attic. 

He went at it half-heartedly. The stuff must have been 
accumulating for centuries-this old document box, for ex
ample. Zane Grey probed among the papers, withdrew a 
leather book and opened the cover. There, written with a 
bold hand, in ink that had long since faded almost to illegi
bility, he made out the signature ... Ebenezer Zane. 
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Zane Grey sat down on a trunk and began turning the 
pages. Here and there he could make out a line: Fort Henry, 
10th day of September in the 17 hundred and 82nd year of 
our Lord . . . rumors are thick in this place . . . Simon Girty 
the renegade . . . a force with hostile intent . . . rang the 
meeting bell to get people into the blockhouse. 

Zane Grey moved closer to the attic window and held the 
book to the light. He could make out more of the writing 
now: In case I don't live until tomorrow I wish to record that 
we are putting up a good defense against terrible odds. The 
siege is now in its third day . . . we have had to slacken our 
fire to save gun powder ... Soon we will open our reserve 
keg. After that I cannot force myself to conjure. 

Zane Grey flipped the page and was relieved to find that 
his great-great-grandfather had lived to record the events of 
the following day. The handwriting was difficult as though 
the words had been hastily scribbled under great duress. He 
flipped the next page and there was the steady, legible hand 
again: September 12th, 1782. I must now tell of the ex
traordinary act performed by my sister, Betty, as I believe it 
should go down in the annals of American History . .. 

Zane Grey bent over the book and as he read, Mrs. Grey's 
attic became a dangerous outpost on the frontier. The light 
from the window grew dim and he replaced it with a lamp. 

Toward morning, Zane Grey set the diary aside tenderly, 
cleared the desk in front of him with a sweep of his hand 
and dipped a pen into an inkwell. "Betty Zane," he wrote, 
and then with a flourish, "by Zane Grey." 

Several months later, Zane Grey walked into a publisher's 
office with the finished manuscript of the novel he had re
written from Ebenezer Zane's diary. 

It had been a tremendous job and his face showed it. He 
was worn and haggard but for the first time in his life Zane 
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Grey felt that he had accomplished something worthwhile
something that Ebenezer Zane would heartily approve. 
Proudly he placed his manuscript on the editor's desk. "If 
you'll read it right now, I'll wait," he said. 

The great man smiled. "Young fellow," he said, "when 
you're wiser in the ways of editors you won't wait until your 
manuscript is read. May take weeks." 

"Just read a little of it .. . please," Zane Grey begged. "I 
know you'll be excited about the story ... not that I'm such 
a good writer . . . but I really didn't write it, you see, my 
great-grandfather ... " 

"We'll get to it in due time, young man," the editor inter
rupted. "Call back in a few weeks." 

They were trying, tedious weeks for Zane Grey and his 
dentistry practice suffered even more than usual. Finally, 
though, the long vigil ended. 

"Young man," the editor said, "I understand you're a den
tist." 

"Yes, sir," Grey replied, "but I'll be giving it up as soon 
as ... " 

The editor interrupted. "My advice to you is to go on with 
dentistry. You are not a writer and you never will be." . 

The room dissolved before Zane Grey's eyes. This was the 
final catastrophe. His enthusiasm for Ebenezer's story had 
tricked him into a blind faith in his manuscript. It had never 
occurred to him that this would happen. Not trusting him
self to speak, he picked up the manuscript and left the office. 

In the months that followed, Zane Grey carried his story 
to thirteen publishers. Everywhere the answer was the same. 
When the thirteenth attempt failed, Zane Grey had had 
enough. 

One night in 1904, in his cheerless little apartment, he 
took a long look at his prospects. Behind him was a succes-
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sion of failures, ahead a bleak and distasteful future. There 
was no reason for Zane Grey to take the step he did, unless 
it was because he was born a Zane, for in that moment of 
his life, Zane Grey took on something of the stature of his 
great-great-grandfather. He stood up suddenly and pounded 
his fist into the palm of his hand. The editors were wrong. 
All thirteen of them were dead wrong. His book would be 
published if it cost him every cent he had and every dollar 
he could borrow. That's just what it did cost, too. When 
Betty Zane came off the press in 1904, Zane Grey had sold 
even his dentistry equipment. 

The rest of the story is literary legend. The book went 
through seventeen editions and is still going strong. 

Before his death Zane Grey was the most widely read 
writer in both the United States and Europe. Eleven million, 
two hundred and twenty-eight thousand, three hundred and 
ninety-nine copies of his books had been sold by 1930. The 
number is past fifteen million now. 

Serious critics have always been hard on Zane Grey's 
works. His characterizations were too exaggerated, they said, 
his motivation too simple, his philosophy and ethics ques
tionable. 

That may be, but the people have never agreed. Zane Grey 
gave every cramped and crowded city dweller a pinto of his 
own, a sombrero, a gun and a 2,00o-acre ranch to ride across 
with a steely glint in his eye. 

And when a man can do that for you . .. well, he's earned 
himself a Zane-sized chapter in the lore of the Midwest. 

The Aliases of Jimmy Valentine 

T HE EVENING papers usually arrived at the war
den's desk at the Ohio State Penitentiary around 
four o'clock. Al Jennings, former bank robber and 

now a trusty who served as the warden's secretary, was 
privileged to read them, but not until the end of the working 

day. 
On this particular evening around the turn of the century, 

the bank robber-secretary settled comfortably in the war
den's chair, borrowed one of the warden's cigars, hoisted his 
feet onto the warden's desk and began to read. 

There were scandal-sized headlines this night. A huge pub
lishing enterprise, heretofore thought to be profitable, had 
suddenly and without warning gone into bankruptcy. The 
city was in an uproar. Thousands of people were left holding 
worthless stock. Accusations against men of prominence and 
power in the affairs of the city were being made left and 
right. The newspapers had already poked their polyangular 
egg beaters into the thick, rich facts of the expose and were 
serving them tonight in frothy, delectable portions all over 

page one. 
The case had an exceptional element of suspense that 
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promised to hold up through several editions. With the courts 
and such public officials as could afford to clamoring for 
action, the records and all of the correspondence of the de
funct enterprise were securely locked in the company safe. 
The only men who could open it had fled the country. 

Experts of one sort and another had been mobilized and 
had worked frantically at the burglar-proof door throughout 
a day and a night. The door had held fast. That's where mat
ters stood in the morning editions. And outside of a new set 
of prominent people standing before the obstinate safe door, 
suggesting methods by which it might be opened, there was 
nothing new that evening. 

To Al Jennings this was a matter of professional interest. 
The secretary borrowed the warden's magnifying glass and 
bent over the picture. One glance was enough to explain the 
official dilemma. The bank robber-secretary grinned. It was 
a soul-warming, blood-tingling, toe-curling grin such as 
comes to a man only in those rare moments when he can 
afford to be completely objective because he knows before 
anyone else that everything will tum out to his satisfaction. 

Prolonging his pleasure, Jennings read through the various 
suggestions that had been made for cracking the safe. All of 
them amused him. One in particular fortified his grin. It 
said: "The chief of detectives who has apprehended many 
professional safe robbers stated that he could have the safe 
open in an hour if he were allowed to call in an expert of his 
acquaintance who happens to be in the city. The expert, the 
detective explained, is an inmate of the institution on Spring 
Street known as the Ohio State Penitentiary." 

Al Jennings drew a long, reflective puff on the warden's 
cigar. Briskly he folded the paper, set the desk in order and 
stepped out into the corridor that lead to the prison phar
macy. 

The Aliases of Jimmy Valentine 

The doctor had gone for the day, leaving the medical 
affairs of the prison in the competent hands of another trusty 
-a mild-appearing, round-faced, kindly man who looked 
older than his thirty-six years. 

Will Porter didn't look like a criminal any more than Jen
nings did. You'd expect to find him behind the counter of a 
small-town drugstore, or perhaps working as a teller in a 
local bank, both of which roles he had previously filled. 
There had been a shortage at the bank ... a routine kind of 
shortage that inevitably turns up somewhere in the books. 
The mild-appearing man had never been suspected. The 
President of the bank had, in fact, cleared him of all con
nection with the missing assets. The examiners, though, had 
some routine questions to ask. To Will Porter, whose imagi
nation made his mind a magnifying glass, that meant some 
sort of frame-up. He fled the c~untry. 

Eight months later, he returned to stand by the deathbed 
of his wife. Detectives were waiting. At the trial he said 
nothing in his defense. The principal evidence against him 
was his flight, but it was enough to send him to the Federal 
penitentiary on Spring Street in Columbus, Ohio. 

Al Jennings spread the paper in front of Will Porter. 
"You're always writing stories, Will. Here's a real one for 
you, made to order," he said. "Just a little of that imagina
tion of yours ought to make something of this." 

Will Porter scanned the headlines; he'd been following the 
news himself. "Anything new since this morning?" he asked. 

"Only this little item," Jennings said, pointing to the para
graph quoting the detective. 

Will Porter read it quickly. "You don't suppose they really 
would call on somebody here, do you?" 

Jennings shrugged. "Can't tell," he said, "they might if the 
papers holler loud enough." 
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"That would be quite a story," Will Porter said, looking 
into the distance. "Is there someone here who could open 
that door?" 

"It's a tough one," Jennings answered, "only one man could 
do it .. . but for him it'd be no problem." 

"Dick Price?" Porter asked. 
Jennings nodded. "How is he, any better?" 
Will Porter shook his head. "I don't suppose he weighs a 

hundred pounds," he said soberly. "He's just a kid, but he 
looks like an old man. His skin's as white as this paper ... " 

"Hasn't got long, uh?" 
"Not here he hasn't," Porter answered. "If he were out 

where he could lie in the sun, feel the wind on his face, listen 
to rain falling on the leaves, with maybe someone around 
who loved him, or at least cared whether he lived or died; 
if the things he did were of his own chOOSing .. . if he could 
somehow hide from the world the fact that he'd been here 
... if, oh well ... " 

"How's that little daughter of yours," Jennings said, aware 
that he wasn't changing the subject. 

"Very well, thank you," Will Porter said mechanically. 
"If Dick could get out," Jennings went on, but Porter in

terrupted. "How could he get out? He's got seventeen more 
years to go ... the law says." 

"Just got a hunch," Jennings replied quietly. 

Al Jennings didn't really expect to see the forces of law 
and order show up hat in hand to ask a favor of men outside 
the law, but that was the nature of his hunch. When it hap
pened early the next morning he was ready. He had a plan 
for injecting himself into the proceedings, but it wasn't 
necessary. When he brought the delegation to the office, the 
warden said, "Jennings, you may join us. I have an idea you 
might be helpful." 
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The spokesman, a fat, pompous man, obviously had no 

feeling for the assignment. "We, ah, have come for your 
advice, Warden," he said hesitatingly. "It was our thinking 
that you must have had certain contact with men who, shall 
we say, specialize in problems of this sort." The warden 
smiled. "Gentlemen," he said, "I am a penologist. Nothing 
more." 

"But surely you have a suggestion?" 
''I'm afraid not." The warden answered, "But perhaps Mr. 

Jennings here could help you. He's somewhat more familiar 
with these matters than I." 

"Have you tried nitroglycerine?" Jennings offered inno-
cently. • 

"The men from the safe company suggested that," one 
delegate spoke up. "But we can't take any chance of destroy
ing the contents of the safe. We'd be accused of ... " 

"It isn't necessary to go into that," the fat man interrupted 
tersely. "Gentlemen, you see the critical position this affair 
puts us in. We must open that safe. Our very reputations 
depend upon it." 

"You want to open it bad enough to hire a criminal to do 
it?" Jennings asked bluntly. 

The warden stifled a smile. The fat man coughed ner
vously. Jennings was looking at him with the innocence of a 
brindle cow. 

"Well, uh, perhaps if it could be kept quiet," the spokes
man ventured. 

"That would be impossible," the warden interjected. 
"But what would the papers say?" one of the delegates 

gasped. 
"They'd say your motives were above question, wouldn't 

they?" Jennings ventured. 
"Certainly they would," the fat man said, regaining his 
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composure. "How do we go about, er, arranging the matter?" 

"Who could do it, AlP" the warden asked quietly. "Dick 
PriceP" 

"Dick Price is their man, only ... well you know Dick." 
"Yes, 1 know him," the Warden said, "but 1 don't know 

exactly what you're getting at." 
"Just this," Jennings said firmly. "Dick hasn't long to live if 

he's kept here. Let him pull this job for them, Warden, but his 
fee will be a full pardon." 

"I presume you're authorized to speak for him," the warden 
said. 

"I presume 1 am, sir," Jennings replied quickly. 
"Perhaps if we spoke to the man himself," the fat man 

began. 
''I'll speak for him," Jennings snapped. "If you want that 

safe opened, arrange a pardon for Dick." 
"Could it be done?" The fat man addressed his question to 

the warden. 
"I believe so," the warden said. "Let me tell you about 

Dick ... " 

By evening the whole nation was gulping down the sensa
tional developments of the Dick Price story, for it had be
come his story. The failure of the publishing house had be
come a minor element in the case. Few tears are shed over 
someone else's money, but for Dick Price a whole nation 
could weep. 

As a boy Dick had been abandoned by his parents. When 
he was twelve he was caught stealing a box of crackers from 
a food warehouse. The fact that he'd had nothing to eat for 
two days hadn't tempered his punishment. He was sent to a 
reform school for eight years. There he learned the me-
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chanic's trade, came out in fact, a master mechanic. He was 
highly respected on his first job, until his employers discov
ered his reformatory record and promptly fired him. It was 
that way on his next job and the next. 

Desperate and embittered, Dick turned his talents to safe 
robbing. He was caught on his first attempt and sentenced to 
a prison term. Young Price improved his time at this institu
tion of higher learning by mastering the subject of safecrack
ing. When he had served his term, he came out with a talent 
heretofore unmatched in the profession. Before long he had 
established a reputation in the underworld as king of the safe 
robbers. Dick worked alone, neatly, quietly and incisively. He 
used no explosives, no torches, no tools. With sandpapered 
fingers and nails filed to the quick, his sensitive nerves whis
pered to him the combination of any lock. 

But inevitably, as it must to even the artists among crim
inals, the law caught up with Dick Price. He was sentenced 
to twenty years in the Ohio State Penitentiary. He had served 
three years of his term when the publishing house failed and 
organized society finally found a use for his talents. 

These were the facts that brought trainloads of reporters 
and specialists in the art of developing the sensational into 
the city of Columbus that afternoon. The suspense was over
whelming for Dick Price had been promised a full pardon for 
opening the safe. 

Will Porter, the pharmacist, had brought his kit, but it lay 
unopened and unused on the cell floor. The rasp of the finger
nail file sent shivers through his spine and he turned his head 
away. 

Dick Price bit his lips to counteract the pain, but he kept 
filing until his fingers bled. 
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"For a man who sees a lot of suffering, you're mighty ten
der-hearted, Will," Dick Price observed. "Why do you hang 
around?" 

"It's my job," Will replied, still looking toward the wall. 
"Warden afraid I might saw my way out with this thing?" 

he said bitterly, holding up the file. 
"Everybody's for you, Dick," Will Porter said earnestly, 

"the warden most of all." 
The gaunt, pallid face relaxed. "This is new to me, having 

people on my side. I guess I need help." 
"That's what I'm here for," Will Porter said. 
"You see, I ain't never been important to anybody before. 

Never had a job to do that mattered to anybody else." 
"This one matters, Dick ... especially to you. That's why 

I want you to take it easy. You're not as strong as you could 
be, you know." 

"I am now," Dick Price said. "Yesterday I gave myself 
three months, maybe six ... I hoped it'd be three. Now it's 
different. I feel good, Will. I didn't know a fella could feel 
so good." 

"How much more you got to do?" Porter asked. "1 think 
they're waiting for you outside." 

''I'm just about ready. Lemme have that sandpaper again 
for a minute. And ... don't look, Will." 

Dick Price trembled at the cheering, milling crowd that 
lined High Street that morning. He heard people call his 
name. "Good luck, Dick" they shouted, as though everyone 
in the city had known him since boyhood. The warm sun
shine of approval from his fellowmen brought a spot of color 
to his pallid cheeks and a strange warmth to his starved heart. 
His spare, hunched shoulders were as straight as he could 
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carry them when he stepped from the carriage to the building 
entrance. 

There was confusion and noise and excitement in the small, 
crowded room, but it stopped suddenly as Dick bent over the 
safe door. Not a soul breathed as he pressed his ear against 
the cold steel. The people in the room winced with him as he 
put his fingers gently on the knobs. In quick, catlike motions, 
the tortured fingers spun the dials. City officials, court at
taches, reporters, men of great moment, leaned forward si
lently, eyes glued to the whirling fingers of the thin, spent 
little figure. There was a click as the tumblers fell. The bolts 
drew back and Dick Price swung the huge door open. 

It was midnight before the excitement of Dick Price's 
triumph died out and silence descended on the great, gray 
prison. In the pharmacy, Will Porter, wearing an editor's eye
shade and cuff protectors, was hunched over his desk writing 
briskly. A guard stopped by. It was Orrin Henry. 

"Evenin', Will," he said pleasantly, "I s'pose you're writin' 
a story about Dick Price?" 

"No, this one's about a cowboy I used to know," Will 
replied. 

"When it's done will it say 'By O. Henry'-like the others?" 
"It will say 'By O. Henry,' Orrin," Will Porter said. 
"How come you use my name instead of your own?" the 

guard asked. 
"I didn't say it was your name," Porter replied. 
The guard shrugged. "When you gonna write up Dick 

Price?" he asked. 
"I don't know that I'm going to," Porter said. 
"Why not? It's just like the things you been writin', ex

ceptin' you'll have to put some kind of tricky ending on it." 
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"Maybe the ending won't need any help from me," Will 
observed. 

"How do you mean?" Henry asked. 
"Oh, I don't know exactly," Porter said. "Today was only 

the beginning of the story. The ending hasn't been written 
yet." 

"You figure maybe it'll tum out tricky for Dick?" 
"I never figure endings until I come to them, Orrin," Will 

Porter said. 

Al Jennings chewed viciously on one of the warden's cigars. 
He had been through every line of the newspaper in front of 
him. There wasn't a word about Dick Price's pardon. For a 
week after the affair of the safe, much had been written 
about it. Speeches had been made, resolutions passed, docu
ments shunted from one official body to another. Somehow, 
though, the proper signatures never got written on the proper 
papers. 

Meanwhile, the color that had returned to Dick Price's 
prison-bleached face had fled again. Will Porter always 
stopped at Dick's cell on his nightly rounds now. He was 
worried, and so was Al Jennings. It did no good to remind the 
warden that Dick had been promised a pardon and that time 
was running out. The warden simply said that the matter was 
out of his hands. 

They moved fast enough the day Dick Price died. The 
papers, duly signed, were in the Warden's hands before the 
poor, wasted body was cold. Dick Price left the Ohio Peni
tentiary a free and a dead man. 

"Now you even got the ending, Will," Orrin Henry said. 
"When you gonna write the story?" 

"Someday, maybe," Will Porter said. "But if I ever do, it 
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won't be the way it happened. There's enough suffering in the 
world, Orrin. There's enough broken promises and tragic 
endings. I'll not be adding to the total." 

Will Porter did write the story of Dick Price, but he called 
it "The Retrieved Reformation" and he gave to Price the 
name of Jimmy Valentine. So though Dick Price, his name 
and his story, have long since passed into oblivion, as Jimmy 
Valentine he lives on in a short story, a play and a song. 
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PART I. MINSTREL MAN 

I T HAD been the kind of rare June day that makes a 
man thankful that he'd lived to see it. The old gentle
man had sat in his rocking chair most of the day, his 

head resting against the high back, his eyes turned toward 
the green fields or the sky; sometimes they closed slowly and 
the old man rested. 

Twilight had come now and the soft, scented breeze was 
tinted with honeysuckle. The last remnants of a short-lived 
sunset were passing from the sky and the night sounds-the 
crickets, the frogs and the locusts-were drifting down from 
the hills. Then rising slowly like the mists taking form in 
the valleys, there were other sounds; nostalgic, fragmentary 
and unrelated. 

There was a swell of applause fading into silence and the 
voice of an interlocutor saying «Centleme-e-n, Be-e Seated!" 
Then a banjo's twang and the jangle of a tambourine brought 
a first chair end-man to his feet and before the laughter died 
a band was playing Dixie. 

The old man was alone, so who is to say it wasn't that way 
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at Mount Vernon, Ohio, on the twenty-eighth day of June in 
the year 1904 as twilight gave way to darkness and the final 
curtain fell for old Dan Emmett, the Minstrel Man? 

Daniel Decatur Emmett was born on Mulberry Street in 
Mount Vernon in 1815. The first music he heard was the ring 
of the anvil and the roar of the bellows in his father's black
smith shop. There were some people who heard the sounds 
and called them noise, but to Danny Emmett's ear every 
sound was music. Before he was big enough to pump the 
bellows Danny had written a song and his mother thought 
it was beautiful. 

When he was thirteen he was apprenticed to a printer in 
Norwalk, but two years later he was back in Mount Vernon 
setting type for the Western Aurora. By that time he had 
written several songs and could play any instrument that 
came along if he were given an hour with it. Sometimes he'd 
strike up one of his tunes and then the Western Aurora would 
be late coming out. That's how Danny happened to give up 
newspapering. 

His employer had issued strict orders that no one was to 
bring a musical instrument of any description into the com
posing room. He had not specifically prohibited bottles, 
though, and Dan had collected a set, which when struck 
sharply with a printer's rule would sound notes. 

Dan was playing a composition of his which he called 
Old Dan Tucker. His fellow craftsmen gathered around to 
hear him sing. The new song was a hit, as all the others had 
been. The foreman was most appreciative. «Dan," he said, 
"you're wasting your time in a print shop, you ought to be 
making your living writing songs." 

A voice from the rear added, "That's right, Dan, you're 
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wasting your time and everybody else's. You and your songs 
have made this paper late for the last time. You're fired!" 

Dan Emmett joined the anny after that and they gave him 
a job playing a fife. When his hitch was over he got a job 
with a circus band. He had an unmistakable genius for show 
music, a pleasant enough voice and an insatiable appetite 
for applause. 

He developed a soft-shoe dance routine to go with his 
songs and struck out for himself. For eight years he wan
dered from one traveling company to another, following the 
gleam of show business, searching always for that elusive 
pot of gold at the foot of the proscenium-a new, fresh idea 
that would carry him to stardom. 

He was still searching for it in the spring of 1843 which 
found him in a theatrical boarding house in New York, broke 
and without a job. Living under the same roof and the same 
circumstances were song-and-dance men Frank Brower, Billy 
Whitlock and Dick Pelham. The four had long since pooled 
their resources and had long since exhausted them. Usually, 
though, Dan Emmett could be depended upon to think 
up something that would be good for a meal. He had been 
gone since early morning and the others were hungry. To
ward evening Dan Emmett bounced in, impatient with en
thusiasm. 

"Look what I got," he announced eagerly producing a 
shapeless canvas bag. "It's not what you think," he added 
quickly, as the others leaped for it. "But it's better than food." 

"What could be better than food?" Billy Whitlock groaned. 
"An idea," Dan said. "It came to me last night when we 

were clowning around the piano. Took me all day to beg 
these costumes." 

Frank Brower was studying his. "What am I supposed to 
represent? A barber pole?" he asked. 
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"My suit looks like the Hag of some foreign country," Dick 
Pelham remarked. 

"You don't think I'd be seen in public in this, do you?" 
Billy asked. 

"Now look," Dan said seriously, "get into those things. I'm 
going to burn a cork and we're going to blacken our faces. 
Then we're going down to the Bowery, walk into the lobby 
of the Branch Hotel and put on a show that'll knock' em cold. 
I got a routine all worked out. Tell you about it on the way 
down." 

The three men looked at each other incredulously. Billy 
voiced the sentiment of all of them. "I wish I was in Dixie" 
he said. ' 

N ow the Branch Hotel was the mecca for the chosen 
people of show business. The stars, the producers, the agents 
and the inevitable camp followers could be depended upon 
to be conspicuously present in the Branch lobby at dinner 
time. 
. That was the hour Dan Emmett and his troupe stamped 
mto the room wearing red-and-white striped calico shirts 
white trousers and blue swallow-tailed coats. They caused 
the sensation Dan had counted on. Before the management 
could mobilize its forces, Dan had leaped onto a table and 
announced, "Ladeez and gen-tul-men, for the first time any
whe.re, the Vuhjinia Minstrels, featuring the champion 
banjO player of the age, Billy Whitlock. 'Turkey In the 
Straw,' Billy!" 

Dan Emmett played the violin, Frank Brower the tam
bourine and Dick Pelham the "bones." It wasn't music ex
actly, but the rhythm was catchy, the dancing was sprightly 
and the idea was new. The jokes were old but in that setting 
they brought down the house. The act ran out but the im
promptu audience demanded more. The management offered 
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dinner, which offer was promptly accepted. Before it was 
over Dan Emmett and his Virginia Minstrels had more book
ings than they could fill. The minstrel show was on the road. 
Dan Emmett had found the pot of gold at the foot of the 
proscenium. 

A few months later imitators had sprung up like mush
rooms. The nation was deluged with blackface, banjos and 
the buck-and-wing. 

Dan Emmett led the parade but he soon found the Ameri
can stage too crowded for his liking. He took his show to 
England. There it was a different story indeed. The Virginia 
Minstrels were a tremendous Hop. The company became 
stranded in Ireland and the individual members worked 
their way home as best they could. 

Dan Emmett got back to New York in 1857. The country 
had gone minstrel mad but the man who had started it all 
had been forgotten. 

With the peculiar resignation of the seasoned trouper Dan 
Emmett accepted the best job he could find, that of musician 
and composer with Bryant's Minstrels. For two years he 
stuck with the show waiting for the break that he knew must 
come. 

In 1859 the Bryant show suddenly went dead. Attendance 
dropped alarmingly. Bryant sent for Emmett. 

"Dan," he said, "we've got to do something and quick. You 
started this thing. Maybe you're the man to save it. We need 
a new tune. Something catchy, something that'll have 'em 
singing in the streets-take their minds off this war talk." 

"It's quite an order," Dan said. "How soon do you need it?" 
"Now!" Bryant exploded, "right now ... tell you what, 

you have that tune by Monday morning, or you'll wish you 
were in Dixie." 
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wrIte a song that would have them singing in the streets and 
take th~ir minds off the war. He sat up all night but the song 
wouldn t come. It was damp and cold in the room when 
Dan's wife came in the next morning. 
" "Dan, wh~ don't you try to get some sleep," she suggested. 
Maybe you 11 be able to think better." 

Dan stared out at the cold Autumn drizzle. "I wish I were 
in Dixie," he observed glumly. 

"You and your friends are always saying that," she said, 
"what does it mean?" 
" "Just an old expression of show business," he explained. 
When winter closes in and you got no situation; your clothes 

are worn thin and you don't know where your next meal is 
coming from, you get to dreaming about being down South 
in Dixie . . . no worries, no troubles, nothing but sunshine 
and ... " 

Dan Emmett's fingers had come to life, they were probing 
a tune. Dan stared at the window. "I wish I was in the 
land of cotton," the words matched the tune his fingers had 
found. He swung around and faced the keyboard, both 
hands were working now ... "Good times there are not for
gotten ... " 

Well, Dixie saved the show and split the nation. They were 
playing it when Jeff Davis was inaugurated President of the 
Confederacy. They played it at Gettysburg and at Bull Run 
and Appomattox. And they played it outside the window of 
the White House at President Lincoln's request the day the 
war ended. . 

From 1864 until 1888 Dan Emmett worked ' quietly in 
Chicago on songs, shows and musical enterprises. He never 
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became wealthy but in the late years there was money 
enough to buy a little home in Mount Vernon, Ohio. 

Back home, the neighbors accepted Dan Emmett as a 
kindly old gentleman who had interesting stories to tell 
about the theatre-most of them drawn from his imagination, 
everyone supposed. There were friends who advised him 
patiently about his garden, chatted with him about local 
politics, explaining things very carefully to the old man who 
probably hadn't gotten around very much. 

And then one day a brisk stranger from Columbus blew 
into town and looked up the editor of the local paper. 

"Name's Fields," he annoIDlced. "AI G. Fields, manager of 
the Columbus Minstrels. Where can I find old Dan Emmett? 
Want to pay my respects to the greatest minstrel of them 
all." 

The editor was puzzled. -"Must be some mistake," he ob
served. "Our Emmett's not your man. Uncle Dan's a retired 
gentleman from Chicago. Came back to spend his last days 
at home." 

The visitor switched his cigar to the other comer of his 
mouth. "You been missin' the boat, son," he said. "Where can 
I find him?" 

When Al Fields approached the path that led to old Dan 
Emmett's cottage he was greeted with the strains of a familiar 
tIDle emanating from a sprightly fiddle. Old Dan was playing 
Dixie in the best minstrel tradition. 

Al Fields stopped to listen. 
"Heard you were coming, AI," Old Dan called. "Been 

practicin' up. Goin' on the road with you this summer." 
And in fact, in August, 1895, the Columbus Minstrels took 

to the road with eighty-year-old Dan Emmett in the com
pany. The show opened in Newark, Ohio. Dan Emmett was 
introduced as the author of Dixie while the orchestra played 
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and exit. But Old Dan threw away the script. The first thing 
the stage manager knew Dan was in the spotlight singing 
his song and the audience was on its feet joining him and 
cheering wildly. 

Old Dan just stood there. Tears were running down his 
leathery face but he didn't bother to hide them. He was the 
hit of the show after that, Old Dan was, and he finished out 
the season. 

That's why we think the gentle breeze that rare June day 
might have brought with it the sounds of a wonderful life
time and mingled them with honeysuckle. The banjo's twang, 
the jangle of a tambourine, the voice of the interlocutor say
ing "Gentlem-e-n, Be-e Seated!" Perhaps there was laughter 
and a swell of applause fading into silence that twenty-eighth 
day of JIDle in 1904 when the fina!.curtain fell for old Dan 
Emmett, the minstrel man. 

PART II. DOWN BY THE OLD MILL STREAM 

SOME DAY they'll get around to producing Tell Taylor's story 
on film. Everyone will enjoy the picture but no one will be
lieve a word of it. The situations are too pat, too obviously 
arranged for dramatic convenience. 

But Down By the Old Mill Stream, for that certainly will 
be the title, will adhere strictly to the facts, even down to 
the song cues. Only the ending will have to be changed, and 
then only slightly. 

The film will probably open with picturesque atmosphere 
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scenes of Findlay, Ohio, in the middle 1880s. It's a quiet 
town, of pleasant homes, wide streets and upstanding citi
zens. Skirting the city, the directors will be sure to establish 
the meandering, scenically-lovely Blanchard River. 

The cameras will dwell lingeringly on the river scenes to 
the accompaniment of slow, pastoral music. Suddenly a 
jarring comic note will sneak into the sound track for the 
camera has tilted up slowly to a barn at the edge of the river. 
On the roof of the barn, bawling with bewilderment, will be 
a full-grown Holstein cow. 

The scene will switch suddenly to an overgrown boy walk
ing along the streets of Findlay on the way to school. There 
will be nothing unusual about the boy, except that he will 
be wearing his clothes inside out. This will cause consider
able merriment among the other pupils but the boy will 
continue soberly on his way as though nothing at all unusual 
were afoot. 

The teacher will send the boy to the principal's office and 
there he will receive a dressing down such as you never 
heard, for this is by no means his first offense. Before that 
scene ends an irate farmer will burst in, demanding justice. 
He will complain that someone worked all night to get his 
prize cow up onto the roof of his barn and now everybody in 
town is out there laughing at his predicament and saying that 
only Tell Taylor would have thought of such a thing. The 
principal will look significantly at Tell Taylor who is still 
standing before him in his inside-out clothes. 

There will be severe talk of expelling Tell, but nothing will 
come of it for two reasons. One, the boy will make himself 
so engaging to his accusers that they'll forget his misdeeds, 
and two, without him the Senior class show will have to be 
cancelled ... and that the town would never stand for. 
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Probably the scene will shift then to the high school audi
torium where the show is in progress. Tell Taylor, the pro
gram will inform you, has written the scenario and all of the 
songs. In act one he will be directing the chorus, in act two 
he will be doing a guitar solo, then a vocal, and finally a tap 
dance. In act three he will be playing the romantic lead oppo
site a girl with the bluest eyes you ever saw, and it will be 
apparent to everyone that Tell Taylor possesses a rare dra
matic ability indeed, for he makes the love scene come to 
life. 

But, as usual, he will overdo it. There will be a few too 
many ad lib kisses and the girl will become embarrassed and 
forget her lines. The principal will order the curtain rung and 
Tell Taylor will be in trouble again. 

If Tell Taylor's story opened that way, the film would be 
adhering closely to the facts. The rest of the scenario, too, 
could be true to Tell's life for later that night, Tell and the 
girl with the blue eyes are walking along the Blanchard 
where it makes an "s" curve just below the park. Tell has 
brought along his guitar and he is strumming it casually as 
they walk. For several moments nothing is said. Suddenly, 
though, the girl turns on the young man, angrily knocks the 
guitar from his hands, and bursts into fire. 

"You've embarrassed me for the last time, Tell Taylorl You 
had to act the clown with the whole town looking on! My 
parents were ashamed and so was I." 

''I'm sorry," Tell said. "But I wasn't clowning, Mary ... I 
just wasn't thinking, I guess ... " 

"You never think," the girl blazed. "Not until after you've 
made a fool of yourself and everyone else. You're so sure you 
can talk yourself out of anything at alII Well, this time you 
can't!" 
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The girl with the flashing blue eyes turns then and disap
pears down the path that skirts the Blanchard. Tell Taylor 
picks up his battered guitar, looks at it critically and smashes 
it against a rock. 

For a couple of years Tell hung around Filldlay drifting as 
only Tell could drift from one occupation to another. He 
managed meanwhile to talk himself back into the good graces 
of the girl and they sometimes went walking together along 
the Blanchard. Tell always brought along a guitar and he'd 
play the songs she liked to hear. Those were wondedul mo
ments while they lasted, but usually they were short-lived. 
Tell would be seated with his back against a tree, the girl's 
head resting lightly on his shoulder. Perhaps he would be be
tween songs, his fingers idly making up their own music when 
the girl would say, 

"Tell ... " 
"Hmmmmm?" 
"Are you ever going to settle down and do something be

sides fool with music?" 
"1 don't suppose so," he would reply lazily. "Why?" 
"Because it's about time you did!" And with that the spell 

would be broken. Tell would stop playing and the girl would 
leap to her feet. "If you haven't any plans for your future then 
there's no place for me in it," she would say half scolding, half 
pleading. 

The next day Tell would usually change jobs, or at least re
solve to do better on the one he had. But it was no use; where 
there were no lights and no music, Tell wasn't much good to 
anybody. There was one last meeting, down where the 
Blanchard makes an "S" curve just below the park. Tell was 
serious this night; he hadn't even brought his guitar. 
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"Mary," he began earnestly, ''I'm not getting any place 
around here. 1 never will." 

There was suddenly a new light in the deep blue eyes, but 
the girl said nothing. 

''I've decided to get into show business somehow," Tell 
went on. "I'm going to New York. It may take awhile to get 
started, but as soon as 1 have a job, I'll ... " He didn't finish 
what he had in mind to say. The light in the deep blue eyes 
had gone out. 

"It was just a thought," Tell faltered. "1 don't have to go." 
"Yes, you do," the girl said sadly. "It's inside you. Every

one knows it ... me most of all. But I'm a plain girl, Tell, and 
1 don't want the things you want. You'd be miserable all 
the rest of your life if you stayed here and it would be the 
same for me if I went with you. Let's end it right here, shall 
we?" 

N either of them spoke for a moment. Then there was a 
quaver in the girl's voice as she said, "I wish you had your 
guitar so you could play something sad . . . like they do in 
shows when things like this happen." 

The closing years of the nineties found Tell Taylor an apt 
pupil in the kindergarten of show business-song plugging. 
For four years he played the dime store circuit, singing, play-
ing and selling songs over the counter. . 

In 1901 his song-plugging beat had taken him to Buffalo 
where he received a tip that Joe Howard, Broadway pro
ducer, needed a tenor for his show at the Pan-American ex
position, then being held in the city. Unable to get an audi
tion, Taylor haunted the town's leading restaurants hoping to 
find the man who could give him his start. 

At length he did find the great man seated at a table sur-
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rounded by people whose pictures Tell Taylor had seen in 
the papers. It was obviously no time to approach him for a 
job, but Tell had brought along his guitar and, well, he had 
nothing to lose. 

The place was noisy and crowded. Tell pushed past the 
headwaiter who eyed him critically, and worked his way 
down an aisle toward Joe Howard's table. Over his shoulder 
he could see that the headwaiter still had an eye on him. At 
Howard's elbow he unslung his guitar, struck a chord and be
gan to sing. 

Tell put everything he had in that song. At the end of the 
first chorus there was polite applause from the patrons, but 
Joe Howard hadn't seemed to notice the impromptu enter
tainment. Tell switched to another song, but now the head
waiter was Signaling to someone in the back of the room 
and three men began converging on Tell. Joe Howard was 
still talking earnestly to one of his guests and Tell's heart 
sank. 

The headwaiter tapped him on the shoulder. "Okay," Tell 
said, "sorry I caused a commotion." He turned to leave. 

"Hey, young fella," a voice called after him. "I like your 
style," he said. It was Joe Howard. "Join us, won't you?" 

That's how Tell Taylor broke into the big time. He was an 
instant success at Buffalo and later, on Broadway, where in a 
few years his name blossomed from a line of fine print at 
the bottom of the program to lights a foot high over the mar
quee where it flashed alongside such names as Sophie 
Tucker, Weber and Fields, Al Jolson and Joe Howard him
self. 

Tell Taylor had been born for the life he entered now, his 
natural talent for showmanship, his quiet wit, his generous, 
likable nature made him a favorite with audiences as well as 
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with the backstage people. Tell had money, fame and friends 
by the hundreds. He had everything a man could want, ex
cept that which a man wants most. 

He came back to Findlay often to visit with his parents, 
but he never stayed long and he never inquired about the 
girl. On a trip home in 1908 he learned that she had married 
a former classmate. 

That was the night Tell went walking alone down where 
the Blanchard makes an "s" curve just below the park. He 
brought his guitar, and leaning against what had been their 
tree, he made up a song. He wrote the words and composed 
the music there along the Blanchard, only he called it, The 
Old Mill Stream. 

Tell had no plans for the song; he had written it to please 
himself, and maybe her. Back in Chicago, where he was 
playing the lead in a musical comedy, he tossed it into a 
drawer and forgot about it. 

Meanwhile he wrote other songs. They were successful 
enough for him to establish the Tell Taylor Music Publishing 
Company with offices at 117 North State Street in Chicago. In 
1910 the "Orpheus Comedy Four," a well-known vaudeville 
troupe, came to Tell's office looking for a new ballad to fea
ture in their act. They turned down one composition after 
another until an assistant suggested Down By the Old Mill 
Stream. It was an instant hit with the quartet and with their 
audiences. The song was introduced in Saginaw, Michigan. 
A thousand copies of it were sold the next day. In Chicago 
2,500 copies were sold in an hour. In St. Louis 200,000 in a 
week. In all, more than five million copies were sold and Tell 
Taylor was a millionaire. 

Perhaps the Tell Taylor story, when it comes to the screen, 
will end right about here. It will have to, if it is to be a happy-
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ending picture, for tragedy stalks the rest of the story. A 
couple of unsuccessful marriages creep into it now. The Tell 
Taylor charm begins to fail, the name comes down from the 
marquees. Bad investments, disappointments, broken health 
and fair-weather friends take their toll. The happy-go-lucky 
boy from Findlay begins a rushing descent into the blackest 
pit of show business-oblivion. 

There were · a few more years when the old friends at 
Findlay tried to help, but heartbreak had given way to bitter
ness and the name that had once been a symbol of success 
became a synonym for failure. 

A lonely, broken man now walked along the Blanchard 
trying to write a song that would bring him back, but there 
was no music in Tell Taylor. 

In 1937 there was a gleam of hope. A motion picture com
pany was going to do a story called The Old Mill Stream and 
there was a minor part for the author if he came to Holly
wood at once. 

There was time between trains at Chicago. It was after 
midnight but Tell walked the streets. There were a few 
stragglers passing the marquee of the Cort Theatre, but no 
one remembered the man who had once played the lead there 
in The Girl at the Gate. At the LaSalle there were strange 
new names where his had been. But he wasn't entirely for
gotten along State Street for from an open door of a cafe he 
heard someone singing his song ... 

Down by the Old Mill Stream 
Where I first met you . . . . 

Tell Taylor slipped inside, found a place at a booth in a 
corner. And there his career ended. Perhaps he died before 
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they finished his song. It would have been appropriate, for 
the truth is, Tell Taylor's song ended before it really began, 
,down where the Blanchard makes an "s" curve just below the 
park. 



Ritly's Incorruptible Cashier 

I T WAS late afternoon. The factories hadn't let out yet 
so there were only a few patrons in the cafe known as 
the Empire, at 10 South Main Street in Dayton. The 

bartender was swabbing the counter when he heard the bell. 
He saw that the others had heard it, too. The sound didn't 
alarm anyone for it wasn't that kind of bell. It was just a 
pleasant little ping, but considering the impact it was to have 
on the world's trade habits, to say nothing of its morals, the 
bell that rang that October afternoon in 1881 should have had 
a ponderous tone indeed. 

The sound came from what James Ritty called the "Incor
ruptible Cashier," and it was a sound that would one day be 
heard around the world. The fact that James Ritty started 
such a thing was a surprise to no one. 

In the vernacular of his times, Ritty was a "dandy." That 
is to say, he had flourishing habits of dress, and manners to go 
with it. He wore a high silk hat and the best-cared-for
handlebar mustache in Dayton. Everybody knew Jim Ritty 
and everybody liked him. His cafe was well known for its 
hospitality, but even better for one of Ritty's many inven-
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tions. It seems that he had piped water to every table and 
used the water power to rotate palm leaf fans which kept his 
customers comfortable in hot summer weather. 

The fans and the Ritty personality were an irresistible com
bination, and to judge by the patronage, James Ritty was 
doing well. The truth of the matter was that most of what 
should have been his profits were being pilfered from the 
cash box and try as he would, there seemed to be nothing he 
could do about it. 

It was a common complaint in those days. Most retailers 
had the same trouble to some degree, but it was worst in the 
cafe business. That was because bartenders had a universal 
understanding to the effect that part of every day's receipts 
was properly theirs. In most cases the proprietors accepted 
the code and compensated for it as well as they could by pay
ing lower salaries. In Ritty's case the employees seemed to 
have overdone it a little. And as he watched his profits slip 
away, Ritty began brooding over his losses until it impaired 
his health. 

On the verge of a breakdown, his physician ordered him to 
take a long rest. Ritty decided to take a boat trip to Europe. 
Being of a mechanical bent, he soon made friends with the 
chief engineer of the ship who allowed him the run of the 
engine room. His favorite piece of machinery was the device 
that recorded the revolutions of the propellor shaft. He got 
permission to take off the covers so he could see every detail. 
It wasn't until then that the big idea came to him ... if you 
could build a machine to count the revolutions of a propellor 
shaft you could also build one that would record business 
transactions. 

Back in· his stateroom, Ritty began fussing around with 
drawings of such a device. They looked promising. They got 
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better as the voyage went along. By the time the boat reached 
Southampton, Ritty was so taken with his idea that he got 
the next boat back to New York. 

Back in Dayton, he enlisted the aid of his brother John, 
also a mechanic and inventor. In the room over the cafe at 
10 South Main Street the Ritty brothers went to work. 

The first model had two rows of keys along the front of the 
machine. When the key was pressed it moved an arrow on a 
clo~k-like dial so that it pointed to the amount of money to be 
registered. John Ritty thought it was quite an achievement. 
James wasn't satisfied. 

"It's all right for a first hy," he said, "but what's to force a 
clerk to use it? Not only that, but how do you know how 
much money is already in the till?" 

John had the answer for the second question. He rigged a 
set of adding wheels and mounted them in the back of the 
machine. The merchant had only to add up the totals on the 
face of the wheels to determine the day's transactions. The 
Rittys patented this machine in 1879 but they never manu
factured it. James Ritty still wasn't satisfied. 

On their next effort they substituted tablet indicators for 
the dial. When you pressed the key, the amount popped up 
on a little sign. James Ritty felt that they were finally getting 
somewhere. 
"T~~ secret of the whole thing," he explained to John, "is 

pubhclty. Everybody in the shop has got to know that a sale 
has been made and properly recorded. The customer be
comes a watchdog. After all, it's his money, too." 

"We got it then," John observed. 
" ,"No, we're a long way from the ideal machine," James said. 
I ve got an idea about the apding system. Why couldn't we 

rig a roll of paper inside the machine so that every time a key 
was pressed it poked a hole in the paper. At the end of a day 
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or anytime during the day, the proprietor could count up the 
holes for each key and get his total." 

It took John quite a while to work that idea out, but when 
he did, James Ritty was satisfied-almost. They began manu
facturing the machine as James Ritty's Incorruptible Cashier. 

When they tried it out, though, they found it was still too 
easy to ignore. Ritty's many friends reported that more often 
than not the customers paid no attention to whether the sale 
was registered or not. Ritty's solution was to enlarge the tab
lets showing the amount of the sale. John grumbled a little 
about that. "Next thing you know you'll want to add a whistle 
or something," he muttered. 

"A whistle! That's it, John-only not a whistle-a bell. Make 
it ring a bell whenever a sale is registered." And in 1881, in 
the little shop at 10 South Main Street, James Ritty pressed a 
key and rang the bell that was to be heard around the world. 

One of the first men to hear it was John H. Patterson, a 
coal dealer, who'd been having the same kind of employee 
trouble that had inspired James Ritty to invent his machine. 
He ordered one of James Ritty's machines and immediately 
saw his business prosper. The thing had a future, he thought. 

The Rittys sold out their idea, along with the patents, for 
$1,000. The buyer was John Eckert, a glassware salesman 
who was well aware of the retailer's problem. He moved the 
factory into larger quarters, made a few improvements, and 
with borrowed capital launched the National Manufacturing 
Company. In its first year the company showed a substantial 
loss. That's how it happened that when John H. Patterson 
came in one day and offered $6,500 for the Cash Register 
Company, the offer was quickly accepted. Payment was to be 
the next day. 

That night Patterson went to his club. Talking with his 
friends he mentioned that he had bought the Cash Register 
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Company. The guffaw that greeted this news irritated Pat
terson at first, then frightened him. The next day he returned 
to the R~gister Company and asked to be let out of the dea1. 
The ,~~esI~ent would have none of it. Patterson grew desper
at~. III gIVe you a thousand dollars if you'll release me," he 
saId. The answer was a silent no. ''I'll make it two thousand" 
Patterson said. Again the answer was an adamant "N" ' 

"All right then," Patterson said. ''I'll go through Wi~h it .. . 
and make you sorry you ever turned down my offer." 

And ~efore he was through, John H. Patterson and his 
cash. regIst~r had changed the world's habits of trade, to say 
nothmg of Its morals. 

Silver on Salt Creek 

A SALT WELL is nothing but a hole in the ground, 
and whatever you dig out to make the hole you 
leave right there. So the night of the discovery there 

was fresh yellow clay all around the new well. 
Now I don't say it was the Indian. I don't say it was Sam 

Chandler either, or Doc Conant. But it was somebody. 
There was a new moon that night and if anybody had been 

watching they would have seen the rifle all right. They would 
have heard the shot and seen a man streaking for the woods. 
Only nobody was watching. 

The first we heard of it was over in Zachary's tavern next 
day. We were all there, as usual, talking over the money 
situation. It was serious. There was plenty of goods, crops 
had been fine, we had more livestock than we knew what to 
do with. But we had no hard money-nothing but paper and 
the government wouldn't take that for taxes; neither would 
the Eastern banks. And without supplies from the East we 
were lost out here. 

So you can imagine how we felt when Ben Blake, Sam 
Chandler's hired man, comes running in the door shouting 
at the top of his voice. 
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"Silver! We got silver!" 
In his hands he was carrying a blob of wet yellow clay and 

when we looked close at it, sure enough, there were little 
grains of silver all through it. 

"We were drillin' deeper in the new well this mornin','~ 
Ben was saying, "and when we pulled up the bit we found 
this!" 

Everybody just naturally waited for Sam to say something. 
He took a long look at the clay, dug out some of the silver, 
rolled it around in his hand and said, "Might be silver. Might 
not. Only man around here who'd really know is Doc Conant. 
Let's ask him." 

Now it happened that Sam had spread the yellow clay 
from the drill bit out onto a table and when he was fishing 
out the silver he put one foot up into a chair. Otherwise 
probably nobody would have noticed there was also yellow 
clay on his boots. 

We all went rushing out from Zachary's in search of Doc 
Conant. Outside the door was the Indian. Nothing unusual 
about that. Seemed like he'd been skulking around Zachary's 
as long as anybody could remember. His name was White 
Eagle but it wasn't a favor to the bird to name him that. His 
hands were like claws and he had a nose that looked like a 
beak. Otherwise there was no resemblance. He was old, a 
hundred years maybe. He said nothing and did nothing
just slunk around like a captured animal that hates everv
thing it sees. There was a story that he had a son who'd be~n 
shot by a white man over at the salt lick near Sam's well. 
White Eagle had come to town to claim the body and he'd 
been around ever since. 

So, as I say, there was nothing unusual about his being 
there the day we rushed out of Zachary's looking for Doc 
Conant. Only one thing was different. The Indian's mocca-
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sins were usually a dirty black color. This day they were 
yellow up to the ankles. 

We found Doc over by Putnam's and we showed him the 
clay. He didn't just look at it, he examined it. He turned to 
Ben. 

"Tell me exactly what happened," he said. 
"It's like I said, Doc, we were changing the bit and-" 
"How far down were you?" Doc asked. 
"'Bout a hundred and twenty feet," Ben said. "We hit 

something that was awful hard. Might of been rock, I don't 
know. We kept drillin' and that hard stuff lasted for six 
feet, but then · our drill was dull so we pulled it, and found 
this." 

"If what Ben says is true, we're rich, gentlemen," Doc said. 
"It's silver all right and if the vein is six feet thick there's no 
reason it wouldn't be a mile wide ... maybe ten miles." 

If you knew what that meant to us you'd understand the 
shout that went up when Doc said that. We were dancing 
around in a circle, whooping and shouting and carrying on 
something fierce. That's how I happened to step on Doc's 
foot. Knowing how particular he is about everything I was 
gonna wipe off his shoe. Only when I looked at it I saw it 
was already messed up ... with dried yellow clay. 

Doc knew what to do next. He hitched up that same after
noon and drove down to Columbus to do some legal business. 
When he got back he'd organized the Muskingum Mining 
Company-capitalized for $50,000 according to Doc. I 
thought at the time that neither Doc or anybody else we 
knew had that kind of hard cash, only it turned out that was 
just some more paper like our money. 

Doc was selling shares in his company for $50 and he 
offered to let all of us buy in. Nobody had fifty dollars except 
in shinplasters and Doc had ruled them out. He sold his 
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stock anyway, most of it down to Columbus and up in 
Cleveland, places like that. 

We didn't feel left out of it, though, because we all owned 
land around there and we figured we'd do a little digging 
ourselves. Besides, in the next couple of days there were all 
kinds of people around with hard money buying up land and 
outbidding each other to get it. Sam Chandler came out best 
on that deal because he was the biggest land owner and 
besides, it was his well where the silver had been discovered. 

Doc did well too; the stock he sold brought him a barreHul 
of good hard money. 

The Muskingum Mining Company didn't lose time getting 
started. They began sinking a shaft eleven by eight feet right 
next to the salt well. 

As you might expect none of us was making any salt. We 
let the wells go to pot, specially Sam's. It was ruined by the 
silver mine, but that didn't matter. Only one who seemed to 
notice how Sam's well was being wrecked was that Indian. 
We was working right on the place where they'd shot his son 
so nobody gave a second thought when he kept poking 
around. He seemed almost happy about what was going on. 
Once I even thought I saw him smiling ... but everybody 
knows an Indian can't smile. 

Every day we'd all collect around the Mining Company 
shaft and ask a lot of questions. The deeper the shaft went 
the more excited we got and the higher went Doc's Mining 
Company stock. By the time the shaft was down a hundred 
feet, the fifty-dollar shares were being grabbed up at two 
hundred and fifty dollars. Everybody had yellow clay on 
their feet now and most of us had it in our heads, too, I guess. 

At a hundred and twenty feet we never left the mine even 
to eat. We hung around waiting for them to strike the silver 
vein. The digging got harder like Ben had said, and there 
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was six feet of rock. They got through it but somehow they 
missed the silver. That worried some of us. Doc didn't think 
much of it, though. He said they'd probably missed the vein 
by only a few feet. They kept going until they were a hun
dred forty feet down-twenty feet below the bottom of the 
salt well. 

Doc got a little worried then. He'd spent eleven thousand 
dollars of the Mining Company's money and there was noth
ing to show for it but yellow clay. Doc decided they. ought 
to dig horizontal for a while, so they started tunnellIng to
ward the old well, and we started feeling better again, figur
ing that the well must have just scraped the edge of the 
silver lode and they'd come to it. 

They dug right under the bottom of the well and on past. 
There was only one thing to do then, dig up again on the 
other side of the well. That way we'd have to come to the 
silver. 

They got up ten feet, fifteen feet and finally twenty f~et. 
There was a roar like you never heard. We were all standmg 
right there and we thought the world was coming to an end. 
The roof of the mine tunnel fell in and water from the old 
salt well came pouring down into the shaft. The diggers ran 
for their lives and, luckily, they all got out. In an hour or so, 
the mine shaft was filled with water up to within ten feet 
of the top. 

They tried pumping it out but it, was no use. Som~place 
there was a spring and there weren t pumps enough m the 
world to clear that shaft. That was it. The mining company 
was busted and there wasn't any silver. 

We were all back in Zachary's again talking it over. Feel
ings were running pretty high as you might expect. Sam 
Chandler was saying, "It was you, Doc, that told us there 
was silver down there." And Doc, dog-tired and mad, 
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~napped back, "And it was you who brought me the sample 
III the first place. You did all right for yourself, Sam." 

"How about you, Doc?" Sam hollered back. "All that stock 
money wasn't spent." 

It was me that got the idea. "You don't s'pose somebody 
loaded a rifle with shavings from a silver coin and . . ." 
That's as far as I got. 

Sam Chandler was moving toward Doc Conant like he was 
fixing to kill him and Doc was waiting for him like it was 
going to be a pleasure. I knew everybody'd choose up sides 
and there'd be a real rip-snorter. I headed for the door. 

And there, right outside looking in, was that Indian. And 
don't you believe it when somebody tells you an Indian can't 
smile. 

Report/rom the Field ~ 

ENSIGN John Armstrong commanded a mounted 
platoon under General Harmar out of Ft. McIntosh 
in 1785. Armstrong did his soldiering, as they said, 

"by the book." That is, even in the field he demanded a "sir" 
from his senior-most sergeant, and as for himself, he spoke 
to no officer below General Harmar unless he was spoken to. 
In Armstrong's firmament the commander in chief was a 
demigod, and in his platoon a man marked for duty was for 
duty, nothing else. Discipline was discipline, an order was 
an order, and if General Harmar said Armstrong was to drive 
the squatters out of the Ohio Country, why then, drive them 
out he would. 

But that's where the trouble started. For in the general's 
headquarters room in Ft. McIntosh a squatter could easily 
be defined as a man who moved in on the public domain 
without a title. But out in the field a squatter was something 
else again. A squatter was a man with a family and a hut and 
a few rows of corn. A squatter was a man who had stood off 
the Mingoes and Miamis and Delawares; the fever, the 
starvation and the cold. A squatter was often a wall against 

" The author is grateful to William D. Ellis, author of The Bounty Lands, 
for the Armstrong report. 
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the British, the Spanish and the French, and it became very 
easy to confuse him with a patriot unless one kept a clear 
head. Worst of all for Ensign Armstrong was the fact that a 
squatter was most often a man who didn't know that he was 
a squatter. Armstrong's assignment was to clear them out, 
and it was a mission calculated to split a man's mind from 
his heart. 

In Philadelphia, the President of the United States opened 
a fat confidential envelope from the Secretary of War. The 
cover letter said: "Sir: I have the honor to transmit to your 
Excellency the following papers, being a report from Gen
eral Harmar, now commanding the garrison at Ft. McIntosh, 
The Ohio Country ... showing the deplorable invasions of 
the squatters into the Territory. (signed) H. Knox, Secretary 
War." , 

The President scratched his chin at the obliqueness of this 
report. For the second paper was from General Harmar to 
H. Knox and said: "Sir: I forward herewith a report made 
this date to me by my junior officer, Ensign John Armstrong, 
whom I detailed to evict the squatters along the Muskingum 
and adjoining rivers. From it you will see the delicacy of the 
problem assigned us here. (signed) Harmar, Brig. Gen'!, 
Commanding." 

The President smiled as he reached for the crudely 
scrawled and wrinkled parchment which fell out onto his 
desk and which must be the meat of the matter. It was the 
Ensign's report which apparently his secretary of war and 
his generals cared not to paraphrase. It began: 

"To Gen'!. Harmar, Ft. McIntosh. Agreeable to your 
orders, I proceeded with my platoon down the river. 
On the first instant we crossed Little Beaver, and dis
possessed a family. Four miles from there we found three 
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families living in sheds. We promptly burned the dwell
ings and evicted the persons according to our orders." 

So far the report was a model of military precision, as was 
the officer. But in reading the next paragraph the President 
of the United States began to get some small inkling of the 
trouble. It said: 

"Six miles downstream we came upon a middle-aged 
man, named Herman Grant. I read my instructions to 
the prisoner who said: 

" 'Lieutenant, if those orders came from headquarters, 
General Washington doesn't know anything about them. 
I was with the general at Yorktown, and he told us all 
the veterans should come out here after the Rebellion. 
So here I am on the general's say-so, and I'm stayin' .. : 

"'But you see, Grant' [the young ensign explained] 
'the Territory hasn't been opened yet for settlement 
under veterans' papers. And if they let all veterans just 
come in and squat, the land would be settled hit or miss, 
and nobody will know who owns what: 

"'I guess if they could trust us veterans to win the 
war,' Grant said, 'they can trust us to just take only a 
hundred acres, young fella!' 

"'I'm not empowered to discuss policy, Grant,' the 
Lieutenant replied. 'My orders say to burn all squatter 
huts.' 

"'You can burn it today, young fella, but I'll build it 
up tomorrow.''' 

All of this was in the report the President studied. It went 
on: "I took the man in custody and proceeded down river, 
but he escaped on the second night." 
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It seemed incredible to the President of the United States 
that a squatter could escape from a platoon of twenty men 
under such an efficient young officer. But he read on: 

"At Yellow Creek I dispossessed two families, but 
they having no raft for their effects, I thought it proper 
to give them until the 31st instant, at which time they 
promise to demolish their huts and remove east of the 
Ohio River. 

"On the seventh day we dispossessed 8 families, but 
the weather being up I thought it within my orders to 
give them ten days to destroy their cabins and remove. 

"However, on the 12th day, news of my patrol having 
preceded me, I was intercepted at Mingo Bottom by a 
party of five led by a Charles Norris who said: 

"'Armstrong, we got word of your coming. We got a 
party of 70 settlers eleven miles downstream at Short 
Creek . .. going to bust up this patrol of yours unless you 
turn around and go home like nice little soldiers.' 

"'We're marching right down to Short Creek, Norris,~ 
[Armstrong said sternly]. 'And if your men are there, 
my orders are to evict them.' 

"'No, y'don't, Armstrong. Read this here petition we 
got up. It tells how we got a right to be here because we 
got bounty land warrants from the Rebellion. Read it.' 

[But Armstrong did not reach for the paper. He said:] 
"'I'm not here to treat with any parties nor to make 

any agreements. My orders are plain and simple. Clear 
out the squatters by force if necessaIY.' 

"'Your orders may be plain, but you'll not find them 
simple, Lieutenant. We're waiting for you.' Norris re
plied grimly. 

"'You had better ride on ahead of me and disperse 
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your men, for I shall execute my orders.' [The lieutenant 
turned on his heel.]" 

President Washington leaned forward as he read on. 

"With some apprehension I advanced my platoon 
down to Short Creek. I was relieved to find the place 
vacated. But as I continued to the southeast I found 
that they had only withdrawn to a more defensible ter
rain feature. Deploying my platoon for the hillside 
attack as prescribed in paragraph 16, Infantry Tactic 
manual, we advanced on their position whereupon the 
squatters introduced a tactic which proved most unique 
and demoralizing to my forces. For Charles Norris came 
out into the open under a white flag to say to me: 

" 'Armstrong, we are 70 veterans of the Rebellion. We 
occupy this ground by right of promises from the United 
States Army, and we will not leave this terrain. We 
commission you to take this petition to the authorities 
at Ft. McIntosh.' 

"And Armstrong replied, 'I have already told you my 
orders which I intend to execute summarily and in
stantly. The contents of your petition can have no effect.' 

" 'All right, go ahead and execute your blasted orders,' 
Norris challenged. 

"'Very well, sir.' The Lieutenant barked an order. 
'B Troop! Load one round per man! Prepare to fire on 
signal.' 

"Norris looked on coldly. 'You ready to fire now, 
Lieutenant?' 

"'I am ready.' 
"'Just one thing. See that old log lying over to your 

left?' He pOinted to it. 
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" 'I see it,' Armstrong said. 
" 'If you look close, Armstrong, you'll see that all our 

rifles are stacked there. If you fire you fire at 70 veterans 
of the Rebellion who are disarmed. How's that gonna 
look, Lieutenant? Is that the way the new army does 
things?' He paused-and looking steadily into the young 
officer's eye he said, 'Well, go ahead, fire.' 

"The Lieutenant wavered. 'I order you to withdraw,' 
he said with as much bravado as he could muster. 

"Norris smiled. 'Naw, Lieutenant-jest go ahead and 
fi ' " reo 

The President's face was serious as he read the lieutenant's 
earnest report, which said: 

"No counter maneuver for this tactic has ever entered 
this officer's reading on modem or ancient strategy. 
Firing against disarmed veterans of the Continental 
Establishment did not seem to be in accordance with 
the Bullock convention for warfare. I therefore ordered 
my troops into the retrograde order of march. My 
platoon is at this instant stationed at Martins Ferry, 
where we await your further orders. Signed, John Arm
strong, Ensign, Commanding 2nd Platoon." 

General Washington leaned back in his chair. He passed 
his hand over tired eyes, and summoned his Secretary of 
War. When the Secretary entered, the President was noticed 
to blow his nose with unusual vigor. Then, in the manner of 
a man accomplishing an unpleasant duty and wishing no 
argument on the subject, he said: 

"Mr. Knox, I direct you to ' direct General Harmar to re-
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lieve his lieutenant named John Armstrong from further 
patrol duty." 

The Secretary of War said, "Very good, sir" and left. As 
he reached the door, the President added: 

"Uh ... Mr. Knox ... the officer to be relieved is under 
no circumstances to be demoted. Uh . . . have him trans
ferred to a duty of some ... ah . . . stature ... where he 
can ; .. uh ... increase his seniority. That's all." 



Carnahan's Steel 

W HEN there was trouble on the night shift they 
say Bob Carnahan used to gallop down the 
streets of Middletown on a big bay horse, 

bellowing loud enough to turn steel men out of their beds 
and send them rushing toward the mill. Carnahan was all 
steel. He had the strength of an 'T' beam, the temper of a 
spring, the stubbornness of an ingot. The heat of Carnahan's 
wrath rivaled the furnace itself and was equally withering. 

Steel men loved Carnahan and have made him a kind of 
legend. In the tense and dreadful moments just before they 
tap the heat, when the ram releases the roaring, seething 
torrent of molten steel, out of the smoke and the sparks and 
the blinding white heat rises the spirit of Carnahan lending 
a sure and mighty hand until the inferno subsides. 

Carnahan was thirty-one years old when he came to 
Middletown to build what was to become Armco's first open 
hearth furnace. That was in the spring of the year Ig00. On 
February 7, Ig01, between midnight and dawn his booming 
voice rang out over the confusion of the first firing: "Tap 
the heat!" 

The melter responded with the traditional "Heowl" which 
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was the signal for the ladlemen and the pitmen to take their 
positions. 

There's drama in steelmaking, more in those days than in 
the present; modem machinery has long since taken over 
the more hazardous assignments. That February night, 
though, it was men against steel. Helper Floyd Barlow, 
wrapped like a mummy in wet burlap, slipped along the cat
walk below the furnace. With a quick lunge he knocked out 
the taphole and leaped aside, dodging the gusher of white 
hot liquid metal that spewed into the ladle and cast ghastly 
dancing shadows against the walls and onto the roof of the 
furnace building. 

Once unleashed, only wits and courage and brawn could 
cage the dangerous, liquid monster. The wits and courage 
were Carnahan's. He was everywhere, shouting a word of 
encouragement here, bellowing a warning there. If a cable 
sagged or a pulley fouled, Carnahan saw it. If a man fainted 
or flinched, Carnahan took his place. When it came time to 
strip the ingots, it was Carnahan who dashed between the 
red~hot pillars of steel to attach the chains that would lift 
the molds. 

It was a perfect heat they ran that night and it was perfect 
the next night and the night after that. On the fourth heat 
the ladle crane broke down and Carnahan toiled with his 
riggers for thirteen hours up near the roof where the smoke 
and heat were at their worst. Below him was the witches' 
cauldron of steel waiting to be poured. They held it too long 
and suddenly it burned through the furnace wall and gushed 
out onto the floor. It was Carnahan who shouted the warning 
just in time. 

Carnahan was there for every pouring. He slept in the mill 
and ate when he could. As heat after heat of Carnahan's 

, steel left the plant at Middletown in the form of finished 
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sheets and plates and bars, word of the success of the new 
steel venture began to spread through the West. It was small 
as steel enterprises went (the billion-dollar Steel Corporation 
was being formed at that time) but Verity and Hook and 
Tytus and Carnahan, the men of Armco, were blazing a trail 
all their own. 

They couldn't compete with the bigger producers on a 
tonnage basis, but they could become specialists. They could 
make steel with special properties that the other companies 
could or would not make. 

Such a product was needed in the electrical industry. 
Motors and generators of that era were huge, bulky and 
inefficient because the only steel available was full of im
purities that reduced electrical efficiency. The world needed 
small, lightweight efficient motors, but to build them re
quired steel of a quality unheard of in those times. 

George Verity, Armco founder and president, took the 
problem to his number one steelmaker, Bob Carnahan. 

"Bob, there's a market here," Verity said. "The big com
panies can't afford to monkey with it, but we can. Can you 
make pure silicon steel in our furnace?" 

"Maybe," Bob Carnahan answered, "if you want to take 
the risk." 

Verity wasn't fully aware of the risk and Carnahan ex
plained it. "You see, George," he said, "to do it I'll have to 
run our furnace at temperatures it was never built to take. 
We've got to burn out the impurities. No one knows for sure 
how or when to add the silicon. It's been known to blow up 
furnaces. And even if we could make the steel I don't know 
whether we could roll it ... " 

Verity thought a moment. "You're saying then, that we 
shouldn't try it?" 

Carnahan's Steel 

"No," Carnahan said soberly. ''I'm just tellin' you if you 
hear an explosion some night, don't bother to come down 
the next morning. You'll be outa the steel business." 

Carnahan was at his best, they say, when everything was 
against him. And in the matter of electrical steel everything 
was. They blew the roof off the furnace building on the first 
heat they tried. They burned the linings out of the furnace, 
and bottoms out of the ladle. When they had licked those 
things, they tore mills out of their housings, trying to roll 
the new steel. Money and time poured into Carnahan's 
experiments and they had to succeed or the company would 
fail. 

Carnahan drove himself and his loyal crews beyond reason 
and then they went ahead on faith. Late in 1904 the experi
ment ended triumphantly. Carnahan had produced electri
cal steel. Without it, the motor on your washing machine 
would be as big as the tub and you probably couldn't afford 
the current it would consume. The same would be true of 
your refrigerator, the blower on your furnace, the motor of 
your sewing machine. 

In 1905 they tossed another problem onto the broad shoul
ders of big Bob Carnahan. "Make us steel that will resist 
rust," they told him. Four billion dollars worth of fencing 
was melting away in America and billions more were needed 
to fence in the plains of the West. But it would be a poor 
investment, unless the rust problem could be licked. In one 
sense the whole future of the nation was at stake when Bob 
Carnahan fired up his furnace again to produce steel that 
wouldn't rust. 

Again the furnace blew, the rolls crumbled, the ladles 
melted. Again Carnahan led his men beyond human endur
ance. But in 1907 he produced rust-resistant steel. They 
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fenced the plains with it. They built drainage canals and 
bridges and road culverts and skyscrapers with Carnahan's 
rustless steel. 

He died young, in 1918 when the nation needed him most. 
But the Carnahan story still is told and in those tense and 
dreadful moments just before they tap the heat, when the 
ram releases the roaring, seething torrent of molten steel, 
out of the smoke and the sparks and the blinding white heat, 
the spirit of Carnahan lends a hand and preserves his name 
in the steelmaker's legends. 

By the Shining Big-Sea-Water 

W ILLIAM BURT was in trouble. It was mid
September of the year 1844 and William 
Burt, government surveyor for the Lake 

Superior country, had many lines to run yet before his job 
would be finished. And already the signs of winter were all 
around him. 

William Burt frowned at his compass and tapped it hope
fully. Due north, it said, was directly toward the setting sun 
-and that was a lie. He rummaged in his knapsack, brought 
out his spare compass, leveled it, then shook his head and 
spat defiantly into the wind. There were long shadows now 
and the slanting rays of the sun played tricks with his eyes. 
In the strange light the distant rocks were a gleaming red. 

Suddenly, as a man does when an unpleasant truth dawns 
on him, William Burt scowled. He moved rapidly through 
the underbrush, bent over an outcropping rock, chipped off 
a piece. It was heavy and it crumbled in his hands. 

"Iron," he said. He threw it to the ground in disgust. 
While William Burt was struggling to complete his survey 

of the Lake Superior iron country by compensating for the 
eccentricities of his compass, the battle for supremacy among 
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the Lake Erie port cities of the Ohio Western Reserve was 
just about over. 

Cleveland had won out over her rivals-Sandusky, Huron, 
Vermilion, Lorain, Fairport, Conneaut and Ashtabula-only 
because a Clevelander, Alfred Kelley, had convinced the 
legislature that the Ohio and Erie canal ought to terminate 
in his home district. 

When they turned the first spadeful of earth for the canal 
in 1825, Cleveland was the smallest and the least promising 
of all the rival cities, with a population of only 500. By 1835, 
two years after the canal was completed, the population had 
jumped to 5,000. Ten years later it was 10,000. 

And when the Brig Columbia brought the first cargo of 
red iron ore through the Soo Canal in 1855, it was bound for 
Cleveland, a thriving metropolis of 40,000 inhabitants. 

It was a portentous moment in the history of the nation, 
but ~ere were no bells ringing or whistles blowing or bands 
playmg when the Columbia rounded the breakwall and 
hea~ed up the twisting Cuyahoga with her bulky cargo. 

StIll, you could hardly say she went unnoticed. William 
Otis saw her. Captain Alva Bradley saw her. Young Marc 
Hanna saw her. Samuel Mather was there when she docked. 
J. D. Bothwell, Robert Wallace, George Hulett and Captain 
Thew soon heard about her. Fayette Brown of the Banking 
house of Mygatt and Brown had seen her, too, and he guessed 
that the red earth on the brigantine's decks was the open 
sesame to a fabulous future, and he said as much to his friend 
and partner George Mygatt. 

"George, do you realize what this means! Iron ore and 
coal coming together here in Ohio?" 

"I think it might develop into something, Fay, if only be
cause S.am Mathe~'s i? o~ it," Mygatt said. "But I can't get 
too excIted. That Iron s sIX hundred miles away." 
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"But don't you see, George," Fayette Brown went on, his 
excitement undiminished, "we only have to put bigger locks 
at the Soo. That'll mean bigger ships, cheaper transportation 
-the coal's at our back door already! I tell you the future of 
this whole country is at stake, and we're sitting right in the 
middle." 

"I'm with you, Fay, but let's not go overboard," Mygatt 
said. "That ore's heavy stuff and it's hard to handle." 

"Somebody'll figure that out. What we gotta do is get up 
there :nd buy some of those mines, build ships to bring it 
down. 

"Fay, I hate to mention this," Mygatt interposed, "but 
there's the matter of money." 

"We can get all the money we need from a few men who 
can see over the hill." 

By the late 1870S Fayette Brown and other men who could 
see over the hill had fit together the parts of an enormous 
production machine that covered half a continent. It ex
tended from the mines of Michigan and Minnesota to the 
mills of Ohio and Pennsylvania. 

Most of the machine was working well. When the demand 
for ore increased they added more mules at the mines, 
more railroad cars to carry it to the docks. They dug bigger 
locks at the Soo so they could build bigger ships and they 
deepened channels whenever the ships scraped bottom. 
But at the docks in the lake port cities the machine broke 
down. 

It was a simple matter to load a ship. You just lowered a 
chute over the hatches and pushed ore into it from above. 
But unloading was something else again. 

When you made port you removed the hatch covers and 
every able-bodied man grabbed a shovel. First you shoveled 
it onto the deck, then you shoveled it into wheelbarrows, 
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then you pushed it along a catwalk and dumped it onto a 
stockpile. When you got more than halfway down in the 
ship's hold you couldn't shovel it directly onto the deck
you shoveled it onto a platform halfway up and somebody 
else shoveled it out. 

It was tedious, backbreaking work and it was holding up 
America. 

That was the state of affairs when the son of Fayette 
Brown, fresh out of engineering school, was sent to deliver 
a message to his father's dock foreman. As usual, an impa- . 
tient ship captain was bellowing for the dock men to free 
his ship of its burden. 

"Mr. Sommer," the skipper bawled, "do you intend to 
hold my ship here for the rest of the season? Four days now 
you've had men swarming over her like mosquitoes and I'm 
blasted if I see that you've moved any of the dirty stuff!" 

"We're doing the best we can, Captain," the dock foreman 
said wearily. 

Alex Brown stood by, waiting for the repartee to exhaust 
itself. 

"Your best is not good enough, sir!" the captain snapped. 
"At this rate I'll lose ten trips a season." 

"If you have any suggestions, sir," the foreman said, ''I'm 
listening!" 

"Blast it, Mr. Sommer, my job is to deliver the stuff. Yours 
is to unload it!" 

Alex Brown spoke up then. "Mr. Sommer," he said, "why 
don't you rig a block and tackle to the mast. You could load 
the ore into a bucket, hitch a horse to the load and walk him 
along the deck until ... " 

"There'll be no stinking horses aboard my ship, Mr. 
Brown," the captain interjected. 
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"All right," Alex said, "walk the horses along the dock. 
They can hoist the buckets from there just as well." 

"You heard what Alex said, Mr. Sommer, can you do it?" 
the captain asked. 

"We can try it. What'll we use for buckets, Alex?" 
"How about washtubs? If they work, I'll design you a 

regular bucket," Alex offered. "Let me know how you make 
out." 

"Wait a minute," both men called after him. 
"Sorry, I just came to deliver a message for my father," 

Alex explained. 
"This is your father's ship, Alex," the captain said. "If you 

got some way to speed up unloading there's nothing he'd 
rather have you do. Now get your coat off and let's see what 
you learned at that fancy school." 

Alex Brown removed his coat. "Mr. Sommer," he said with 
a ring of authOrity, "rig the pulley to the boom and swing it 
over the hatch so you get a straight pull. Captain, you get 
up there and tie off three guy ropes to strengthen that mast. 
I'll go for horses and washtubs." 

Alex Brown's system cut unloading time in half and was 
quickly adopted. Within a few weeks the lake front crawled 
with horses from Toledo to Buffalo. At the mines, more don
keys and more men were put to work. Orders for new ore
carrying vessels poured into the shipyards. The bottleneck 
was giving way. And Alex Brown was told to keep working 
on the problem. 

BOTHWELL AND WALLACE 

In 1869 a little more than fifty thousand tons of rich, red 
ore poured through the Soo Canals to be unloaded along the 
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Erie shore by Alex Brown's horse-drawn scoop system. In 
that year J. D. Bothwell, a Cleveland dock operator, took 
Robert Wallace, an engineer, down to the waterfront. 

"I want you to watch that pile driver over there," he said, 
indicating a machine that was driving wooden bulkheads 
into the soft bottom of the lake shore. 

"What of it?" Wallace asked. "It's just a pile driver." 
"But notice how easy that rig lifts those piles into place, 

and draws up the hammer." 
"Nothing difficult about that. They just run a cable through 

a pulley and wrap one end around a windlass. Turn the wind
lass with a donkey engine." 

"I know," Bothwell said, "but that engine's big and heavy. 
It's almost a permanent installation. Could you build a small 
one that would be portable? Something we could move easily 
around these docks?" 

"I suppose," Wallace said. "What do you want it for?" 
"You see those horses over there, unloading that ship? 

Well, I want to get rid of them." 
Robert Wallace designed and built a portable steam en

gine, rigged it with a mast, cable, windlass and scoop. He 
and Bothwell were waiting on the Cleveland docks when 
Captain Smith Moore brought in the bark Massillon with 
iron ore overflowing her holds and spilling out onto her desks. 

"Hello, the dock," Captain Moore called from the bridge. 
"Where's your horses and unloading gear?" 

"Horses? Well, you see, Captain, we've made what we 
think will be quite an improvement . . ." Bothwell began. 
The captain cut him short. 

"I want no part of your infernal experiments! I got 400 

tons of ore to get off this ship and I want it done in the next 
four days!" 
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"Start ' er up, Bob," Bothwell called to his engineering 

partner, "Captain Moore's in a hurry." 
Robert Wallace's power unloader emptied the Massillon 

in one day and word of the feat spread like a storm signal 
along the lower lakes. It seemed the bottleneck was broken 
for good. 

More vessels were pressed into the ore service. New fur
naces began to light the skies over Cleveland and Youngs
town and Pittsburgh. The trickle of 50,000 annual tons of 
ore through the Soo leaped to 831,000 tons on the strength 
of a spunky little donkey engine that spouted steam as it 
shoveled. 

CAPTAIN THEW LOWERS THE BOOM 

With complete disgust, and with what he considered to 
be saintly forbearance, Captain Richard Thew studied the 
Lorain ore dock from the bridge of his steamer, the William 
P. Thew, named for his father. With long-suffering patience 
the captain noted the paralysis of unloading activity below. 
He reached for his megaphone, and exercising Christian re
straint, he spoke his mind. 

"Blast your bloody hides! Will you get this ship unloaded 
this week? Or will I sit here 'til my bloomin' hull rots off!" 

"Sorry, Captain Thew," the dock master called back, "but 
we've got to move this pile of ore off the dock before we can 
unload your vessel." . , 

"At the rate you're movin' it with those clumsy, snortm, 
stupid-Iookin' steam shovels I can give my whole blasted 
crew three weeks' shore leave!" 

"They're the best machines available, Captain. If you've 
got a better idea . . ." 
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"Certainly I got a better idea! Get your lazy hide up on 
this blasted deck and I'll show ya!" 

The long-suffering Captain had reference to the improved 
Wallace and Bothwell shO'vels which were transferring piles 
of iron ore onto railroad cars. The shovel had three distinct 
limitations in the jaundiced eye of Captain Thew. First, it 
was mounted on railroad tracks and was therefore immobile. 
Next, only the boom O'n the front could pivot and therefore 
the shovel could only work a pile of ore at the business end. 
Besides all that, the dipper could only swing through a per
fect arc; therefore, after taking one bite out of a pile of ore, 
it could not get another good bite until the shovel was moved 
forward on the railroad tracks. 

To Captain Thew, improvements seemed exasperatingly 
simple and obvious. 

"Why blast ya! How can you expect to shovel any ore with 
a-what d'ya call that jib with the bucket on it?" 

"The dipper stick." 
"Well, the blasted dipper stick has got to move hO'rizO'n

tally as well as in an arc so it crowds into the pile!" 
"Easy said," the dock foreman grumbled, "but who's gonna 

work it out?" , 
"It's already worked out," Captain Thew roared. "Know 

why my ship carries the most ore intO' this dock?" 
"Always wondered," the foreman said. 
"But ya never troubled yourself to come aboard and 

see! Look into them holds! Ever see a load trimmed like 
that?" 

"Say! It's level as the deck and full right to the gunnels." 
"Sure it is! That's because I rigged up that load trimmer. 

Travels the length of the hull and crowds the load out to the 
skin of the ship. No pilin' up in the middle." 
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"Huh! It does seem like that'd work on a steam shovel," 

the foreman admitted. "It crowds right into the pile." 
"And how's your blasted shovel supposed to dig when 

that main mast in front can't even swivel around?" the cap
tain asked. 

"That's the boom. Can't move that." 
"I know you can't move it! But you can swivel the whole 

amidships housing around. Nothin' new in that. That sea 
glass swivels. So does that sextant. So does that blasted swivel 
chair you sit in all day. Stand aside. I'm gonna build a 
shovel." 

Captain Richard Thew went to a steam shovel engineer 
named Holley H. Harris in Marion, Ohio. 

"I got no time for details," the captain said. "You just 
design the shovel to do like I said. Make the dipper stick 
move horizontally as well as in an arc, so it crowds into the 
pile. Make ,the whole deck swivel around like an anchor 
stanchion so's she can work fore'n aft and port'n starb'd, 
three hundred and sixty degrees." 

"Very well," Harris said, "but I better have a look at that 
crowding device on your boat." 

"Ship!" the captain shouted. 
"Sorry." 
"And one more thing," the captain added. "Design the 

landlocked critter so's it can shovel anywheres on the dock." 
"How you gonna cover the dock with tracks?" 
"What tracks?" the captain growled, restrained himself 

again. "Take it off the blasted railroad track, Mr. Harris!" 
Harris completed the working drawing and Captain Rich

ard Thew commissioned the Variety Iron Works in Cleveland 
to build his shovel. 

When the fifteen-ton monster was completed Captain 
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Thew scanned the port officers' logs to find out which 
man had the most iron ore to be moved. It was Marcus A. 
Hanna. 

Captain Thew moved his shovel to Dock Number Three in 
the Hanna yards. The pier trembled as the shovel waddled 
out to attack the ore. With dock-shaking lunges the hungry 
dipper stick charged horizontally into the ore, then up in an 
arc. Captain Thew joggled the iron-toothed dipper and set
tled the mouthful of ore as neatly as a seaman stowing a 
quid. Then, with a tortured rumble the whole shovel super
structure swiveled around and came to rest over the railroad 
gondola. The lower jaw dropped. The gondola rocked under 
the weight and ore ran out over its sides as the shovel swung 
around for another bite. 

Marc Hanna bought Captain Thew's shovel. 

BRoWNHOIST 

Meanwhile Alexander Brown had been working, as di
rected, on the ever-recurring problem of unloading the ore 
ships. He introduced improvements on existing models from 
time to time, but in his imagination a staggering new ma
chine was abuilding. It was a machine the likes of which the 
world had never seen. It was a machine as big as the prob
lem itself and it frightened the daylights out of the fleet op
erators who gathered to see him demonstrate a working 
model. 

"You see, gentlemen," Alex explained, "the dimensions will 
vary with each installation, but the plant I recommend will 
consist of a front tower, twenty-five-feet high, at the water's 
edge, built so that the bottom supports will span two sets of 
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railroad tracks. The rear tower will be seventy-nine-feet 
high and will be placed four hundred and fifty feet from the 
first." 

"Why do you need so much difference in height?" some
one asked. 

"You'll see in a minute," Alex said. "Now, between the two 
towers we simply string a cable to act as a trolley. On the 
front pier there's a hinged apron that, when lowered, extends 
thirty-four feet over the vessel. The bucket is lowered from 
this apron into the hold of the vessel. When it's filled the 
deck operator signals the tram operator. The bucket is raised 
straight up. It hooks onto the trolley cable, automatically 
moves out to any point along the cable and dumps. The 
power is released and because the rear tower is higher than 
the front one, it returns to the starting place by gravity. Any 
questions?" 

"How much ore will it unload in a day?" 
"In ten hours, perhaps four hundred tons." 
"Suppose you got a boat with six hatches. What do you 

move, the boat or the machine?" 
"Neither. You build six tramways! And you unload your 

vessel in half a day!" 
If the iron men hadn't been accustomed to moving heaven 

and earth to accomplish their ends they wouldn't have been 
iron men, and they probably wouldn't have listened to Alex
ander Brown. As it was, they commissioned him to build a 
set of tramway unloaders at the Pearl Street docks along 
Cleveland's riverfront. 

Late in the summer of 1880 the first boat tied off beneath 
the towering arms of Alexander Brown's steel giant. Before 
she was half unloaded it was obvious to everyone that a new 
era had begun on the lakes. 
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With Alex Brown's unloaders emptying ships in less than 
a day, new locks were needed at the Soo to accommodate 
the bigger ships that now were necessary. By 1890 nine 
million tons of ore came cascading down to the lower 
lakes. 

In 1892 the fabulous Mesabi Range was opened. America 
was roaring ahead, her furnaces in full blast. There was 
enough ore, there were enough ships and there were enough 
furnaces. But once again there was not enough unloading 
capacity at the docks. 

ARMS IN THE SKY 

By 1900 the skylines of the lake port cities already re
flected the impact of George Hulett's genius. What Alex 
Brown had done for ore, Hulett had done for coal. He had 
built a Herculean machine that lifted a standard railroad coal 
car to the top of a huge funnel. Then, taking a viselike grip on 
the wheels, it turned the car upside down, pouring its 120 

tons of coal into the funnel which in tum conveyed it to 
ships' holds. 

For years George Hulett had been interested in the see
saw drama of the ore unloaders. In 1899 he decided to play 
a part in it himself. 

He called together the engineers who had helped him 
build the car dumper and explained a hitherto untried 
method of attack. 

"Gentlemen," he said, "I propose to build the biggest post
hole digger in the history of the world. You are all familiar 
with the principle. The digger jams into the ground, you 
pull the handles to close the jaws and lift out the soil. We're 
going to apply that principle to unloading ore. We'll build 
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an arm that will move forward over a ship's hold, dip down 
and pick up ten tons of ore at a bite, lift it out and deposit 
it in waiting railroad cars." 

If anyone but George Hulett had proposed it chances are 
he'd have been laughed off the lake front. But a few years 
after he had outlined the principle to his staff, there was a 
strange-looking arm in the sky along the docks at Conneaut, 
Ohio, Hulett's birthplace. 

The upper section of the arm was a steel girder from which 
was suspended the vertical forearm. The hand of this forearm 
was a clamshell bucket and just above it, at the wrist, was a 
cage for the operator who rode . the bucket right down into 
the ship's hold and out again. 

On a May morning in the year 1902 Andrew Carnegie and 
Charlie Schwab, two of the greatest names in steel, stood by 
along the docks at Conneaut to watch what would be the 
beginning or the end of George Hulett's incredible career. 

At Hulett's signal the huge arm began to bend at the 
elbow. The forearm projected out over a ship's hold. Slowly 
it began to descend until the steel fingers of the hand were 
clutching iron ore. The fingers closed and the arm drew back. 
Andrew Carnegie's mouth opened as the hand withdrew to 
a railroad car. There it relaxed its mighty grip and ten tons 
of ore fell into the car. 

Every sixty seconds the great arm completed this cycle. 
In five hours the vessel was unloaded. 

There the matter rests. In a typical year nearly 100 million 
tons of ore clear for the lower lakes. Hulett unloaders 
handling up to twenty tons a bite, loom large against th~ 
sky all along Erie's shore. By eliminating, for our time at 
least, the final obstacle to the mass transportation of iron 
ore, the steel arms of George Hulett's unloaders have rebuilt 
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the skylines of America and the social and economic struc
ture beneath them. And if you possess an automobile, a re
frigerator, a washing machine or a cushionful of pins you 
have reason to be grateful for William Burt's en-a tic compass 
and the men of the lakes who foresaw that it was pointing 
straight at the destiny of a nation. 

Earl Sloan's Liniment 

T HE THING about Earl Sloan's liniment is, if you 
rub it on where you hurt, you stop hurting. If you 
want to know why you'd have to ask a doctor or 

somebody. Maybe Earl could tell you, but I doubt it because 
he got the recipe from his father. 

In 1859 when Earl was a boy back in Zanesfield, Ohio, he 
was crazy about reading books, but he didn't have any 
money to buy any. Doc Sloan was the town veterinarian and 
most of us doctored up our own stock rather than pay hard
earned money to the Doc. So with the houseful of kids they 
had, the Sloans were poor. 

Earl was one of the older boys and he had to help out 
whenever there was a place for him to do it. One day Earl 
had to rub down Judge McGuire's mare. She had a sore 
shoulder and the Doc put Earl to rubbing it with some of 
his special liniment. The Doc's liniment was all right for the 
mare, but by the time Earl had been rubbing for four hours 
it wore his hands raw and he had to quit. 

Now the liniment was not only strong acting it was strong 
smelling, but Earl didn't notice it. Mter all he'd been inhaling 
it for four hours. But when he went into the library to read 
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his book, the librarian sniffed the air and told Earl he couldn't 
have the book. 

"Why not?" Earl said, a little sassy maybe for an eleven
year-old. 

"Because it's late and we're about to close," she said. 
"Then can I take it home if I promise to bring it back first 

thing in the morning?" Earl asked her. 
"No, you can't," she said. 
Earl came right back with a good question. "You let the 

rich kids up on the hill take books home. Why can't I?" 
"Because we don't have books to loan to dirty little urchins 

like you," she said. 
It was late in the day and maybe the kids had bothered 

her a lot. I suppose we shouldn't pass judgment. Anyhow it 
was said just like that. Earl knew he was poor, but he was a 
proud boy, and when she spoke to him that way he colored 
up so his face was as red as his hands. There was nothing he 
could do about it, though. He turned away, crying inside, 
and walked down the steps vowing that he'd never borrow 
another book from there as long as he lived. That's not all 
he vowed either, but the rest of it comes later. 

Things got so bad for the Sloans Earl had to quit school 
so he could help earn money to keep the family together. He 
started working for Frank Pope who was the harness maker 
in Zanesfield. That kept him in touch with horses, naturally, 
and he got to have a way with them that was almost as good 
as his father's. Whenever there was a lame horse around 
town, people used to come to young Earl to get it fixed be
cause he was as good as his dad at mixing liniment and 
showing people how to use it. They never had to pay Earl 
because he was doing it for the horse. 

When Earl was eighteen he was mighty good with horses 
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and he went out West to work for his older brother Foreman, 
who was in the business of buying and selling horses. 

Soon as he got there Foreman had a job for him. 
"I got stuck on that colt over there, Earl," Foreman ex

plained. "She was bright and frisky when I got her, but she 
looks half dead now. Reckon she was doped." 

"Can't you tell a doped horse when you see one?" Earl 
asked. 

"Usually I can," Foreman said. "But I was busy at the 
time and just bid her in without looking at her very close. 
See if you can do anything with her, will you?" 

First thing Earl did was to mix a batch of liniment. Fore
man smelled it, of course, and said, "Earl, you're making me 
homesick. But as I remember that liniment, Dad used it to 
cure lameness. That colt's not lame." 

"Dad used it for everything," Earl said. "And I've used it 
for everything. If it doesn't fix her up I'll try something else." 
The way Earl used it, it fixed the colt up right qway. 

Now there was a stable boy around there name of Mose. 
He loved horses like Earl did and when he saw how the 
liniment cured the colt they got real friendly. 

Mose was always showing up with aches and pains of some 
kind or another and one day he came down with rheumatism 
real bad. He came to Earl. "You reckon that liniment you 
got would do me any good, Mistuh Earl?" he asked. 

"It's for horses, Mose," Earl said. "Probably bum the skin 
right off your back." 

"That'd be all right with me if it just got rid of the ache 
I got now," Mose said. "You got some of it around here?" 

"Yes, but I'm not going to let you have it," Earl said. 
"Mistuh Earl, you gotta help me. You gotta give me that 

liniment right now. I'm dyin'." 
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"Tell you what I'll do," Earl said. ''I'll mix you up a special 

batch. If I leave out some of the stronger ingredients it might 
not hurt you so much." 

Earl mixed it up like he promised. It still burned pretty 
bad when he rubbed it onto Mose's shoulder, buUt did cure 
the ache. That got Earl to thinking. The more he thought the 
more he wondered why he couldn't mix up a liniment that'd 
be good for people as well as horses. He began working on 
it and he tried out all his formulas on Mose. He wasn't a very 
good subject, though, because after awhile he didn't have 
any aches. So Earl began to hand out little bottles of his 
liniment to people around the town. Got so everybody swore 
by it. They complained that it smarted too much, but there 
was no doubt that it cured everything. 

So one day Earl up and quit his job, packed a few things 
into a suitcase and started following up carnivals and fairs 
and circuses selling his liniment. It wasn't the easiest thing 
to do in those days because the midways were full of guys 
selling liniment from suitcases. But Earl developed a spiel 
that was second to nobody's. He was an advertising man, 
Earl was. He used to out-holler everybody on the midway. 
"Hurry, hurry, hurry," he'd chant. "If you can't use it on 
yourself, rub it on your wife and if she don't like it rub it on 
your horse. He'll know a good thing when he feels it. Ladies 
and gentlemen, for a quarter, the fourth part of a dollar, you 
get not one but two bottles of this amazing elixir good for 
man or beast. Guaranteed absolutely pure or your money 
back. Does not explode, cures anythingl" 

Earl was so good-natured about it and he'd give out so 
many laughs they'd buy it. But a strange thing started to 
happen. By the time Earl got to making the circuit a couple 
of times people were lining up in front of his tent even before 
he started to spiel. They bought his liniment as fast as he 
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could make it. There could be only one answer to that: Earl's 
liniment was good for certain human aches and when a good 
thing gets going nothing in the world is ever gonna stop it. 

Earl quit the tent show circuit and went into business in 
a serious way. He got drug companies to sell his liniment and 
he advertised in magazines and such. By 1910 just about 
everybody in the country had heard about Earl Sloan's lini
ment and millions of people had real faith in it and still do. 

Earl became a millionaire. In the town of West Roxbury, 
Massachusetts, where he lived, he was considered i great 
and wonderful man. He was always doing nice things for the 
town and all that. Out in Zanesfield we figured that he'd 
forgotten us now that he'd got rich and famous. But we were 
wrong. 

One morning the fanciest carriage we'd ever seen, with 
four of the most expensive-looking horses that ever kicked 
up dust in Ohio, came rolling down our Main Street. Every
body looked, of course, and some people started following 
the carriage. There was quite a crowd gathered when it 
stopped on the front steps of the library. 

Earl Sloan got out and went up the steps. A few minutes 
later word came floating around that Earl had sent for four 
of his old Zanesfield buddies; he wanted them to meet him at 
the library. 

At the meeting Earl made a little speech. "I want this 
building tom down," he said. "I want this town to have the 
best small-town library in the United States. I want it to have 
two reading rooms, one for adults and one for dirty little 
urchins! I want it to have two copies of every child's book 
so if one gets dirty there'll be another one to replace it right 
away. I'm paying all the bills and you four are a committee 
to see it gets done." 

And then Earl went back to West Roxbury, Massachusetts. 
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So if you're ever out our way, stop in at our l~~rary .. ~ight 
over the door it says, "Sloan Memorial Librar~ .. But It s n~t 
a library really ... it's a great big batch of limment and It 
cured what was hurting Earl Sloan. 

Mission of The General 

I F YOU were to drop in at the venerable old Statehouse 
in Columbus just to browse around, as thousands of 
Ohioans do each year, you'd expect to find such things 

as the Howard Chandler Christy historical paintings, the 
portraits of the Ohio Presidents and the regimental battle 
flags from half a dozen wars. Probably you'd place your feet 
where Abraham Lincoln placed his one memorable April 
afternoon. But these things you expect in a Statehouse. You 
do not expect, though, to find a wall at the main entrance 
given over to the commemoration of a locomotive. 

It's there, though-a spunky-looking engine cast in bronze 
and labeled The General. Now, how did a locomotive earn 
itself a place on the wall beside the Presidents and the flags 
and the footsteps of Abraham Lincoln? 

It goes back to the black night of April 8, 1862. In a deep 
ravine six miles out of Camp Shelby, Tennessee, rain was 
falling in sheets and thunder punctuated the words of J. J. 
Andrews, the most daring secret agent of the Northern 
armies. Listening tensely, shivering not entirely from the 
chilling rain, were twenty-two volunteers from the Second, 
Twenty-first and Thirty-third Ohio Infantry regiments. 
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Andrews was saying, «When we leave here every man goes 
his own way. We cross the Confederate lines in civilian 
clothes and meet again at Marietta, Georgia, by 5 A.M. 

Thursday. Without recognizing each other we'll meet in th~ 
fifth coach of the Northbound train known as 'The General. 
We're to seize the train and head her for Chattanooga, leav
ing behind us a path of wrecked commun~cations and ~e
moralized citizenry so that General Mitchell s army can pIck 
off Chattanooga like a ripe plum. It's a bold mission and 
dangerous. There's still time to withdraw if any of you 
Ohioans are so minded." 

Andrews studied the tense faces. No man spoke. 
«Very good," he said. «We will proceed.". . 
On the morning of April 13, 1862, just outSIde the CIty of 

Atlanta, at the town of Big Shanty, a railroad train headed 
by the locomotive known as The General was idling at the 
loading platform. The General was pointed in the direction 
of Chattanooga, some 166 miles North. Her huge brassbound 

. headlight was gleaming in the morning sun, smoke chuffed 
from her funnel-shaped stack. Even her extra-long cow
catcher was polished until it shone, for The General was the 
crack locomotive of the Western and Atlantic Railroad. It 
was not coincidence that it was on this run. Its job was to 
carry ammunition, soldiers, food and material to the fighting 
front just beyond Chattanooga. 

At the moment her cab was unoccupied and would be for 
twenty minutes while the engineer and firemen finished their 
breakfast at a restaurant across the tracks. Four regiments 
of Confederate soldiers were bivouacked beside the Big 
Shanty station, but only one solitary, bored sentry pat:~~ed 
the platform. He watched idly as a well-dressed CIVIlian 
sauntered up toward the platform. 
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The tall man approached. «Mawnin', soldier," he said. 
"Wonder if you could tell me where a man might find a bit 
of breakfast?" The sentry was about to pOint out the restau
rant across the tracks when he heard a disturbing sound. 

«Did you hear that, Mister?" he asked. 
«Did I hear what?" the stranger said. 
«Sounded like somebody was uncouplin' a car." 
«Probably was," the tall man said. «Tell you what I think 

. . . a bunch of Yankees are down there fixin' to steal The 
General." 

"Yeah, that must be it," the sentry laughed. "Now about 
that breakfast ... there's a good restaurant over across the 
tracks." 

"Over where?" the stranger asked, stepping behind the 
soldier. 

«Right over there." He turned and started to point. The 
gesture was never completed for suddenly everything went 
blank and the sentry slumped quietly to the platform . 

The tall stranger, J. J. Andrews, waved a signal and leaped 
aboard a boxcar. Sergeant Knight of the 33rd Ohio appeared 
suddenly in the engineer's seat and pulled the throttle wide. 
There was an explosion of steam, a shower of sparks and a 
shriek from the wheels. The General, towing three boxcars 
and twenty-two Ohioans, went roaring right up the main 
stem of the Confederacy. 

The telegraph operator at the Big Shanty station couldn't 
believe his eyes. "Musta been mighty strong coffee them fel
lows had," he told himself. "No way to start a locomotive," 
he mumbled. Then he noticed that most of the cars had been 
left standing at the station. When he saw the regular engi
neer and the fireman, as well as the officers from the Army 
camp, running toward the station he knew something was 
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wrong. He vaulted into his chair in front of the telegraph .key 
and began clicking out a message. In a moment, he realIzed 
the line was dead. 

Fifteen miles north of Big Shanty, Engineer Knight called 
Andrews' attention to another locomotive standing with 
steam up in a siding. Would there be time to stop and destroy 
it? Andrews decided there would not. They had to make the 
siding at Kingston in time to pull over and let the South
bound Texas go through. Andrews noticed with considerable 
relief that the locomotive they were leaving behind was a 
small yard engine, incapable of giving The General any sort 

of chase. 
Andrews, his raiders and The General were right on time 

at Kingston and nosed into the siding. The yardmaster came 
running up to The General's cab. Andrews got in the first 
question. "What's holding up the 'Texas'? She's due right 

now." 
"Never mind the 'Texas,'" the yardman snapped. "Where's 

Fuller, the regular man on this run, and where's the rest of 

your cars?" 
"Special orders from General Beauregard," Andrews an-

swered. "Rush shipment of ammunition." 
The yardman asked to see the special orders. "They're 

nailed up inside that first car," Andrews told him innocently. 
"Take a look." The yardman did, and nothing more was 

heard of him. 
Meanwhile, back at Big Shanty Fuller, the regular engi-

neer and his firemen had found a pole car, which was simply 
a pl~tform on wheels that had to be propelled ~long the 
tracks with poles, in the same manner a barge IS pushed 
upstream. He hadn't any idea of catching up with The Gen
eral by such primitive locomotion, but he knew about the 
yard engine and guessed that Andrews might pass it by. 
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It wouldn't catch The General either, Fuller knew, but 

he was also aware of the situation at Kingston, and if the 
southbound Texas happened to be late, the yard engine 
might well be fast enough. 

At the Kingston siding the twenty-two Ohioans, crouched 
in the boxcars, were sweating now. They had dreaded even 
the five-minute wait Andrews had figured on. Now, though, 
forty minutes had passed and the southbound freight still 
wasn't in sight. Andrews paced the platform looking North 
for the overdue Texas and South for some form of pursuit. 

If only the Texas would come! Once past the siding it 
would take care of the pursuers in short order for there was 
only a single track from Kingston back to Big Shanty. There 
was only a single track ahead, too, and the next siding was 
at Adairsville, ten miles to the North. The whole outcome of 
his mission hung in the balance. Andrews clenched his fist 
and drove it into the palm of his hand. 

To the south, along the horizon of the track a speck was 
rising ... it was the yard engine. There was nothing to do 
but take the chance of running head on into the Texas. He 
gave the order and the spunky little General rolled out of 
the siding onto the main line. 

The minutes passed and The General ate up the miles. All 
eyes were on the track ahead now. If the Texas would only 
hold off for a minute or two more they'd make the Adairsville 
siding. But suddenly there she was, bearing down on them 
like a tidal wave of doom. Both engineers jammed their 
brakes and the two mighty engines slid toward each other 
in a shower of sparks and a grinding screech of tortured 
steel. They came to a stop, their cowcatchers separated by 
four short yards. The front wheels of the Texas just protruded 
past the siding switch, but it was enough to block The Gen
eral. The engineer leaped from his cab and ran toward The 
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General shaking his fist. He stopped suddenly. He was facing 
twenty-two rifles. Sergeant Knight climbed into the cab of 
the Texas, backed her clear of the siding switch and The 
General went rushing around her toward Chattanooga. 

As The General disappeared up the tracks the Texas pro
ceeded to Kingston. There she was commandeered by a 
detachment of Confederate soldiers who quickly uncoupled 
her freight cars, turned her around, and with engineer Fuller 
at the throttle set out in pursuit of The General. 

The race went on into the afternoon. At the Ostenaula 
River bridge the Texas came rolling around a bend 'to find 
one of the General's boxcars in flames and rolling backwards 
toward them. Fuller threw his engine into reverse, got up 
enough speed to absorb the shock of the onrushing car. 
Slowly he brought his engine to a stop, reversed direction 
again and headed North, pushing the flaming car ahead of 
him. 

There were seventy-five miles to go when the Yankees 
fired their second boxcar and cut it loose. Fuller took that 
one, too, and raced on. 

An hour later Andrews cut loose his last car-his men were 
riding in the fuel tender. There was plenty of room, for The 
General was out of fuel. 

Andrews scanned his maps. The next fuel yard was twenty 
miles ahead and the Texas was closing in to firing range. He 
stepped back to the fuel tender and spoke quietly to his men. 

"Gentlemen," he said, "thank you for your courage. I had 
hoped we might have done better. As it is we will have to be 
satisfied with the knowledge that we tried and we will be 
remembered. Up ahead we will come to a woods. We'll stop 
there and it's every man for himself. Good luck." 

The General nosed into the woods and Sergeant Knight 
set the brakes. The men rolled down the embankment and 
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disappeared into the trees. Confederate patrols closed in, 
however, and only eight of the twenty-two Ohioans found 
their way back to the Union lines. 

They didn't change the course of the war, they didn't influ
ence the outcome of a single battle, but Andrews' Raiders 
have long since become one of the great legends of soldiery, 
and there on the Statehouse wall beside the Presidents and 
the flags and footsteps of Abraham Lincoln, you will still find 
The General and the names of the men who rode it down 
the main stem of the Confederacy into immortality. 



The Storm 

M ILT SMITH stepped out of Jim's Place and be
gan walking slowly along the cinder roadway 
that ended at the river's edge. Ahead of him 

loomed the huge black bulk of his ship, the freighter Charles 
S. Price. In a moment or two she'd be casting off for the last 
trip of the season, and if Milt Smith didn't hurry she'd be 
making that trip without one assistant engineer. But Milt 
Smith couldn't bring himself to hurry. His feet were like lead 
and beads of perspiration stood out on his forehead. It was 
very warm for November and that might have accounted for 
it-except that Milt Smith was shivering. 

Milt wasn't any more superstitious than the next sailor, 
and ordinarily he joined in the general laughter that greeted 
the landlubber who was seized with a premonition. But some 
strange sixth sense was screaming a warning at him now. 
A sudden gust of warm November air lifted his cap. It had 
been a gentle breeze; now, though, it had stiffened. 

Milt veered from the path and ran swiftly down a narrow 
alley between two warehouses. From the other side he'd be 

. able to see the coast guard station at the river mouth. 
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At first glance everything seemed quiet there; then sud

denly he felt his pulse beating at his temples, for at that 
moment a seaman was hoisting a signal onto the yardarm
two red Hags with black centers, one above the other. A boat 
whistle blew. It was the Charles S. Price casting off. An over
whelming sense of relief came to Milt Smith, and then in
stantly, pangs of anxiety for his shipmates. They'd see the 
hurricane warning but it wouldn't stop a ship like the Price. 
Standing there in the grip of his premonition, Milt Smith 
knew that this Saturday, November 8, 1913, would somehow 
be remembered. 

Milt Smith watched the Charles Price clear the Cleveland 
breakwater and head into the teeth of the west wind. He 
noted that the breakers were already crashing over the wall 
sending the white spray twenty feet into the air. He knew 
h~w it would be on board the Price. In the pilothouse, Cap
tam Black would be glancing from the falling barometer to 
the gray overcast that shortened the horizon. Probably he'd 
be saying to First Mate Howard Mackley, "This last trip
seems like it's always the worst." 

"Glass still falling, sir?" 
"Almost as fast as the thermometer," the captain would 

observe. "That cold mass is moving in all right." 
"Notice the swells, sir," the mate would say. "They seem 

to be coming north by east, but the wind's in the west." 
"If this is general, there'll be ships in trouble tonight. 

Better warn the watch." 
The hurricane pennants were Hying at Lorain and Port 

Clinton and a few of the smaller ships were scurrying for the 
harbors. In the main, though, the Heet held to its course. 
November storms of uncommon violence were to be ex
pected. They called for a little extra watchfulness, a little 
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finner hand on the wheel, a little more leeway in the chan
nels; otherwise even November gales are routine to the 
freshwater sailor. 

In the booth at Jim's Place, Milt Smith stirred his coffee. 
It was nearing midnight, time for his watch, and he always 
started it with coffee. Usually at this time of the night the 
talk would be loud at Jim's Place, loud and punctuated with 
laughter. It wasn't that way tonight, though. It was quiet. 
Men talked in low tones, just loud enough to be heard over 
the whistling of the wind. 

An old man was saying, "Ain't nothin'll ever match the 
blow of Sixty-nine. I was a lad then, seaman on the old 'Dean 
Richmond: It was November, 'bout now, last trip of the 
season. Nor'wester roared down outa Duluth. Four days and 
four nights she blew with never a let-up. We was lucky. 
Made it into Fairport with our seams busted open, nearly 
foundered with ice. Ninety-seven ships went down in that 
blow. Never be another like it." 

Milt Smith wondered. It was snowing now, a driving, 
blinding snow that swirled into drifts and cut off visibility. 
A customer started to leave. He placed both hands against 
the door and pushed. It didn't budge. Surprised, he leaned 
against it with his shoulder. The shriek of the wind was 
frightening to hear and the door slammed back. The cus
tomers looked at one another. It was evident that no one 
would be leaving Jim's Place that night. 

Milt Smith's coffee stood untouched. He guessed he knew 
how it'd be in the engine room of the Price. Everything mov
able would be clattering from one side of the room to the 
other as the ship tossed and quivered from the pounding 
waves. And that's just how it was. A succession of violent 
vibrations shook the ship. The engineer leaped to his con
trols, the propeller was swirling free, out of water. With a 
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horrible thud the stem let down again and he released the 
power. The ballast tanks were full but it wasn't enough to 
keep the stem in the water. Then the order came down: 
Pump water into the hold! 

The pilothouse was sheathed in ice, eight to twelve inches 
of it. Behind the windows everyone fought to see. The 
searchlight produced only a blinding reflection from the 
swirling snow. 

The waves soon reached tremendous heights; walls of 
water thirty-five feet high crashed against the straining hull. 
They came close upon one another, three at a time. Then a 
lull, then three more. 

The whistle was blowing thick weather signals but the 
sound was all but lost in the howling winds and roaring 
waves. Two men held the wheel but made no attempt to 
steer; one course was as hazardous as another. All hands 
knew by now that this was an historic stonn beyond the 
experience of any man aboard. In the face of such fury the 
ship and men were helpless. Every man stood at his post and 
every man prayed. 

The snow was drifted above the windows in Jim's Place 
now. Morning had come but there was no relief from the 
wind and the snow. From Jim's Place you couldn't see that 
utility poles were down, streetcars abandoned, trains ma
rooned. You did know that the water coming from the faucets 
had turned a muddy brown color and you were afraid to 
drink it. 

You had troubles of your own, but if you were Milt Smith, 
your concern was not for yourself or the people of the 
stricken city, but for your shipmates. 

For four days there was no news. Then the toll came in: 
thirty-six ships severely damaged or lost; two hundred and 
thirty-five lives known to be lost, among them those of your 
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shipmates. Strangely, though, they are found wearing life 
preservers from the ship Regina, not from the Charles Price. 
No man lives to tell the story and it remains forever another 
mystery of the inland seas. 

Wreck of the Shenandoah 

I N GREENVILLE, Ohio, everybody remembered how 
"Zack" Lansdowne kept on flying kites long after the 
other kids had outgrown the pastime. Zack was still 

flying them in high school, but by that time it had long since 
. become a science with him. He was always studying the 

behavior of the winds and the effects of weather on air cur
rents because, he said, "We airmen can't know too much 
about the behavior of our ships. We gotta be able to handle 
'em in all kinds of winds and under all weather conditions." 

Folks didn't understand Zack when he talked like that be
cause except for his elaborate box kites and a few balloons 
he experimented with, Zack Lansdowne was no more of an 
airman than Downey Hasenphlugh, the flagpole sitter. 

Zack had shown them, though; in the Navy he'd risen to 
rank of commander. That's only three stripes, but Zack was 
on his way to a lot more because he was the Navy's chief 
expert on airships. He'd been aboard the British dirigible, 
R-34, when it crossed the ocean and became the first ship to 
do it both ways. Now he was captain of the great U.S. Navy 
ship Shenandoah. And of all the things going on in the world 
in 1925, nothing could hog the headlines like the Shenan-
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doah. She was the symbol of America's coming supremacy 
in the air. The day the storm hit her and she tore away from 
her mooring mast with only part of her crew on board, the 
headlines were high as your hand, and when Zack Lans
downe fought the storm for eight hours and brought her 
down again without a scratch, well, it was like being a king 
just to be able to tell people you were from Greenville, Zack's 
home town. 

Zack set one record after another with his big ship. The 
whole nation got excited when he took her out of Seattle one 
day, flew the whole perimeter of the United States and ended 
up back in Seattle for the longest and most successful flight 
ever accomplished by an airship. 

After that, everybody talked airships. Andy Mellon and 
Marshall Field got together and began laying plans for a 
passenger dirigible service from New York to Chicago, and 
just on the strength of the talk people began making reserva
tions for rides. 

So you can imagine how it was in September, 1925, when 
the Navy announced that Captain Lansdowne planned a five
day trip through the Midwest, because the people there had 
never had a chance to see the Shenandoah. Among the im
portant places she was to visit was the Ohio State Fair at 
Columbus. 

Zack had sent a personal message to Greenville that he 
would arrive over the town the morning of September 3, and 
he wanted them to be especially sure that his mother got a 
place of honor in whatever kind of celebration they worked 
up. 

They worked one up all right. September 3, 1925, was to be 
the biggest day in Greenville since Anthony Wayne signed 
the Indian treaty. 
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While Greenville and all Ohio waited, Zack Lansdowne 
studied the air over Lakehurst. In Zack's day every airman 
was his own weather prophet. He began his calculations with 
the official weather bureau report, studied the clouds imme
diately overhead, held a moist finger to the winds and made 
his decision to fly or not to fly. Zack had a reputation for 
taking off when other men would not. That wasn't because 
Zack was foolhardy. It was just that he knew more about the 
weather and its habits than other men. Sometimes the sun 
would be shining in a cloudless sky and Zack would order 
extra guy ropes for his beloved ship. In 1923 when the 
Shenandoah was still new, the ground crewmen used to 
grumble at such foolishness, but inevitably, after an order 
like that, the winds would pick up, clouds would appear 
from nowhere and there'd be a first-class blow. Then one 
awed air-going sailor would say to another, "Where'd yuh 
suppose the old man gets his information? Wasn't anything 
in the weather report." 

His partner would answer, ''I've heard it said he's got an 
angel friend who tips him off. Seems like the angel was lost 
once and Captain Zack lent him a map." 

"Must be it." 
Maybe Zack Lansdowne's angel friend whispered a word 

of warning to him just before they cast off from Lakehurst 
late in the afternoon of September 2, 1925, because word got 
around that Zack was thinking of canceling the trip. The 
Weather Bureau reported rains and thunderstorms in the 
Great Lakes region but added that the disturbance was 
traveling generally eastward and wasn't expected to move 
south. 

Zack got temperature and humidity reports from Wheeling 
and Zanesville and Dayton and Columbus. Everybody knew 
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he wasn't pleased with them, but no one knew why. At Lake
hurst they didn't know about all the years Zack Lansdowne 
had spent experimenting with the vagaries of the winds over 
the Ohio plains. They were not as familiar with the lay of 
the land as Zack was-the way the Allegheny foothills give 
out at Zanesville and the glacial plains begin, and how this 
accounts for the updrafts that can bring on a September 
squall while you snap your fingers. 

The crew wasn't aware of these things but Zack was. And 
as the big 680-foot ship droned over Philadelphia, nosing 
west into a red sunset, the captain's tenseness began to spread 
through the 43-man crew. The wind began to rise over Laurel 
Mountain. Wasn't anything to be concerned about, but it 
didn't help matters. 

Wheeling was still asleep when the Shenandoah passed 
over and headed for the Ohio line. The winds stiffened sud
denly, turning the nose of the ship. Zack Lansdowne stared 
out the window of the control car, fighting to see through 
the early morning mist. Half a mile below, everything was 
calm, warm and still. The mist hung low in the valleys and 
smoke from a factory chimney drifted lazily above the stack. 

Zack ordered every man to his station then, because he 
knew he was in for trouble. 

Somewhere up ahead two swiftly moving air masses were 
hurtling down on each other. When they met, if indeed, they 
hadn't already, they would generate a shadow line-squall, a 
whirling, spinning, horizontal hurricane. It would cover no 
great area and it might not affect the surface winds at all. 
But it would be out there, nevertheless, like a wandering, 
hidden, unmarked reef. 

Zack Lansdowne changed course, then he changed again, 
but it was a futile guessing game and he knew it. One course 
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was as hazardous as another. If you were lucky you'd miss 
it, if you weren't, well ... 

Over Cambridge a streak of rain struck the ship like grape
shot, and then he was caught in the updraft. There was a 
sudden jolt that knocked men off their feet and strained 
every frame and girder in the ship. The Shenandoah was 
moving through the air at incredible speed, traveling straight 
up. In a matter of just seconds it seemed, she had risen two 
thousand feet. Over the noise and confusion, Zack Lans
downe bellowed an order, "Get aloft. Open the gas valves." 

There were automatic controls to release the helium gas, 
but it was scarce then and precious. To avoid wastage the 
valves had been sealed. They had to be opened now by hand. 
Men fought their way into the superstructure above the 
control car. 

At 4500 feet the ship leveled off. Zack was in control 
again. With her motors roaring he fought the winds and 
slowly began to nurse her down to cruising level. Everyone 
breathed easier, except Zack. . 

And then it happened. 
There was a shriek and a roar and then silence. The control 

car went hurtling to earth carrying Zack and thirteen men. 
The nose of the ship, unburdened of the car, shot into the air 
free-ballooning with twelve men clinging to the girders. The 
after-end, carrying the crew quarters and motor gondolas, 
settled slowly to earth, and the men crawled out unharmed. 
By a miracle of navigation the men in the after-end of the 
ship brought their portion safely to earth twelve miles away. 

Strange stories and stranger legends grew out of the wreck 
of the Shenandoah, but the strangest of all was true. The 
control car landed in a garden patch. They found all of 
Zack's things, except the Annapolis class ring he was wearing. 
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The wreckage and garden were combed again and again, 
but the ring was gone. 

Twelve years went by. The wreck of the Shenandoah 
passed into history. One day in 1937 a farm housewife, hoe
ing the garden, chopped away at a tall mustard weed. In its 
foliage, three feet above the soil, was Zack's ring. 

Joe Briggs Carries the Mail 

YOU NEVER heard of Joe Briggs' School? You never 
drove down Joe Briggs' Boulevard nor climbed to 
the top of Joe Briggs' monument? 

Well, chances are, you never will. They don't go around 
commemorating little guys like Joe Briggs, not in any ex
pensive way, anyhow. 

They did cast his name in bronze and nailed the plaque 
up against the wall of the Federal Building in Cleveland. It 
would have been better if they'd have put it on the front 
steps instead of inside the lobby behind a pillar like they did. 
But Joe wouldn't care much. He got his reward from people 
like old Mrs. Yates and Ed Cowles and heaven only knows 
how many more just like them. 

The way it started, Joe came to work one morning back 
in 1862 and took his place beside all the other mail-sorting 
clerks in the Cleveland Post Office. It was December and 
the Christmas rush was beginning. There were twenty tons 
of mail to be worked. Every piece and package had to be 
put into the proper pigeonhole where it would stay until the 
addressee came to claim it, for this was in the day before 
anyone had heard of home delivery. 
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Folks who were expecting important mail were lined up 
for half a block waiting for the windows to open. Most of 
them had to be at work by eight o'clock and it was nearly 
that already. But with that mountain in front of them, the 
clerks knew all those people were going to be disappointed. 

The mercenaries, who delivered mail to the homes or 
offices of people who could afford to pay their fee, were 
raising a clatter at their special window, but Joe couldn't 
bring himself to work up any sympathy for them; they 
made more money than he did and they didn't work as hard 
for it. 

Joe was now down to the "Y's" and that reminded him-he 
looked out at the crowd behind the window. Fourth or fifth 
in line, as usual, was old Mrs. Yates. She looked pale and 
drawn, more than usual. 

Last time she looked that way she'd fainted before she got 
up to his window. Joe had helped bring her to, but then he 
had to tell her there was still no letter from her boy, who was 
with the 41st Volunteers in Virginia. 

Something had happened to that boy, Joe figured. He 
hadn't written to his mother for weeks and if Joe was any 
judge of human character, any boy Mrs. Yates would raise 
would write home if he could. 

Joe sorted the "Y's" quickly. He was looking for a letter 
for Mrs. Yates. Before he knew it, he was down to Ollie 
Zyzzle. Usually he was glad to see Ollie's name. It meant the 
sorting was finished. Today, though, he wished he'd never 
come to Ollie's .letter because that meant he'd soon have to 
tell Mrs. Yates that her long wait had been for nothing again. 
She'd stay on for the ten o'clock delivery, he knew, and she'd 
be back again that afternoon. 

Joe purposely kept his eyes from her face as she asked, "Is 
there anything for Mrs. Helen Yates?" 
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Joe said, "Why, uh, Mrs. Yates, the mail's been running 
heavy and we didn't get through it all this morning." 

"Well, if I go back to the end of the line and take another 
turn do you think-" Joe didn't let her finish. 

"Tell you what," he said, "I have to go by your place on 
my way to lunch and again when I go home. If there's a 
letter for you I'll bring it." 

"I couldn't put you to all that trouble, Mr. Briggs," she 
said. "Besides, I'm so worried I want to know the minute 
there's anything for me." 

"Then I'll take time off and bring it to you as soon as it 
comes in. Will you trust me to do that?" 

"It's very kind of you," the old lady said, "and I do trust 
you." 

Frank Danby who worked the S,T,U counter leaned over 
the partition. "You start that once, Joe, and you'll be deliver
ing everybody's mail to the door," he said. 

"Yeah, I know," Joe said, "but that old lady'll collapse out 
there someday and we won't be able to bring her around." 

"Can't she hire one of the mercenaries to bring her mail 
to her?" Frank asked. 

"I don't know," Joe said irritably, "but they're charging 
awful rates for that private delivery service and she probably 
hasn't more'n enough money to get along." 

"Well, it's your shoe leather you'll be wearin' out," Frank 
shrugged. 

"That's right," Joe said. "It's my shoe leather." 

Joe hated most of all wha were called "Army Days." Two 
or three times a month special mail trains came in from the 
front. They doubled the volume of mail. Joe didn't mind that, 
but it was all he could do to stay at his post when the mothers 
and sisters and sweethearts of the soldiers lined up for their 
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mail. They would stand in line three or four hours, some
times; and when Joe would hand them their letters they'd 
tear them open right at the counter. Sometimes they'd weep 
at the news they'd receive, but these were the fortunate ones. 
There were others who wept because they got no letter to 
weep over. 

Often they'd faint from the long hours of standing and to 
add to the confusion, the mercenaries would push and jostle, 
trying to break into the line ahead of their tum. It was on 
days like this that Joe Briggs thought he had the worst job 
in the world. 

Now to men like Joe Briggs a job is something like a house: 
the one you've got is probably a lot better than the ones you 
can get, so you make the most of it. Joe believed, too, that in 
either case if you looked for the good things you could find 
them. 

One of the good things came during Christmas week. Mrs. 
Yates got her letter. Joe immediately tossed the rest of the 
"y's" and all of the "Z's" onto the counter and left to deliver 
the letter. He waited on the porch while Mrs. Yates read it. 
He could tell from her face that everything was all right. 
"He was wounded, but he's going to be all right," she said 
in a trembling voice. "Nobody ever brought me so much 
happiness, Mr. Briggs. God bless you." 

Back at his station, Joe walked into trouble. There was 
another man working in his place, and a message that Mr. 
Cowles, the postmaster, wanted to see him. 

Edwin Cowles' principal occupation was not postmaster
ing. He was the well-known an"d influential publisher of the 
Cleveland Leader, but he took his postal duties seriously. 

"Mr. Briggs," he said sternly, "I am informed that you were 
absent from your station this morning, despite the fact that 
we're in the middle of the Christmas rush and expecting an 
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Army train. Your mail was not sorted and there was a line of 
more than a hundred people inconvenienced because of your 
absence. 'Vhat is your explanation?" 

"I was delivering a letter, sir," Joe said. 
"You were doing what?" 
"Delivering a letter to an old lady who hadn't heard from 

her son for ... well, it doesn't make a very good explanation, 
sir," Joe said dejectedly. 

'Tm inclined to agree with you," Cowles said. "What about 
the old lady?" 

"It doesn't matter about her," Joe blurted suddenly. "It's 
the same with the people who have to stop in for their mail 
before work or stand in line for the Army trains. What it all 
adds up to is the fact that we're doing this all wrong. Why 
should thousands of people have to waste that time every 
day? We could deliver that mail to their houses a lot more 
efficiently than they can come after it." 

"Let me see if I follow you, Mr. Briggs," Cowles said. "You 
are presuming to challenge the whole United States postal 
system and its method of distributing mail. Is that correct?" 

"Yes, sir," Joe said bravely. "I know it's crazy, but I have 
to stand there day after day as those people come in. I cannot 
for the life of me understand why we don't deliver it to 
them." 

"Do you know how many men that would require?" 
Cowles asked. "Or how much it would cost the taxpayers?" 

"I think it would be cheaper to hire a couple hundred men 
full time than to require the whole population of a city to 
stand in line for half an hour every day." 

"Well, there is certain merit in what you say, Mr. Briggs, 
but I don't suppose you and 1 are going to change the 
methods of the Postal service," Cowles said curtly. 

"I suppose we aren't, sir," Joe Briggs answered. "But if 1 
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were a big newspaper publisher like you, 1'd sure like to see 
a postal system that'd bring my paper right to people's doors 
instead of to their post office." . 

Edwin Cowles looked up suddenly as though he were see
ing Joe Briggs for the first time. Joe pressed his advantaO'e. 
"And if I were a congressman, I think that's the kind of a bill 
1'd like to have my name on." 

Cowles nodded. 
"And even if I were against such a system," Joe went on, 

"I don't think 1'd have the courage to vote against it, if a bill 
were really introduced." 

"So it becomes a matter of having such a bill introduced," 
Cowles said eagerly. "And I know just the man for that. Joe, 
you figure out how such a system could be installed here, 
how much it might cost and how it would work." 

"What if we'd write to the Postmaster General asking per
mission to try it out here?" Joe suggested. 

"Sit down, Joe, and we'll write that letter right now." 

The Postmaster General had neither funds nor money for 
such an experiment, but he knew how to get it. He cornered 
a Senator. "How'd you like to become the most popular man 
in the Union, Senator?" he asked. "How'd you like to get 
credit for delivering the mail right to the door of every voter 
in every big city in America?" . 

The Senator introduced his bill and then began to lobby 
for it. "I understand you're opposed to my free delivery 
bill, Senator," he said to one of his colleagues. 

"Indeed, sir, I am," was the answer. "Utterly preposterous 
to divert that kind of money from the war effort." 

"I assume, then, that your name will be leading the op
position next week, when my bill is introduced?" 

"I, uh, well, that is, sir .. . " 
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On March 3, 1863, the bill authOrizing Joe Briggs' idea 

of city free delivery passed Congress. The Postmaster Gen
eral authorized Edwin Cowles to set up the first such serv
ice. Edwin Cowles sent for Joe Briggs. 

"It was your idea, Joe," he said. "Now let's see you carry 
it out." 

Joe had a job on his hands, he knew, but the real magni
tude of it didn't begin to dawn on him until the bugs be
gan to show up in the system he had devised. 

It turned out that many of the city's streets had never 
been named. Joe Briggs had to see about that. Some streets 
had no house numbers. Joe had to number them. He walked 
twenty miles a day handling arguments, laying out districts, 
determining routes. And there were complaints. Housewives 
couldn't see why, as long as he was coming by, the mailman 
couldn't pick up a loaf of bread from the store. Cleveland 
merchants couldn't understand why the men couldn't de
liver a package now and then. The family in the house 
just beyond the city limits could prove that just twenty 
more steps would bring the mail to their door, too. 

Joe Briggs worked around the clock to bring his idea of 
free home delivery to an ungrateful public. Slowly, he got 
his system working. Clevelanders began writing more let
ters; stores began mailing circulars; newspaper subscriptions 
picked up. Then there was a letter from the Postmaster 
General. 

"Joseph W. Briggs, foreman of letter carriers, United 
States Post Office, Cleveland station, is hereby relieved of 
duty and ordered to report to Washington, D. C., as Super
intendent of Deliveries, continental limits, U. S. A." 

For six long years Joe Briggs worked night and day to 
establish the city free delivery system in the forty-nine larg
est cities in America. But he got the job done. In the process 
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he designed the letter carrier's uniform. He wrote the letter 
carrier's oath and set up a bonding system. And Joe Briggs' 
men became the most welcome visitors in America. 

Yet you never heard of Joe Briggs' school, nor ever 
climbed to the top of Joe Briggs' monument, because of 
course they don't go around commemorating little guys like 
Joe. Mrs. Yates was grateful though, and so was Ed Cowles 
and many more people just like them. That meant more to 
Joe than having his name cast in bronze and nailed to the 
Federal Building in Cleveland where you can see it now if 
you go inside and look behind the right pillar. 

Shoes 

T HE STONE is soft-for stone. The once-sharp 
corners of the letters have weathered away so the 
name appears in soft focus. It says: 

HEZEKIAH SPERRY 

B. 1769 
D. 1826 

There is no mention of shoes. 

Hezekiah Sperry took his place at the head of the family 
table and announced that grace would be silent this night. 
Obediently, the heads bowed and each thought his own 
prayer, except Hezekiah. He was not praying. He was look
ing at his shoes. His eyes traveled from his own shoes to 
those of the feet of his son. This reminded him that the 
Carners were leaving his town in the morning. Hezekiah 
prayed then-a swift, silent prayer that concerned shoes and 
a decision that was immediately before him. The decision, 
he knew, would determine the future of his town and that 
had to do with shoes. 
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All the other problems he had been able to handle. But 
the matter of shoes was almost too much for one man. Heze
kiah Sperry remembered how in the year 1800 he had 
brought his children Alphias, Martha and Cynthia to the 
seventh township in the fifth range. Jonathan Edwards, the 
absentee owner of the township had given him one hundred 
acres of land for being the first man to settle. 

That summer he and the three children built a cabin. The 
following spring they had gone back to Connecticut and 
brought out Mrs. Sperry and the rest of the children. 

Mrs. Sperry had feared that although the place was offi
cially a township, it would never become a town. She could 
see her family alone there the rest of their lives. She pleaded 
with her husband to take them back home but Hezekiah 
had said, "We'll not be alone. When I was last at the Erie 
Lake I met a man named Otis Guild who said he would 
come here with his wife. It should be any day now." 

"But that was five months ago," Mrs. Sperry reminded 
him. "If they were coming they'd be here now." 

So it was a great day when Captain Sperry was able to 
run to the cabin and say, "Martha, do you hear it? It's a 
wagon-the Guilds have come after all-watch now, through 
the trees there\" 

Otis and Lois Guild were the second family in Sperry's 
town. But Lois Guild was deeply concerned when she saw 
the loneliness. Even before the Guild cabin was finished she 
was protesting to her husband about the child being born 
in such desolation. Hezekiah Sperry was afraid he would 
lose a neighbor and he spoke reassuringly to Lois Guild. 
"Mrs. Sperry has had thirteen babies," he said, "and I will 
see to all the chores so your good husband will be at your 
side at all times." . 
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So when Charlotte Guild was born, Hezekiah Sperry was 

sure the town would last. 
"You see," he said to his wife. "Already the town grows of 

its own self." 
But Mrs. Sperry cut Hezekiah's jubilation short by bring

ing up the matter of shoes. She said nothing about another 
mouth to feed. "Two more feet that will be needing shoes," 
was the way she put it. 

The barb was not wasted as she knew it would not be. 
"Aye. The buckskin was no good, I admit," he said. "I will 

try again. When we butcher the hog, I will try the pig's hide 
for shoes." But Hezekiah's pigskin shoes were no better. 
They wore out quickly and had no shape or comfort. 

Now a more urgent problem came up. Otis Guild's child 
was sickly and Lois Guild said it was because there was no 
fruit. This worried Hezekiah Sperry, and he said he would 
fix this, too. He didn't know what to do about it until the 
third settler arrived, Seth Tracy. Hezekiah did him many 
favors and asked only one in return. 

"Seth, when you go back East to bring your wife, would 
you bring back with you some fruit trees?" he asked. 

"No, Hezekiah," Seth said. ''I'm a hog farmer, not an or
chardist. Tree scions take too much room in the wagon. 
They have to be watered and they could slow my trip. Be
sides, half of them would die on the way." 

"I mean to make it worth your while, Seth," Hezekiah 
pleaded. "Otis Guild and I will finish your cabin, and clear 
your fields while you're gone-that means you can leave 
now and that'll give you time to bring the trees." 

Seth Tracy looked at his blistered hands. "It's a bargain 
Sperry," he said. "What kind of trees?" 

"Apple would be best," Hezekiah said. "And one more 
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thing-would ye bring some good Boston shoe leather back 
with you? And a pair of ready-mades for my wife?" 

"Make up your mind, Sperry," Seth said. "I can bring you 
trees or I can bring you leather-I cannot bring both. Which 
will it be?" 

Hezekiah thought hard. "Trees," he said. 
So Sperry's town had its first orchard. But it had no suit

able shoes-and a man poorly shod is poorly equipped to 
wrestle with nature. Trousers, shirts, stockings, dresses
these things the women could make. No one could make 
shoes. 

Hezekiah found an Indian who said he could make moc
casins. It was good news and he hastened to tell his wife. 

"This time," he said, "the shoes will be good. They will 
be strong and easy on the feet. The Indian has promised to 
show me how they are made." . 

But before the moccasin-making could be mastered, there 
was a graver crisis. Dr. Clark's baby daughter, Aurelia, froze 
to death in the crib. The bereaved Mrs. Clark insisted the 
child could not be buried until there was a proper monu
ment and the nearest stone carver was in Pittsburgh. Heze
kiah knew that once the Clarks went to Pittsburgh they 
would not be back. He pleaded with Susan Clark. "Susan, 
I will work with John Tomlinson. He has an art with letters 
and carving and such. Your child will have a monument 
such as you could never find in Pittsburghl" 

And so Sperry's town had a gravestone cutter in John 
Tomlinson. They buried the child but Mrs. Clark continued 
to grieve. In spring the monument was ready, but it was not 
suitable. Hezekiah found a way, though. "Susan, about the 
monument to your child, I have heard it said by the ladies 
that there may soon be another cillistening in your house. 
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Could not the new babe be called Aurelia, after the one you 
lost? And could there be a greater monument?" 

The second child was also a girl and it was named Aurelia. 
With spring came the rains and there was sickness in the 

village. Colds and fever sapped the strength of young and 
old alike. Hezekiah knew it wasn't the kind of plague every
one feared. It was a plague of a different sort-there was 
sickness in the town because there were no proper shoes. 

Summer came and the men complained about there being 
no way to saw timber. Hezekiah spoke to John Stark Ed
wards, the absent owner, about building a sawmill. 

At harvest time there was need for a grist mill. Hezekiah 
saw to it. Roads were needed. Hezekiah organized the 
settlers to build them, but ended up doing most of the work 
himself. There was concern for schooling the children. 
Hezekiah found a schoolmaster. But on bad days the chil
dren didn't come. They had no proper shoes. 

The grace was finished. Hezekiah Sperry lifted his tired 
eyes from the Hoor, but he did not eat. His wife said, "Heze
kiah, your supper's getting cold. Why don't you eat, don't 
you feel well?" 

"I feel well. Very well," he said. "Now that I know what 
I must do. I am leaving tomorrow for Connecticut." 

"Connecticut?" his wife said, startled. "Why?" 
"I must," Hezekiah said. "It is the only way to keep them 

here." 
"Whatever are you talking about?" his wife said 

impatiently. 
"Shoes," Hezekiah said. "I will go to Connecticut. I will 

learn how to make shoes. Good shoes with thick bottoms, 
and shape to them; left shoes different from right shoes. 
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Shoes that will walk on stone and snow and water and mud. 
It will take six months, eight months-perhaps a year. But 
there will be shoes in Hezekiah Sperry's town." 

The monument says simply: 

HEZEKIAH SPERRY 

B. 1769 
D. 1826 

There is no mention of shoes. 
But the monument stands in an old churchyard around 

which a city has grown. It is significant, perhaps, that the 
residents appear to have excellent shoes. 




